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PAR'l' oNE
AN ESTIMATE OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF MENTAL HEALTH EDUCATI0N

FOR RELIGIOUS \ri)foIEN

CHAPrER I
RA.TIONJ.LE FOR MIm'AL HEALTH EDUCATION FOR RELIGIOUS WOMEN

Each 7'ear htmdreds of ymmg woman seek admittance to religious communities
in the United states.

These;young women come to the cloister from the hyper-

tense, competitive environment of a world intent on acquiring and maintaining
status and possessions according to the standards of a predominately materialistic and highly industrialized society.

Thus the virtues of obedience, mod-

esty, dependence, and subm1s91veness as they were defined by the norms of past
generations are displaced now by the competition, self-reliance, frankness,
and aggression stimu.lated by a cultural m:llieu which is ambitious, but not ne-

cessarily wholly unchristian in fostering personal autononw and self-expression.
The radical external change of garb made at entrance into most religious communities is symbolic of the more drastic psychological adjustment young women

must make to the conventual world in which they will live.

The day is gone

when religious superiors can presume naively that the Ifgood" girl will adapt
with unquestioning doc111ty to conventual surroundings and to the demands of
religious life w.1thout specific understanding and education.

YOtmg women are

not disposed to abandon their values and attitudes blindly in favor of conventual formalitiesJ but they are tractable in responding to formative influences
which have genuine ascetic and intellectual appeal for them. They have a freshness of originality, a spark of idealism, and a core of generosity which makes

2

.3
them look far concrete truth, Christian con geni ali ty, and purposeful dedication
in ,;mch they can invest their best expectations and substantia.l e£fort.s.

Veteran in-service sisters, seasoned by the realities of experience in religious life, also eagerly welcome opportunities for additiooaJ.. knowledge and
understanding, the prerequisites for the acquisition of Christian maturity in
religious life.

They desire to build the natural sphere harmoniously into total

human Par'sonality by living a spiritually healthy life, as they consciously come
to terms v.lth their internal irrational forces, incorporating them into the total life of the soul.

l

Sisters must be taught the elements of complete and healthy personality developue:nt in religious life-it is not an intuitive gift.
fiection should raotivate religious

WOMCl

1'his partinent re-

to plac,;J more concentrated emphasis on

the preventive, rather than on the rehabilitative aspect of psychological health
or total. human well-being.
fects in young

'WOf;',\etl

Detection of neurotic tendencies or character de-

aspiring for religious profession should be the cue for

superiors to lllake a reliable investigation and if necessary-, to act unhesitatingly in counseling these candidates to other vocational avenues.

Superiors

will be adamant in vocational discrimination, not al101dng pity far these women

to tauper principled resolution. At the same time, utmost ldndness and understanding interest should be offered to the women who leave the community ranks,
l'lhether by dismissal. or by voluntary withdratfSl..

It is liell to remember that

the personal integrity of these individuals does not depend on their affilia-

1
Josef' Gold'l:ru.mler, Holiness
(New York, 1955), 31.

!!

L>holeness, Trans. by stanley Goodman..

4
tion with a religious eommmrl.ty.

In tact, orten, women who cannot adjust to

the more restrictive atmosphere and to the added duties of religious life, find
in the lay state, the release from tension necessary for thera to love and serve
God in peace of soul.

Secularization is a grave course of action which merits

the most serious deliberation of the one contemplating it) but properly authorized, it is not a disreputable act.
incompetence or unworthiness.

It does not brand those who obtain it with

On the contrary, it

m~

ic act of honesty which deserves consummate respect.

be the result of a hero-

God invites, but does not

command, His creatures to serve Him through the evangelical counsels, so a religious vocation is not a moral obligation.

It is a personal conrnitment of
2

love made to God with total volitional freedom.
On

the other hand, the executive independence, mental alertness, healthy'

candor, and adult initiative so often evident in modem candidates for

re]j.-

gious life should be astutely appraised as the stuff of rThicn saints are made,
and therefore, be channeled advantageou81y in community living.

Neophytes in

convents, as well as experienced professed Sisters, should be provided with ad-

equa:t.e education for integrated religious liv.1ng. UndoubtecD.y, a great percent.
age

ot neurotic ad 1nrnature behavior among religious

woman can be prevented it

the introductory and subsequent training programs in religious communities are
based on sound doctrine, and furnished with a strong foundation in 'the theology
of the ascetieal life, which mIl lead sisters

to the practice of solid Chris-

tian virtue, rather than to the MC'aly superficial r1tual1ty of devo'tional pie-

2John J. Evoy, S.J., and Van F. Christoph, S.J., "Personality Patterns and
the Religious Life, n ~ Inter-Provincial. !!!!! Letter, (October 1961), 6-7.

5
tism.

This should be supplemented by conmon-s9llsed teaching of the psychology

of personal adjustment which is vital to the formation of the mature Christian
personality in religious women.
Heretofore, the basic preparation of women for religious life has proved
partially inadequate because of the general. imbalance it suffered from the influence of negative, and even Jansenistio, tones.

Too otten, this preparatory

indoctrination has been rather severely divisive in divorcing the natural from
the supernatural in religious life.

In many instanoes, the tendenoy has been

to segregate and over-accentuate the exterior religious and diSCiplinary aspects of conventual 11ving as an all-important entity, wi. thout concurrently explaining the .foundational role of human nature, and clar1.f'y:1ng its interactive
and practical. relationship with the supernatural in religious life.

Con-

sequently, community unity and individual uniqueness otten have been sacrificed
in favor

ot a.

group uniformity and the typical conventual. oharacter acquired

principa.lly through observation of external rules and regulations, the accepted
essence of religious perfection.

This false emphasis created a gulf between

theory' and practice, and lIUIlY' sisters have been inclined to bridge the gap by
pietistically covering the actuality of religious living with supematural rationalizations.

The psyehological havoo in the 11ves of these sisters caused

by unrealistic thinking and misdirected action has made them mere automatons

in religious life.

They have missed the crucial fact that religious life and

its institutional externalities become efficacious only when they are inspired
and substantiated by a staunch and devoted love for Christ as a person- a
unique spirituality bY' which each sister develops and enriches her human nature

6
as she relates intimately and personally to the Incarnate God, Who is the

mat~

of her personal holiness.
During the last decade religious women have been more pointedly alerted

t.o these discrepancies, principally through the repeated exhortations of Clmrch
officials, particularly the late Pope Pius III, the recent increase o£ publica.-

tions by specialists of current thought relevant to religious .life in a modern
world, and the research and reconmendations of the Sister Formation Con.t'erance.
Likewise, the increased incidence of mental illness and emotional instability
among sisters, which has been so forcibly manifest in religious life during the

past twenty yearS,.3 has signaled attention to the urgency o£ the mantal health
problem and the necessity for adaptation in religious life.
The Units of Study' in Mental Hea.l:l:ih presmted in Part Three of this trea-

tise re-emphas1ze the

recogni~ed

need for mental health education for sisters}

and offer practical and specific aids in following the

weJ~-advised

directive

of the Sister Formation Conference that positive assistance :in the psyehology-

of personal. adjustmmt be given to religious women.4 Furthermore, this prograu
aims to be a construct,iva ef.fort

-1;,0

prevent psychological dist,!,ess in the lives

of sisters, to alleviate it in those who are either uninformed or misinformed

about the elemental facts o.f human living in religious 11.fe" and '1:,0 augment

the potency of maturity for those who have

alre~

attained it •

.3S1ster Mary William lelley, I.H.M., "The Incidence of Hospitalized Mental
Disorder Among Religious Sisters in the United states; 1956," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, St. Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri, 1958, 74.
4Sister Formation Conference, Report
erett, washington, 1956), 75-9.

.2!

Everett

~Sulum Works~,

(Ev-
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Since sisters rely principally on the initiative and ingenuity of their
superiors to arrange opportunities for education in mental health, the understand.ings and attitudes of superiors relative to this aspect of sister forma-

An attempt has been made to

tion are pertinent to the efficacy of the program.

determine the present status of mental health instruction for Sisters, and to
critically examine the opinions of a representative group of major superiors
of religious

women. In Chapter II, the summary of this survey, conjoined with

an evaluative commentary on relevant issues, forms an en11ghtening background
in 'Wldarstanding the compelling urgence and 'Wlderlying purposes of mental
health education for religious women.
The Philosophy of Conventual Living, An Ideal Concept, delineated in Part
Two is a fundamental and indispensable prelude to the formal. units of study in

mental health proposed in Part Three.

In any b:aman endeavor, i t direction is

to be established and success assured, the desired goal of achievement must be
succinctly defined and honestl¥ apprized in advance.

Thus, before mentally

healthtul living can be guaranteed generally tor Sisters, it is essential that
not onl¥ a frank exposition and a caref'ul assessment of the status S!:!2 of conventual living be made by superiors and subordinates, but also that a meaningful blueprint of an ideal concept of religious life be distinctly diagrammed
and clearly oomprehended.

Unless they :meticulously design a personal philos-

ophT of life based on the truth of substantial values and attitudes proper to
a life of dedication, there is the danger that sisters may become complacent
with a psychological lassitude "Which blinds them in accepting unreliable and
unrealistic norms of life in the religious state.

The Philosophy of Conventul

8
Living in Part Two, therefore, purports to be a motivating force for religious
women in fonning and focalizing their life objectives, and in implementing the
principles outlined in the units of study' in :mental health education in Part
Three.

Ultimately, it is proposed as a determining agent in activating sis-

ters to strive for the ma.x:imum fecundity ofrellgious life.
It would be facetious to expect to solve all human problems} most of them
can only be understood.

Bu.t the elements of' all problanatic or divergent sit-

uations in religious life are so singularly common th:rt. sisters can pool their
resources profitably in defining corporate solutions, when this is possible, or
in developing a type of understanding which will be psychologically lucrative
for members of all religious communities.

With this viewpoint, it is belleved

that the details of both The Fhilosophy of Conventual Liring in Part Two, and
the formally structured Units of study in Mental Health Education in Part
Three, which have been consciously slanted to the needs of teaching sisters in
a large religious conmrunityI are flexible enough to be adapted readily and advantageously to circumstances in any community of religious women.

In considering mental health education for sisters, it must be understood
that it is suggested, not as a panacea for all personal or community complications in conventual living, nor as a substitute for current developmental
practices, but only as a necessary adjunct to the traditional doctrinal, ascetical, and professional aspects of sister formation and in-service development.

It is antiCipated that this specialized orientation will be prognostiC

of more meaningful balance for sisters in 11ving the religious life as the
richly rewarding venture it is meant to be.

CRAPI'm II
SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF INFORMATION RELATIVE TO MENTAL HEAL1'H
EDUCATION FOR SISTlmS SUBMITTED Dl QUESTIONJ:1AIRES
BY RELIGIOUS SUPERIORS

In making a study of the present status of mental health education for
sisters, and of the attitudes of superiors to this important aspect of sister formation, questionnaires, identical with the sample in Appendix I, were
sent to the Mothers General of one lnmdred religious communities in the United
States.

Twenty-one questionnaires were returned without information, and six-

ty-seven were returned 'With information acoording to the conmunity m.embership
indicated in Figure 1 on page 11. These reports represent a fairly equalized
cross-section of opinion among sisters in communities of various enrollments.
FJ.:f'ty-nine, or 88 per oent, of the oonmrunities resuonding have teaching as one
of their m.ajor apostolio activities.

Thirty-seven cammml1ties,

SS

per cent of the oore group, have testing

programs in their postulanc1es, distributed according to size of the cOl1lmmitl' as shown in Figure 2 on page 12.

It 1s interesting to note that the num-

ber of testing programs varies directly with total community membership.

Appendix

n,

In

the names of tests are listed 'With the number of times they were

mentioned in the questionnaires.

Two ooomrunities in each membership category engage psychiatrists or psychologists to a&d.nistar the tests to the postulants.

9

In most cases, the test

10
results are used for purposes of guidance; although, in two COl'llIlllmities, one
in each of the "Below 100" and the

given to young

1-1Otnen

"500-1000"

c~egories,

these tp-sts are

before they enter the co.rrnm.m:ity, and the test results in-

fluence the eValuation and screen.ine of these aJ.'l!Jlicm.ts for entrance to religious life.

As sho'tm in Figure 3 on page
seven communities providing

14, ei.ght, or 12

inform~ion

educa.tion for sisters at this time.

per coot, of the sixty-

have formally structured mental health

In thMe communities, the mental health

training is organized in a college course taught to the you.'I'lg women preparing
for religions life, either by a

membe~

of the college faculty, a mistress of

a training depa:t"'trnent, a sister who is a TV lecturer in mental health, or a
sister who is a psychia.tric nurse.

In six of these eight courses, students

earn college credit towards their undergraduate degrees.

Units of study

taught in these curricular programs include the following topics:
Mental health principles
Personal and conmnmity hygiene

General in·troduction to personality studies
Basic concepts of personality
Personality structure
Nature and dynamics of personality
Ana.lysis of behavior patterns
Management or personality
Nomal adjustment patterns
Dynamics of personality adjustment
Types of. personality disorder

Neurosis
Psychological mechanisms
The texts used in teaching these courses are:

Irala, NarciSO, S.J., Trans. by Louis De1mage, S.J.,
Heart, Nel'l Yorks Joseph F. Wagner Inc., 1954.

Magner, James

A.,

Achievin~

Peace

Mental Health in .! ~ World, Milwaukee. Bruce,

E!

1955.

11
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DISTRIBUTION OF TESTING PROGRAMS
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Royce, James E.,
1955.

s.J.,

!:ersonalitz and Mental Health, Milwaukee: Bruce,
-

Schneiders, AJ.exander A., Personal Ad~ustment
York: Rinehart and Co., fric., 19 5.

.!!2 M,!ntal

Health, New

Walters, Sister Annette, C.S.J _, and O'Hara, Sister KeVin, C.S.J., Per!2B!! ~ Personalitl, New York: App1eton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1953.
Walters, Sister Annette, C.S.J _, TV Lectures on Mental Health, 1957-1958.
In the comparative illustration in Figure 3 on page

14, it can be seen

that forty-c:me communities, or 61 per cent, of the total submitting information,
have made specific attempts to provide general orientations in mental health
for in-service sisters by offering them
Lectures on mental health for religious
Mental health courses
Workshops in mental. health
Directed reading in mental health
Community educational conferences devoted
to the study- of mental health problems
in religious life
Institutes in mental health
It can be noted in Figure 3 that the general programs considerably exceed those
of a more formal nature, and that the total. general programs in each classification of communities varies proportionately with the size of the community
sponsoring them.

Undoubtedly, this can be attributed, in part, to the fact

that larger communities are in more favorable circumstances financially and
personne1-wise, and consequentlyI at'e in better position to provide these advan
tages for sisters. There is the possibility, too, that in having more members,
large cOl1ttlIUIl1ties also have more sisters with problems of adjustment who need
the benef'its of :mental healttl educ ation.
These opportlmi ties for mental health education, though they have been

~ Formally structured

Communities
responding to
questionnaire .
,11

~

programs

~

General orientations

r-------------------------------

J'
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It
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1
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1
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3

.1 J
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1000
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100
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FIGURE 3
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general and incidental, have been carefully arranged with particular insight
into the needs of the sisters.

It has been reported, that in each case, the

persons responsible for leadership in conducting tauso activities by eiving
lectures or demonstrations havo been assiduous in their ef"f'orts to conmru;nicate

to Sisters, in practical terms, many phases of mental health education.
Since these programs have been es't,ablished only recently, and are in the
embryonic stage of their development as yet, it is difficult to make a reli-

able appraisal of their results at this time.

However, even a.t this early date,

they have been productive of many blessings for sisters and give promise of

more fertility in the future.

Two Mothers General indicated tht:tt, through

both the pre-service and the in-service orientations to mental health, sisters

have developed more understanding of ther'..3elVes as human beings, and therefore,
have experienced better a""lOtional adjustment, more personal. happiness due 'to
the building of correct atti.tudes, 31'ld happier comnrunity life.
J!i.fty-nins, or 88 per CQ1l.t, of the sixty-seven superiors replying to the

questionnaires feel that there is a definite need for menta.l health educa:tj.on
for sisters.

F.i.va Reverend Yl.O'lihers, three of whom are superiors of contempla-

tiva communities, agree that there is no need for mental health '.:.raining for
sisters.

Several superiors qualify 'their responses with specifica.tions as fol-

not yet
not as formally structured mental health programs-are
intel"ested rather in the in'tegra-Lion of the principles of mental health taught in over-all training of sisters
have not considered it
not now
not at present

16
not, possible at present
just begirming to discuss possibility of SIlch training
It seems significant that" of the four superiors of contemplati''t/'e communities who provided information on the questionnaires" only one feels th..'lt
there is a need for mental health training for sisters; md that all of than

are uninterested in establishing specialized training in tb..is area for sisters.
These superiors seem to be in agreement that staters i..'r\ clo;.stered Cor.tl1l.m:i.ties
need not be concerned about, mental health.

They explain that since religi.ous

women" who are contr:lnplatives, are freed froI'll the pressures and distractions of

the ac·i:.ive apostolate, and are provided with an intensified training in the
religious aspects of conununity life, they are able to adjust satiaf'actorUy in
community living without special attention to mental. health.
Forty-one, or 6J. per cent, of the superiors are interested in providing
mental health education for sisters. In comparing the data in Figure 4 on
page 17, it is observed that in each category o.! religious COmmunities, the
number of superiors who expressed recognition of the need for mental health
education for sisters :ts decidedly greater than the number l-.m.o also are intereated in arranging this opportunity for them.
There is no doubt that relig.i.ous women are aware of the presence of a
gradational variety of neurotic and psychotic behavior in some menfuers ot
their coll'll1unities.

Psychological illness is not a new problem in religious

life; but very definitely, it is a

pro~ssive

one.

This observation is cor-

roborative of the rather alal"!'l"ing statistics describing the status of mental
disorder amo!l..g religious
tat!.on of Sist-or Mary

~iOmen

l~.l1:i.a'n

available in the 'lmpublished doctoral dissar-

Kelley, I.H .M.

This is a cont...1nu.ation of the

17
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RECOGNIZED NEED FOR AND EXPRESSED INTEREST IN PROVIDING
MENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION FOR SISTERS
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stucl7 completed by 'l'horn.as Verner Moore in 1936 relative to mental illness ammg
religious nomen, and describes the situation as it vas in 1956.

The research

done by Father l.foore in 1935 revealed tnat 327.6 civilians per 100,000 required

hospitalization for mental illness a.s oompared with only 248.9 for Catholio
sisterhoods.

'!'he parallel study done in 19.56 indicates that in the 2l-year

interim the civilian rate rose to 358.3 per 100,000 while that for the sisters
rose to 319.6, the increase far civilians being 30.7 per 100,000. and that for
the sisters, 70.7 per 100,000. Research figures in this study also disclose

the fact that in 1956 the percentage of teaching sisters requiring hospitali-

zation for mental illness vas larger than that of tIllY other specific occup&tional oategory of religious women.1
The attention of religious superiors has been rather abruptly arrested
by the appalling evidenoe prompting these statistios and also by the indis-

putable manifestation of emotional abnOl"l1lali ties of varying types in sisters
who are never hospitalized.

Su.periars are confronted with the stark emergency

of making object!va evaluation of pa.rticular community circumstances which mill'
be precipitating or contributing causes of mental illness and persona.llty in-

adeqaacies among religious women.
While the need of providing condi tiona in conventual living which are
more conducive to the psychological health ot sisters is genera.lly acknowledged, the initiation of measures tor improvanent often is blocked, at pres1

Sister !';.ary W1lliam Kelley" I.H .1VI., 68, 74.
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ent by many factors in !'t:lligious life.

Formal mental health education for

sisters is a comparatively new consideration in sister formation circles) and
some relig-lou8 -women, probably a few 0::' those who refrained from commenting
on this point in the questionnairos, may not yet be ready to accept the idea
of mental health instruction as a possible aid in promoting the psychological.

well-being of sisters.

In other cases, this idea has thus f8l.' only been ad-

opted by' sisters as a plausible proposal, but has not yet matured to the implementation level.

On the other hand, superiors who admit the advantages of

mental health training and are desirous of providing it for sisters, frequent17 are hampered b7 a dearth of sufficientl7 trained or well-disposed personnel, and adequate funds and facilities to operate such a. program.

Since the

demands of the apostolate always far exceed the supply of personnel available,
other superiors are harassed by the adjustrnents entailed in extending the time
limits of the training program and in refining its quality.

Again.. the lack

of willingness to inwgurate or to accept a formally structured program in
mental health education for sisters, may be due, in part, to a hesitancy which
stems from the belief that psychological adjustment is a peripheral benefit
which will be izsued automatically to sisters from their status as religious.
Logically, then.. for these sisters there is a
mental imbalance in religious

~-l0!l".an

chological efficiency for them.

sti~a

attached to emotional or

and to the obVious efforts to assure psy-

This thinking usually is the result of inad-

equate understanding of the true meaning of religious vocation and of the implications of merrt.al health education for sisters in fulfilling their vocation.
Often religious women cling to the hallowed, but superficial, concept of con-
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ventual 11ving whicb regards paychological disturbance as undignified interference in the sublime matter of re1ig1ous vocation.

In other words, psycho-

logical illness poses for them a. probabilitY' foreign to the sphere of effective religious living. and its presence becomes SJDlPbomatio of infidelltY'to
prescriptions of religious 11fe, and is,

~ef'ore,

an indictment on the sis-

ter concerned. Tiley contend that the proper "spiritual" develo:prsent and intense religious activity o£ sisters obviates the need for education in the
psycbology of' adjustment.

In gertera1, they tend to be lJU8p1.c1ous and self-

conscious about discuas10n o£ mental health for siaters.
able, 'then, that religiOUS women with these

ali1;1tudes

It is understand-

'MOuld .feel obligated

to protec't thEmSel ws or others who are psyvholog:lcally ill .from the embar.
rassment of' admitting their oomplications, or of' accepting therapeutic treatment for them.

Furthermore, there may be communities like the two whose su-

periors conceded that they are not interested in establishing tcrmal programs
of mental health education, because their sisters have no outstatd:1ng emotional
problEIU to warrant it.
Occasi.onally, sisters do not recogn1ze ar understand the intrinsic mer1 ts
and integrationaJ. nature of a mental health program., and tend to be fea:rf"ul
that it 'Will taka precedence over the traditional religious trai.Tdng.

So

they are WflI!'1' in racing the probab1l1ty ot exposing sisters to mental. health

education, a'1d deED :Lt prudent to avo:Ld it as a basic requirement tor all.

Therefore, they are inclined to ofter it CIIlly' to a selective group, for instanoe, the superiors in the conmun1ty.
A genuine mentaJ. health orientation Cal not be used ecapetently :in
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complete isolation, since its essential value for sisters depends on its purposeful correlation and integration with othar facets of the total formation
program.

Incidentally', the quality and affeetiveness of the integration wlll

be 1nf'luenced, in large part, by the skill and understandings, and personal

philo soplv' of the persons exerting the leadership in initiating and adntbdstaring these pro(?;t"ans. It is not necessa:t"Y' that :mental health instruction be
offered to sisters as a separate body of stud:rJ it can be incorporated into
the general preparatory programs, if' this seems a more propitious procedure.
The important element is that sisters are given the opporttm1ty to learn the
princ1ples of mental health and to absorb them integrally and practically' into
their daily 11v:1.ng.
The numerous discuasiOll topios which the Mothers Superior considered ex-

ped1ent for mental health education for sisters are categorised in Table I on
page 22.
The keen awareness of the existence of psychological. pt"Oblems in reli-

gious l1.fe 1s retlected by the superiors in tbe1r suggestions fC'Sr topics in

possible JIlfJDtal health courses listed in Table I. The can.sensua of op1nion

1s centered in three principal. areas, nanely, emot:t.onal maturity and ita allied ideas, the practice of charl.tl' in community living and apostolic activi-

ty, md the understanding of emotional disordsr or mental illness and the preventive or rebabUitatift therapy proper to it.

Th1s unanimity among the

superiors is evidence that aimilar and t)"Pical. probl.f.D&tic c1rcumstances are
])l"e\"alen:t, in religious life in general, irrespective of particular ccmmnm1ty

regulatiar.uJ.

Appare.ntly',

znar.ty'

superiors recognise the difficulties involved,
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'l'AI3LE I
SUGGE.qTED TOPICS FOR MENTAL HEALTH

INSTRUC:TI01~

FOR SISTERS

!'oEcS
~.2E!1:. M~turitz-deve1opinp ~. ntegrated

Christian personality-relation between emotional control and
health...-emot:i.onal adjustmant.-,mderstanding emotionssel.f-control-mortif'ication-making decisions-leadership-pr~tice of Christian virtue--re1igious idealsproper relations between. tp intual. and natural lifetraining of uill-humor-se1t-assertion ft. obedi€l'lce-generosity--sacrifice--ptdlosophy of life--union or
apostolic activity with religious living-well-developed prayer life--facing reality-accepting responsibility-underRtanding and accepting self and othersearly detection of character faults-traits of maturity-adjustment to life-trustrations-babit formation-temperament-psychology of w:men-personali ty
struct,ure-motivation""""'Pain and suffering-illness • •

Practice E! gharity E! Comunitl.!:!!:!-love in religious
lif'e-affeetive life of sisters-particular friendshipanger--forgiveness--profittng by criticism--human relations-comrmmity life-attitudes to authority--interaction with the laity-friendship-accepting young
religious into community life • • • • • • • • •
Psychological Disorder-clq-dreandng-worry-anxietydepression-a thdrawal-...nervousness-fear-hypochondr.1.acal attitudes-scrupulosity-mechanisms of adjustment--therapy for emotional illnesses-psychoses
and neuroses--understanding and interacting with mentally ill or emotionally disturbed in community life •

• • • • 21

• • • •

Nature of Mental HeaJ.th-spiritual 'Value of mantal healthoonnection with e:rreetive religious living-preventive
and remedial. measures in mental health-rela.tionship between mental and physical. health--need for mental health-prinCiples of mantal health • • • • • • • • • • •

-

-

--.;.----

Need tor Recreation-relaxation

•

• • • •

.

• 65

•

•

•

• • 10

• • • • • • •

Marriage and Family Life • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Mystical Body • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Use of Ps,ychological Tests • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Use of' Drugs-sedatives-tranquilizers • • • • • • • • • • •
Problems of menopause and menstruation-perronal hygiene • • • • •

7
1
1
1
1
1
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have deliberated about the need for overcoming them in their comnnmities, and
have speculated about the consequences of improvanent which will be enjoyed by
the sisters.

It is heartening to observe that horizons in religious life are

expanding so that now many sisters are willing

to adm:1t their community pro}).

lEIIs.. and to discuss them constructively with at sters of other religious comnnmities.

More and more.. sisters learn to view the dif'ficulties ld.thin their

groups, not as defections peculiar to certain communities, but as part of a
common denominator of current oonventual life which needs adjustment.

The

wholesome inter-communi.ty sharing of mu.tual concerns w:U1 g1va sisters the
courage neeessar,y tor productive consideration of their difficulties and the
opportunity to combine their assets in surmounting them.

!he major superiors 'Who evidenced interest in mental health education for
sisters agree that the benefits accruing to the sisters and to the corrmun1t1es
from a 'Vital program in mental health would be those itemized in Table II on
page 24.

The benefits anticipated by superiors from mental health training far
sisters EmUlllerated in Table II, dovetail very logiCally with the content proposed tor mental health instruction recorded in Table I on page 22.

Superiors

have presented a rather comprehansive list of the identifying characteristics

ot effective religious life, and these have been incorporated into the ideal
concept of calvantual llving in Part Two.

Emotional maturity and its related

aspects are viewed by the Slper10rs as the greatest advantage sisters could derive trom mental health education.

The preponderance of responses in this area.

mirrors the urgency of need for emotional maturity in conventual living.

In
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TABLE II

ANTICIP\TED BENEFITS OF !1E.'N'TAIJ HE:AL'm EDUCATION FOR SISTERS

.

Benefits

Times N.entioned

!l:motionaJ. Maturi ~--better personal adjustmmt due to
better integration of all aspects of nature into
composite according to ten:perament and talentsunderstanding and controlling emotions-wholesomely integrated personalities in religious life-personal security-less tension-greater insip,ht and
saner attitudes to difficul ties--normal reactions to
minor indispositions-understanding relation of nature and grace-peace of soul-more meaningfUl spiritual llie-more happiness and joy in religious l1f"eincreased se1.:f'-lmowledge-honesty-generoslty-heterosexual poise-physical, mEll'ltal, spiritual health • • •

• • • • 51

Increased Chari.tx in ReliS!ous L1v.1ne-better understanding of silTand others-more generositY' in
sacrificing seJ.f'-friendahip-better human relationsgreater joy in eor:mnmity living-better Christian approach-less faults and sins against charity • • • •
Ameciation .2! Re11&!ous Voeation-correct perspeetive
of religious iIving-greater and deeper spint of'
dedication in vocat1on-more stability in voeationdeeper joy and satisfaction in apostolic servic.....
greater apostoliC success-understand meaning of
religious vocation in relation to human nature • •

• • • •

• • • • • .12

Leasenins of Neurotic Tendenc1es-e11ndnation o:f major

probiem:;-of

adjustment-fewer metal breakdoWDsbetter preventive measures for health care, physical and mental-early recognition of symptoms of
serious emotional disturbance and provision for

treatment--less scrupulosity •

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • • 9

Inoreased Vocations-fewer defections-good screening
program • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Greater Tolerance

s:

!'!~tallx

ill ~

Religious

~

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • •

• 4
.1
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perusing the list of sub-points under "Emotional Maturity" in Table I and
Table II, it seems clear that superiors realize that understanding of human
nature is an absolute prerequisite for complete living in the religious life.
Religious life is an 1Dldertaking so grave and so adult in stature that only
the truly mature can manage it proficiently •. In conru.tting themselves to personal sanctification and apostolic activity in religious life, sisters must possess a greater degree ot emotional maturity than ordinarily' is required to perform the precepts of Christianity obligatory to the 181' state.
Religious life, ot itself, does not militate against emotional maturity
in sisters.

In tact, it is a way of life which can be a prolific stimulant

to personal adjustment and mature adulthood.

However, inexact instruction and

inadequate understanding of the basal concepts of religious life, as it must
be lived by human beings, often make sisters psychologically' helpless and in-

ert so that, functioning on an iIrmature aspirationaJ. and performance level,
they do not assume personal responsibility for the sel.f-directed development
of their personalities.
"Grace builds on nature" is a truism. which is hackneyed, but its glib
use has not obliterated or altered its implications of sublime truth.

Unless

the natural is accepted, understood, and developed in a normal. manner by sisters, it will not automatically become eff1cacious soU in which the graces
of religious consecration can fructify.

This conception not only conforms

with, but emanates from, the dignity of the religious vocation itself.

Sis-

ters need special education in developing their natural resources, and in
understanding that the dimensions of their humanitY' largely determine the mode
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ot the:lr service to God. An :lntell1gen.t understanding

of the dynamics

ot per-

sonal adjustment will enable sisters to handle the reality ot their 11ves to
better advantage, thus ellndnating or reducing much of the emotional inmatur1ty in religious living. Rich personal1ty development offers no threat to
religious vocation, but rather, serves as a constructive stabilizing factor in
conventual ille.
'!'he "correct perspective of religious living" suggested in Table II as

one of the benetits

or mental

health education implies that sisters should be

taught to see religious lite, not as sent1aen:taJ. devotion whose final criteria
is externalism, but as an identification with Christ which penetrates aU per-8OI1al attitudes, values" thoughts, desires, affectiona, volitions, and actions.
In Table I and Table

n

there ia a oonoentration

or

opinion on "the prac-

tice ot chanty in religious llv.1ng" as another s:1gni.t1cant area to be improved in religious lif'e through mental health education for sisters.
understanding of the importanoe of

God'. first

Bas:l.o

law, that of ohmty, is not

superseded or supplanted by the eonveDtionali ties

or religious discipline J

but

rather, charity is the akeletaJ. stnlcture on which religious discipline is
built.

Meaning in religious l:1v1ng emmates trom the degree of perfection at-

ta1ned in the complete practice of charity.
Superiors seem to believe that the sister-training programs as they are
ccmat1tuted now do not suf'tic1en.t17 equip all sisters with the bui. qualities
ot emotionallT healthy' and integrated living in religious life. Therefore"
they are confronted by the :1mperative need

or care.t'ul. planning and orgam.sed

action in pro'Viding tor sisters a thorough doctrinal training, supplemented by
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c:ldequate instruction in personal adjustment.
In conterriplating the necessity of designing a revamped formation prograu
to moet the needs of contemporary religious life, superiors are faced v.i.th

problei:ns in selectine specii""lc content and procedural approach 'which tdll be
beneficial to the sisters.

Orient.ations to religious life must be chronolog-

ically and ideologically aligned with current llving conditions and essen....

tial. human requisi tea.

Sisters must ponder the reality of the existing situa-

tion and acknowledge its prime import arlce as the point of departure in establishing better formation programs.

They look to mental heaJ.th education as a

possible channel of positive approach in improving the quaJity and renewing tt.
standards of sister formation procedures at pre-service and in-service levels.

With penetrating insight superiors have expressed their definite expectations
of the advantages for sisters accruing from. this auxiliary developmental op-

portunity.

PARTM
A HIILOSOFHI OF OORf.DITUAL LIVIIO
- An Ideal Concept, -

CHAn. nI
MlTtJRE CHRISTIAN PERSONALITY. THE GOAL IN RELIGIOUS LIFE

The mature Cbr1stie personality, liIbich is the goal ot the rel1gious lite,
is idSltit1ed 'by two closely" related type. of maturity, spiritual and person-

ality.

In this treatise, ttsp1rituallt denotes the realm in which a sister em-

plOTS her natural powers of 1:ntellect and 1d.ll, supported by the supernatural
aid ot grace and the practice ot the theological v:l.rtues, to accomplish both

personal and ccmmmity goals in attaining union with God.

This is the cOl'lROflly

accepted OOJUlotation of that term as used by aaoetical writers, and is most
familiar to sisters.

It is possible to aehieve maturity in one of these as-

pects of human 11v1ng and not in the other} bu.t when the process of mature development takes place in both areas a1.8Il.taneousJ.y, they become mutually com-

plementary and suat.aiIl1ng.

By sharpening the to0U8 on these phases

ot the

goal, total personal maturity, it is hoped that sisters mq be lJtrengthened in
their pursuit of it.

In 8tri'ring tor the oomplete perfection of the religious

lite, sisters aspire to reproduce in themselves the mstur1ty of Christ, Who 1s
their Model, and Whom they come to know through meditative study of His words

and actions.

Without destroying personal indiv1duaJ.ity, they absorb the

at-

titudes and values of Ohrist and function in a uniquely operative way of lite.
With their eftorts polarized. in Christ, theY' aim. within the conoentrio l1m:Lt.

ot religious vows and specU:1.o cOlDllUl11ty rules and customs tor the integration
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ot the mature Christian person ality.
Spiritual. perfection is directly dependent on the increase of sanctifying grace in the soul through 'WOrthy reception of the sacraments, especi ally'
Holy Eucharist, and on the f'ruitf'ul practice of virtue, particularly charity.
Charity, the supernatural love of God and of' ne1ghbor.. is the essence of Christian perfection and includes and motivates the p!'actice of all other virtues.
Theoretical. knowledge of God is acquired by study of philosophy and theologn and while it is a helptul fomdation, it is not an essential. constitu-

ent of spiritual perfection, nor
sessed.

8ft

indication of the degree of perfection pos-

Unless sisters make a conscious etton to translate formal education

in philosophy and theology into practical terms, they may derive little prag-

matic benefit from this knowledge.

Practical. knowledge of God leads to sound

judgment and solid convictions which are applied in

d~to-dq

living. The

union wi1;b God attained through f\mctions of the intellect and the will is increased by study' and prqerJ but the union which results from w11l activity,
that is, from the practice

ot loTe, is much

JIlOl'e

import8llt" since spiritual.

perfection is gauged by the intensity ot active love.
Sisters must desire spir1tual perfection so sincerely that they earnestJ.y
make evf:1ry' feasible human attempt to increase their supply

and to acquire the highest degree of love

ot

ot sanct1f'ying

gra.eeJ

God and of neighbor possible to

them in consideration of their particular circumstances
Action l1'IJ1St necessarily follow 'YOli tion and resolution.

or nature

and grace.

Will to perfection is

characterized by: supernatural motivation, supplemented by natural incentives
by which sisters seek the glory of God, their own sanctification, and the spir-
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itual good of their ne:ighbor.

This desire for perfection 1s all-embracing# in-

cluding all aspects of life and atf'ecting all times and places.

The conventual lite prescribed tor religious women is the observance of
a conmon rule tmder the authorit7 of a common superior in conmunit7 life, lIhich

is uaen.tiaJ.l.y the expression of traternal charit7. Obr.1st has been succinctlT
de.f'1nitive in specifying the nature of the extimsi.... and intensive practice of
Ohristian charity. He commandech "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with th;r

whole heart, with thy lIbole soul, and with thy whole mind. This 1s the greatest and the first

COl'IIIlandmatt.

thy- neighbor as thyself ...1

.An4 the second is like to this. Thou shalt lova

There can be no doubt that charit7 is the control-

l1ng factor 1n Ohr1st1an life, and therefore, that living this love within the

boundaries of rul.es and vows 18 the sp1r1tual. per.fection of the religious state

The process of mature personality develOJBeIIlt is a

~

continuum. wbich

is not, ipso facto, collateral with chronological age, vocation in llie, or
protected social elitIate. It is the result of assuming the respons1bi11tyof
self.'-devel.OJ!I16l'lt and seJ.t-managel'l1flll'1t by' coupling knowledge of human nature with
purposeful direction and cons1stent exertion to cooperate with the grace of God

in using the natural means available. Mere exterior conformit7 to p.reacrip-

tiona of religious ille is not sufficient to produce the understanding and adjustaIltIIlt necessat"T to the complete well-be1Dg of the 'IIItmUIIl, who as a religious,

strives to make her life a rich experience for herself and for those with whom
she 11vea and for whom she works.

If these attempts to attain maturity are to be productive, it is iltq:>er-

ative that sistera take cognizance of the meaning of mature Christian personalitY'.

The developmental process of personality growth 'W1ll not produce the

aane number or kind of characteristics in each person. 1-10 two religious women will mature at precisely the ssme rate or to exactly the same degree.

Yet,

e'Vel'l though the dimensions ot maturitY' defy the confin.es of exact deSCription
because of the varied degrees of qualltative and quantitative personality differences, tbere are certain def'ini to features by which the mature Christian
person in religious life

Cal

be distinguished from the immature.

The mature sister haa an adequate and .t1rm sense of reality and the hon-

esty to .face it consistently in herse1..t" and in her environment.

The wtr:/ in

which she sees and evaluates herself has important implications .for her adjustment to 1i.fe.

"The whole personality develops at'OUtld the CGtlcept of self.

The concept we have of ourselves determines to a considerable extant the goal
for which we are willing to work and the aftort; we are 'W11ling to expend."2 It
takes insight to know oneself.

In attaining sal.f-knowledge, every- sister con-

siders that she is a human being, a woman .. created by God and blessed w.lth the
coman prerogatives peculiar to humanity in general and to femininity in particular.

Fundamentally, she has a nature with multiple phases: intellectual,

spiritual, emotional, social, moral, and physical_

In normally f\mctioning

human nature there is no divorcing o.f these elements, but rather a coordination
and integration which make a unique human entity_

As a w..tnan, a sister "is

2Sister Amlette Walters, C.S.J., "Helping a Child Acquire a Wholesome Concept of Self," Catholic School Journal, LVIII, (June 1958), 16.
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nearer to the sources of life and of element&17 real! ties, more humbly given

over to daily occupations.

She has also an instinctive sensibility which al.-

lows her to grasp things in a more concrete, simpler, more comprehensive fashion, to aee things as wholes.

She gives her sell more simply, and perhaps more

irrevocably, in colllllitting herself more thoroughly and totally' to these
things.") As a Christian, endowed with the supernatural life of grace through
Baptism, the religious

W'Oman.

is one who "in the desire to belong totally and

irrevoeabl7 to God leaves the world and enters a lita built up and organized
for the service of Ood •••• ,,4
Insight into the reality of' self 1s necess8l"'"j' for intelligent deve10pmct
and change, but obviously, it is not the complete answer in self'-actua.l1zation.
It does not suf'fice for the religious woman to acquire ae1i"-knowledge; sbe must
also be willing to accept and to love herself' as she is.

"Essentially, aecept-

anee of selt is a condition of emotional maturity.

It is definitely not smug-

ness, conceit, or -mdC'plqing ot responsibilities.

The selt-acceptant person

is better able to -wrk, to create, to gamble for a cause and to make choices
with full awareness because he is not consuming valuable mental. anergy in kidding himself about himself. tt

S

The attitude a sister has to others is directly

Jrves M.J. Congar, O.P., "The Theology of' Women," Trans. by John E.
Becker, S.J., Rev.i.aw .!9! Religtous, XIX, (January 19(0), 24-5.

~d.,
SP.

21.

S. Spears, "Emotional Maturity and Guidance, U Na.tional Element&r.l

Principal, XXXIV, (September

1954), 166.

,"

(~:".' Lm~.;,: G
t,.; N i \' f::~ -, i -, '

proportionate to her personal feelings of selt-esteem and selt-respect.

There

can never be a contradiction between true self-reverence and genuine humility.
Enobling self...love-knolfing, accepting, esteeming oneself and recognizing one t a
human characteristics as the natural f'oundation of sanctification-is an act
of virtue and the psyvhological starting point for a life of perfection.
The concept of self formed by a well-adjusted sister harmonizes qui tEl accurately with the objective observations others make of her.

Perscnality stud-

ies have shown that the greater the agreement between tbe individual's seli'-

description and objective desoriptions of bim, the IUOre adequate is the person

f" adjustment to life. 6

other studies indicate that wbile intelligence and

age are not always significantly' related to maturity, 7 there is a positive cor-

relation between the congruence of t.he selt conoept and adequate personal adjustment.

8

It is an awesome thing to be human-to have been created by God to His
own image, to have an intellect. and a will which permit, with the help of

grace, the giving of a reasoned and a free service to Him, thus meriting an

eternitY' of unadulterated happiness. Motivated by this basic underst.anding,

6:aernard

Cbodorkcd'f, ·Adjustment. and the Discrep8l'lC7 .Between Perceived
and Ideal Self',· Journal Olinical PszgholoCl, X, (July 1954), 266.
7Sister Richards. Peters, O.S.B., ! stu~ of the In~e.reorrel;ation .2! !!!:=
uP ~ Novices ~ eIIfi!9Us ~ommunities. (Catholic
scnalitl Traits Aml~ a

university Press,

2j,

on

•

8.rhomas E. Hanlon and Peter R. Ho.fstaetter and JM1es p. O'Connor, "Congruence of Belt and Ideal Self in Relation to Personality Adjustment," ~

.!!.!1.2!

Consulting gghology, XVIII, (1954), 1.
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the sincere :::-e1i&ious TlI10man endeavors to pattern her pa:rticular potential. at::.-

cording to the ideal image of Christ.

God, in His wisdom, does not e:q:>oot tt-.e

same type of perfection in each person He creates, nor does He expect the

SSllG

degree of holiness in each rellg:tous consecrated to Him, even though they ap-

proximate this goal through the similar channels of religious
ity rules.

V01tl8

and commun-

It is important that ever,r sister is appreciative of: her natural.

endoT.-sments, for these are the truth of reality for her, and the substance from
which she barmoniously' constructs an authentic Christian personality.

In the

process of aanct1f1cation, which is the attainment of the mature Christian per-

sonality, grace operates in nature as a foundation, but does not transform it
automatically.
The sister with the adequate personality regards herself in a. positive
manner.

She is prudently sel£-reliant and believes she is liked, wante<t. and

acoepted by others because she perce1ves and evaluates herself and others in

correct perspectiw. This assurance of security and belonging makes her relatively i.mmune to inferiority feelings, fear, anxiety, worry, and egoism which

are so typical of i:mmaturity.

The ability to engage :in independent and crea-

tive thinldng is another attribute of maturity which helps a sister to make
decisions when the need arises and to assume the responsibility for the con-

sequences of those decisions.
The sister who is psychologica.lly weU-organized has a sense of equ1librium in regulating the various aspects of her life.

She realizes that she

need not trichotomize her spirit.ual activities, ber professional pur sui ta, and

her leisure interests.

She is aware that her perfection is attained through
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her ability to incorporate a.ll the phases of her life in-to a well-integrated
and self-controlled composite.
The mature religious 'WOman has po,rers of ~tability which give her an

elasticity in accepting chance. Har resiliency allows her to remain basically
calm and unrurfied in tunnoi1, disturbed on.ly moderately and temporarily by
turbuJ.ence which would daunt the iDmature rather severely.

She is not always

free .fr(D conflict and .frustration, but she honestly considers all aspects ot
ber d:lff1cul.ties.

And since she unselfishly seeks the best course of action

regardless of her personal feelings, she learlls wisdom. rather than bitterness
f'rom her struggles.

This total integration ot thought and conduct mables the mature sister
to carryon even whan she is emotionally upset, to be consistently temperate
in her emotional reactions, and to exemplify regulat"ly a healthy' balance be-

tween aggression and adaptability in her daily living.

This implies an ad-

vanced measure of personal autonomy and self'-discipline.
The sister who possesses emotional adulthood transcends the pettiness and
trivialities of life to devote her time and anergies to tasks and problems outside herse1.f.

She is selflessly interested in others, entertains a profound

regard for their human dignity, respects their opinions and their rier"hts, and
readily establishes satisfying social relations with superiors, equals, or subordinates.

Sbe loves life and peoplo heartily, and is enthusiastically happy-

and this does not suggest levity or frivolity-1n her personal interaction with
others.

She deri vas reasonable happiness f'rom her daily work.

Thus she suc-

eesstully liberates herself from the dominance ot discouragement or deprea-
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aion.

Since she :'9 !'ree of tl"e shackles of neurotic self'-centoredness, she

.feels privileged to contribute to thA common good, and can sacrif'ica persona.l
benefits and comforts ror the sake of an equ.al or a greater good or the eommunity.

The sister 1'rho is mature appreci ates social approval" but is not childishly deptmdent on it.

Popular disapproval does not deter her persever:ing pur-

suanae of '!-Jbat she objectively determines as the most prudent action
instance.

So i t she is er!tie1zed or misunderstood because

or the

jn

ar.rr

loyalties

involved in aeting on principle, she can bear it with patience and fortitude.
A. mature sister is &1.ways wondarfully human. and usnally is sensitive to the

pS)"Chologiea1 hurt involved in opposition, but abe is not ovet"'pOW8l:"ed or inoapacitated by it.

She is open-mirlded.. and blessed with faith in the human

/

capacity for betterment.

her mistakes.

'1'heref'ore, she prof1ts by criticism and leams trom

She can be wholesomely impersonal and optimistic in her judg-

ments about herse1.t and others, or about circumstances w:t.th 1ibich she is intimately oonoerned.

She is willing and able to make significant changes and

orientations when necessa:r",1.

Through the virtue of Christian hope. operative

in her life in conjunction 'With filial fear, she is guided by healthy guilt
in acknowledging herselt as a. sinner and in performing necessary acts ot re-

pentane. and reparation.
The mature religious is a woman of conviction who is eager and ready to
assume responsibUit7# and does so in a competent and reliable manner.

It mq

well be noted here that orten the pursuit of maturity is blocked for sisters
by' false notions of religious obedience which label initiative and 1:nge:nuit7
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as i:nsu.bord1nsliion, or brmd 1nertnes8 and lethargy as docillty.
th:i.nld.ng ~ be disconcerting

This faulty

to sisters in accomplishing oerta:in upects at

their develo}JDlant as human persons.

The mature religious attitude make. sis-

ters patient 'With this philosophy, but constant in attempting to alter m4

overcome it.
The psychologicall.y balanced aster habitually- ma1nta:1.na sexu.al poise.
She is secure and self-possessed in knowing who abe i . and how she must, relate

to God and to Hia creatures. She knows that in order to take a vow of ohastity
in religious life, she Dl'WIt understand not only the ordinary

PSTCbologioal, and moral aspect. of

sex,

~olog:i.cal.,

but also the larger implications

ot a

lite of charity as eommded by- God, whioh embody the true essence of a lite of

vowed. chastity. She knows that .be must be a true Ob.r.1.st:Lan before abe can be
a gemd.ne ral:Lg1ousJ therefore, sb.e
as endless prOhibition,

wt

neva

a life o£ chastity-, not puritalicallT

rathar jo7fully as the loving sacr.i.f':lee to God of a

wonderful gif't, wb.ioh provides for her additional opportunity- to universally

practice unalloyed love as tlXllmJplified by- Obr1st Hilasel.t'. She comprehand8 that
proper undarstaa.d1ng of her hum_ powen and. her Obr:Lst1an comm:Ltaents 1.
8SS..,.

nee-

11' ahe is to be qualit:Led suff1cd.ctlT to make a VOw of chastity-, aDd

free enough to live completely the loYe that. ia the keynote of her magnaniDloua
ded1cation to God.

This is the secret of her joy, m _bla of her intimate

asaooiGion with Chr1st. The religious

WOlIl&

who is not possessed of this

Christian joy is a human tragectr.

Inr.T rel.1gious

liODlal

should formulate a personal philosophy of lite for

harself which w:Ul be a directive force :in determ1n1ng her attitudes and

1"9-

3'
actions to life. A philosophy' of l1fe is "an interpretation of life, a view,
provisional at least, of the purpose of' life and a 'body of principles

to goy-

em. cmduct in the more or less serloua problems and dif'f1culties of lite... 9

Implementation of this organized system of' values will inject a core of solid-

ity into the daily' living of a sisterJ it will be a natural base on wbleh grace

can. operate. 'l'h:rough her philosophy of' lif'e she will establish principles,
standard directives of action, which will be a key'Stone of stability for ber.
The philosophy of life should be amply tlex1ble so it can be mod1!1ed intell1gently acoording to changing values and current needs.

It this philosophy is

to be TalUable in the total pattern of living, it must be practical, so it can
be applied readily to situations in actual ille.

Integrative adjuStment doe.

not imply stereot1Ped behavior even in the convent wher. women live communally
according to an idmtical rule. The philosophy of lite aids a sister to pre-

serve her uniqueness, a distinct1". feature or maturity, and to make it

0per-

ative within the scope of religious lite, so that it can add to the fullness of
her personality, and thereby increase the fruition of her apostolic work.

It is possible that a religious woman could live in a rather aimless, routine fashion i t she ia deluded in thinldng that change of garb, protected en-

vironment, increased sp.i.r1tual aids, or well-def'ined rules of life.. of themselTeS, produce maturity.

l1n.aJ.l.y the v1ctim of this deception does not grasp

the idea that each. sister must assume the responsibility ot personality devel-

'Thomas Verner Moore, Parosona1 Mental. Hygiene,

(New York, 1944), 235.
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orment, and eam it through dtll.gent, persistent, arld guided atforts in

c0-

operation with the gr-ace of' God. Consequently, she lU¥ resort to rigid exliernal conformity to convention as a substitute for 8t1bstantiBl. principles t4 'Vital action.

00nf0rm1szrl, the da1t1eation of a means" is not conscientious fi-

delity to dut;n neither is it responsible m.dcce of' energetic conmmnity spir-

it.

or

kterior faithfulness to rule and customary is an 1nstrtlll8ft't, not m cd,
religious perf'ection.

It:mq became a tacade wtrich is soc1a.1.ly collll1Eftdable

in comrm.m1ty 11'ring when measured by the standards of externeJ..ism, but which

ott.ea

COVErS

unrest. insecurity, and even hostility in sisters who are not PST-

cholog:1cally free enough to express their true feelings.

The sister who haa

mai;u:re diace4"TDlleDt is reserved in emphasising surface adaptalxl.lit)" in re.U.g1oUII

living.

InCidentally, a rel.i.g1ous woman may need guidance and assistance in

avoiding these pitfalls ot d"elus1on, and in
ectives for hersel.f'. As she grows

.tormmg a relJ.abl.e

:m maturitY',

~

of dir-

her convictions should be the

result of her refiective and critical thinld.n.g, rather the. merely the passive
acceptance of the opinions of others.
Only a sister who enjoY's adult maturi t7 can really tap the depths of' sig-

nificance in the intimate sharing of life 14th Christ wb1ch is the essence of
the religious state.

Since she is basically oriented to future goals, she has

learned that some of her greatest satisfactions are derived by foregoing immediate comforts and pleasures in mtio1pation of more enduring rewards.
While she plans and organises ber life with the tutm-e in mind, she concentrates on the present, mgagiDg in current activities eagerly and purposatully.
As a result, the mature sister habitually _joys emotional serenity and peace

of mind 'Which are £irmly anchored in solid confidence in God.
It is evident from consideration of a verbal. portrait of a mature religious wanan that psychologieal health makes a representative contribution to
her total adjustment.

Normal. mental health, like normal physical health, is

Just as there are rules tor attaining and preserv1.ng physical

reJ.ative.

health to 'Which sisters adhere with reasonable accuracy, so there are princ1-

pIes which, it' applied
continued

enjo~t

regul.ar~,

will insure either the developJralt or or the

of good mental beaJ:th.

It may be a bit startling to suggest that a religious wmm should give
priority to a meaningful sp1r:l.t of faith in and love for a personal. God as her
chief equipment in acquiring the mature Christian persmality.

Ordinarily, it

is taken tor grmted that this is the basic motivating force in her life, but
oceasional.ly this directive is reduced to a n01'1l!nal status, since it can occur
that even a

w1l~

religious woman 1lI'1id.tting.Ly becomes entanp-,led in the

sentimentalities of devotion and misses the substantial. benefits of genuine
contact with God.

It is beyond the scope of bmnan ef'f'ic1eney for any person to

love something or someone, including God, in total abstraction.

God must be-

come persona.l.1zeci for each sister i t her 1m1ta.t1on of and tmion with Him are to

be functional.

Wholesome interpersonal relations with others are essential to the mental
health of sistera. 1'he religious vocation legitimately
personal love for others in the 'WOrk

~s

o:t the apostolate to

the scope of

encompass the entire

world, s:ince that is the extent of the Kingdom of God. However, for a Sister,
active participa.tion in the IVstical. Body of Christ usually is narrowed to

b2
smaller areas of' human activity.

Since her life is focalized in Christ, the

mature religious woman easily makes a warm, virile approach to people, becau.qe

she understands bow to confine ber human contacts in true perspective within
the bounds of religious propriety.
A true sense of humor is a redeeming

oojustment to l1.te situations.

.f'~ty

which is essential. to adult

This humor is not slapstick hilarity mich, in

adults, denotes protrcwted adolescence.

It is, rather, the ability to see dis-

crepancy in the reality of whcrli is and the truth of what ought to be.

It 1s

the quality of being courageous and honest enough to laugh at oneself'.
The cultivation of ohoerfu...1ness, a:pressive of abiding joy, promotes
tional tranquillity_

em0-

Happiness is generated within the heart of each person;

therefore, it is in the power of each sister to J'!'l.ake herself happy.

and environmental 1'actors can make

8.

People

sister uncomfortable, but techn1ca.1ly, no

person or circumstance can rob har of peace and joy of heart unless she willA
it. Happiness is found in a good conscience, in a right order of things. l'er

a sister, this implies e:ttttucies and actions systemat1zed by good judgment within the .fr8Jl'1fmOrk of her religious rule of life.

E'1ery mcrliure sister realizes

that perfect happiness is attaina.ble only in Heaven, and that while she re-

mains here on earth, she can expect to experience occasional suffering. Besides meritoriously accepting the pain loil1ch is providentially unavoidable in
human living, she will avail herself of the purge:tive and regenerative effects

of well-d1rected self-denial and penance.

Suffering, when borne with Christian

purpose. is a great purifier 'Which expeditea personaJity development.
Reasoned tbinld.ng rather than emotional th1n.king spells self-control, an
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essential component in personality growth.

Maltal mastery, which rules the

domain of the mind, is a compelling factor in forming habits of virtuous conduct.

In

ev'fJI.'y

instance, a religious woman must a:1.m to control the situation

by conducting herseJ..f' and her activities in a Obr1stian manner, not crushing

her nature, but enobling it by forming and modera.ting it in imitation of the

example set by Christ, her Ideal.

Living in comrmmi1iy is one of the distinguishing and indispensable fea-

tures of religious l1.fe, and one of the most compensatory for sisters.

This is

not merely the gregarious situation created when people a.iD1 to promote the organizational or f'mlct1onal purposes of the group by pooling their endeavors in
I!In¥ project.

'lhe objective of communal 11.f'e in convents is the promotion of

supernatural char.tty.

Charity is alwqs theoretiCally el8Yated as the predom-

inating element in religious life, but sisters must not be content to pay 'Verbal homage only. They _st regiment the forces of charity into practical dy-

namic action.

Personal interaction among sisters in a religious oomrmmity is

one of the most consequential and exacting obligations of religious life, and
can not be accomplished mechanistically by the faith.tu.l application of rules
and regulations.

Sisters are unique personaJJ.ties deserving individual con-

sideration, and. their mutual duties of charity will be appreciably facilitated
by lmoidedge and esteem of each other as people.

Sisters must, then, ha:ve cer-

tain insightful. understanding of human nature, especially human nature mantled
with religious habits, if they are to be success.tul community members.

Sisters are women.-human beings created by Qod with individual and unique
patterns of personality strengths and limitations. Iach eister, no matter what

b5
her age or experience, has intrinsic basic psycholog1ca1. needa to which rel1-

gious superiors and subordinates must be alerted
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they

caD

cooperate 1n

viding c1rcmnstances in convents vh1ch are conducive to the general

heal.th of sisters.

pr0-

m.ental

Sisters will be initially equipped to face this challenge

i t they recognize and understand these basal needs in the1llselves.

Too fre-

quently, relig10us woman are influenoed by the crippl.irJ.a belief that the substaatia1 requirlll&ellts o£ human nature are unwortb1' of the special dedication of

rel1gious life, and therefore, are somehow mechanicaJ.l.y l.1quidated b.1 the
"grace of vocation." '.nn. conception i . the seeci of disaster. Metal health
JIlUt be of as great concem

to

sin..... piq'sical. healthJ

in tact, pe:rbaps it

18 not an oTerstataa1t to say that sisters should be more directlJ'lOl1c1toua
about JaSfttal health because of it.

~

plete re.1:1g:1ous living. If siaters

~

penetrat1Dg ooruteqU.a1ce8 1a oem-

as b1.gll4r aena1tized to their pq-

cholog:1caJ. needs as they are prov1daD.t of their

p~cal

and sp1r1tual. weJ.f'are,

prof1ts w:Ul be ga1ned by individual a1sters" by the total CCIJIIIUn:1ty, and b.1

all the peripharal contacts mad. by aisters through the work of the apoatol.ate.

S:l.stera h&9'8 the s _ ess8I1tial !tamaa oharacter1at1cs as all other htmaa
beings.

There is nothing miraculous about a religious vocation wbich propels

all personality forees into strateg1e poa1tions for balanoed l:1v:1.ng without the

application of the normal rules of mental health. The application of these
principles is an art, not an :1m1ate capability, and there£'ore, lII1St be leamed..
Good adjustment to life 1s :reliable insurance of personal. happiness, and con-

sequaltlT, of ccmrmmit7 happine... ReJJ.g:1ous woman JIIWft be .free to 11va in ..
aotionaJ.ly relaad manner.

In order to et.teot responsible cGalllUnity inter-

h6
action, sisters must have the sell"-discipline which enables them to think ofI

to tmde:rstand, and to react to life realistica.1..1y. This means that sisters
understand and accept thUllSelves and others as human beings, choose strong
value-goals, and enforce their efforts 'With tbought.f'ul study of Christ and co-

operative action \d.th grace.

Sisters must be wanen of principle, fortified by

the courage of their convictions, who influEmCe people and events by living

habitually in intelligent equan1m1ty, fearless honesty, prudent insight, p ....

tient consideration, and genuine love.
Religious superiors are largely responsible tor
temperature of community living.

regu1at1r~g

the emotional

They will consider that it is a human. cal....

ity to subject sisters to circl.D'llS'tances in the

CODlllon

life which violate their

rights as peopl.e.. or den,y them the opportunity to meet mature obligations.

This depersonal..12lea sisters. For some religious women, this is su..ffic1E1lt
driv.ing force

tor them

in compensation

to seek unwarranted social contacts outside the convent

tor the emotional pcwerty

they face in ccmmm1ty lite.

How-

ever, the ettorts of the superior to provide suitable living conditions in the

cODmUnity Joust be supported and supplemented by the contributions of each stater in the group.

Favorable ern"t'1romlental atmosphere does not

transmit emotional. SOlidity.

automat1c~

Sisters lI1tlSt consistently 8Dl'Ol.se the se1f-con-

trol identUiable with adult EIIlOtional tranquillity_

S1st.-s who suffer con-

tinual emotional tension cannot prudently project complete responsibility for
it on exWm80US sources.

When they are at peace with themselves, sisters u-

sually can retain their psychological. balance in withstanding the ordinary hu-

man ineonvem.ences in conmnma1 living.

Factional equilibrium is not equi"""
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alent to absence of pain or conflict.

Many' emotional tensions or explosions

oan be prevented, or routed to socially acoepta.ble outlets in comtmmity living,
i t sisters are perm1tted the freedom of baing lmm.an and of oourteously TElI'ltllat-

ing their feelings and voioing their opinions.

1.! underourrents of annoyance

or 'Variance of opinion are released in wholesome interchange of thought, antagonism can be dispersed without marring the spirit of ehrlty in the group.

Ma-

ture exposition and discussion of problElU and disagreements are the surest
path to olarifioation or solution.

Too often, hovevw, there is a gu1.f of tfUlr and hesitancy separating sisters whioh inhibits tree exchange of ideas and comf'ortabJ.e social c01'flllU1'1ication. I1' all sisters, unsuppressed by the pressures of truman respect, experienced a firm sense of personal security in the group, elements of threat ..,uld
be eliminated from heaJ.tbT argument or consultation.

Offensive and defensive

techniques would be abandoned in social articulation, whether it be between
equals or superiors and subjects. Sisters need not be in agreement to accept
each other

88

people. Diversity and multiplicity of ideas contribute to the

growth ot the group and of individuals.
ing that they do not exist.

Probleu are never solved by pretend-

They must be scrutinised

ta:l.rq, and considered

cooperatively with deferential attmtion to all the c1rcumstanees involwd.
When religious

wmen, regarcD.ess of status, approach one another in interper-

sonal. relations in eonmmity lite, whether it be to compliment or to complain,
to ask advice or to off.. suggestions, to transact business or to exchange the
pleasantries of good fellowab.ip, they DNSt be activated by the conviction that

sisters alwa,ya deserve the thoughttulness and respect proper to the dignity of
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human beings.

In all their contacts, sisters owe one another the honesty ot

straightforward and aboveboard relationships tempered by sincere sisterly love.

It is not unlikely that there mq be occasions in commur..ity l iv:ing when sisters observe the better part of fraternal oharity by loving others enough to
hurt their feelings, if' this is inevitable to their personal well-being or nec-

essary tor the common good.

There ere times WEIll sisters have a right, and perhaps, a duty to enga...'
in healthily spirited or intense arguJa):t;ation about items of mutual

interest.

This is an adult prarogatiw to which they are entitled in justice. Sisters
should enjoy this privilege without amdety or thereby becoming m8,tbema in
community lif'e. Religious women at"e the religious community.

Their ideas, re-

actions. f'eelings, desires, and expectations represent the psyuhologicaJ. weal+J1

of the oommunity. When. listers who bear the responsibilityof' administration
in religiOUs life are prl1dent in promoting this freedom. of' expression among tbe

sisters, the progress and prosperity of' the commun1ty are protected aga1nst
stagnation and deterioration.
Mature sisters readily and oonf'1dently approach impartial and understanding superiors who are W01l1EIn of' principle.

Superiors should not only welcome

this adult relationship, they should stimulate and encourage 1t, even though
dif'f'erenees of opinion be involved.

They should invite sisters to presEIlt

their problems, to explain their needs, or to share their joys and triumphs,
directly in frank discussion, unhindered by apprehension of misunderstanding.

requital.. or betrqal. of confidenoe.
sufficient.

But this commSldable procedure 1s not

Superiors.. likewise, should be persistent and punctual. in l"e11ev-
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tmpleasant or tmprincipled sit'!at!ons for sisters whero this is needed; or

be gentle and forthright in leading them to a more accllt'ate and happy interpre-

tation of and

~4ustment

to their circumstances.

Motherly superiors exert in-

tellectual leadership, and a:re prinw:r1.1y concerned about the 1il611...being of the
sisters as human beings.

They are self-sacrificing in. loVing and serving their

sister-subjects generously and wisely.
Sisters desire to be lOii"sd members of their conventual f <::m1ly, and shoul.d

take time for thoughtful analysis of the manifestations of Christ-11ke love
which should be evident in religious life.

Much is wr:i.tten and philosophized

about family spirit in conmnmal living. This is an elusive term, however, and
is frequently considered by sisters only in its superficial overtones.

The

concept, of "doing things tog«tiher" has been overemphaa1sed in describtng famil,. .spirit in re1ig:i.oWl lite. It is possible for a group of people to 1iva
coJlll11.D1aJ.1,." pra.y.tng, living. and working together, without enjoying evan the
in1tial semblance of famil,. unity_

Since family mdty, whether it be in the

natural or the conventual order, has more substantial. roota than physical pres-

ence or common activity. it seems that a literal concept of family spirit in
conventual. liv1ng could be derived trOll a oomparativa study of the identi:f.'y:l.ng

elements of an ideal Christian family group.

A true family is composed of pe0-

ple of various ages, talents, and personality traits whose shared love is characterized by patient understanding zd unqu.al1fied acceptance of each other.
Each person is interested in the other manbe.rs of the fami.l7 without in:t'r:inging on their privacy or their rights.

Fam1l.y mED.bers enjoy ccmmu:nicating with

each other and spend considerable time together.

There is mutual readiness to
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praise

th~

good in others a.ndto acknowledge their

accOmpliSI:'..merltS~

rocal forbearance rt.tth personal idioS1l1erasies or wea.knes:3es.

and reci,..

Ooed f3!'llily

l'Jl.EI!loow

bers are loyal to one ano.l"her, sharing joys and sorrows, and aJ.. . ta.yS willing to
give :lSsistancc when the need arises.

D>.lC to personality differential, they-

are privileged to have diverse opinions, to. be honest in

intelli:sent in arriving at satisfactory conclusions.

e.."q>I'es~...ng

them, and

The intense bond of union

in a good fanttly gives i'reedom :for dtsag:reemant without fear of cond6llllatiO'.tl,

elL"linates the secrecy and au3picion issu1ng .from mistrust, and permits the

liberty to love and to be loved in warm fam:llial interchange.
This has profound implications for the practice of oharity in conmunity

life. The service of love whioh duplioates in the conventual family the exemplary natural fmtUial trai·t;s is humanly difficult a.t times, md demands of

sisters a mature sel.f....aaBtery.

Adm1ttedly, tbe absence of CGnsangu1n1ty in "

oonventual family is partialq responsible for this,; the a.rfectional BttilOsphertJ
of communitY' living in religious l.i:re will nllver be identical with that of the

naturaJ. family.

:&t enlightened by faith and encouraged by- supernatural

m0-

tivation and receptive attitudes to human nature, sisters rather easily surmount

·~hese

comp11cst.ions.. and are ready" for the reoiproca:l;ion of love 'With

their spiritual sisters in the religiOUS family.

There are sisters who are not

emotiona.1.l¥ ready to participate in this reciprocity of charity.

Bu:t mature

religious women are oapable of' giving love to these sisters also. because they
accept and understand them .as they are. not as they ought to be.

They learn

that detaohment from selfishness is the substructure of e.fficacious love o£

God and of neighbor.

S1
S1steN hare dUt1nl:tiea in human 11v:1ng, V'a'I."11ng in k1nd and. degree, and
~

.. a resul:t, . .

involftd in conf'licts and trustrat1a1ls which impede

their effective interpt'etatian.s of reality, and amplity'their atteottve re-

sponses to it. They':lIlq appeal to superiors or to fellow sisters far help in
accepting and adjuat1ng 14th selt.possession -to this psyuholog:lcal obstruction.

In .slsting others to make this adjustment, sisters w.Ul take eognisanee ot
the tact that the dettdl.s ot the conru.ct-1ve situation are not proportionately'
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im;port.mt as the emotional reactions they cause in the disturbed sister.

The seriousness of the conructs
ma.ke8 to

thai,

1lJ.tq

be mirrored in the responses the sister

but due to personal or cirourllatent1al. t_tars.. sisters ott81 at-

tach untawra14e anot1onal tones to apparently inaigniticant occurrencea, so
their reactions to these are tairly disorganised and exaggerated, and therefore,
m1s1eading.

They may lack su.:f't1c1ent 1na1gb.t to make adequate corm_tion be-

t ..... cause md e:tfect.

Siat8l"s who are trwrtl"ated are best able to _quire

Itrue self-eva1.uation cd clarit1cation of difficulties in an atmosphere of . cept. . . II1d understanding which doeII not nurture

Iulate. reucmable

depcmdencJ',

th:1nld.ng and construct1Y8 action.

but rathe'J:>

sttm-

Galeral.ly, these sisters

are not searching tor utopic escape from problema, or tat' a mag10 panacea tor
rtroubles.
~

They are aeeJdng help in ga.1.ning reaUst1.c comprehension of 11fe 80

can err.i.:'. at mature conclusions and assum.e the respcmsib11tty far than.

It 1s true, 8U'p8l"J1&tural motivation w:Ul be appreciably powv:tul. in tbe l1f'e
~ a religious W01II8D.

am

to presuppose tbat, beoauae a

woman 18 a rel1g1oua,

~he su.pernatur&1.

has priority aver all other aspects of nature at all times,

~~antlT leads

to undel-est.imat1cm of the 1mport. of the emotions in the l1vea

S2
of

net.... AzrT d1stresatul

situation _tit be e<msidered in its basic con-

st1tv.atts, md approached from its proper SOU'l"Ce it it
cesaf'til.lT. When s1a\ers are mistakeDlT guided.

me of'

01'

is to be han<D.ed sue..

directed iJEed:tatel1' with ad-

a ptedominatel.y spiritual nature without attending to the facts of the

case, there is danger that the otherwise

at~

religious l"econaEmdat.1ons w1ll

bMome p1.atttucl1noa8 and op...at1ona1.l.7 impotent, because they are e:x:traneouslT
tmpoaed rather than seJ.f'-1n1t1ated by the sister ccmcerned.
iDc1~DGd

'l'b.m sisters are

to add complicaticms to the Ol"1gLnal problem by mask1ng tb.e1r true

tee11ngs vJ.th artU1c1al. aoquiesc81ce or pietistic gceraJ.1zat1Oll8.

This otten

engenders host1lity and bittem.ess, affords ample stimulation for discourag....

ment and resentment, and 1eaves the sister in a state of rel.at1 ve emotional

turmoil. Even 1n instances . . . . the :t'rwIt'r'at1ng eiroUJllS'tances in quest1an are

be7ond.

the direct contro1 of human

regu].at~

sisters need to be tort1t1ed in

maldng orl.antat1oDa to tbe1r d1ff'1cult4.es by the maturesympat.b;y of the.i.r sis-

ters 1n re11gi.on, espeo1all7 their superiors, which assures them that they ..e
loved, accepted, and understood.

Very frequently" the art of intelligent lis-

tening 18

a

of life.

Verbal cORll.1!dcation with a human person, who is b1essed with under-

great;

asset 1n hel.p1ng sisters to cope with the ordinary pt'essures

standing, ueuaJ.ly 18 a ke7 necessity in hurdling PIJ1Vbologlcal barriers. It
18 well tor II1sters to possess or to dew10p keen powers ot pet"Oept1on in recognizing and accepting reality, so they can help themselves, and others, it

necessary, to make pru.dent appraisal and satiatactory adaptations 1n patnrul.
lite situations.

Rel.5 g10us woman who 11ve in coanunity" like most normal congr.-egations of
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human beings, represmt the entire gamut of human goodness. yet, tram time to
time, they experi8'lC8 in their social relations some forms of contradiction or

1Jloongruity. In living closely with each othar as sisters do in conmmity life
the temptation to judge the normal. human reactions of others hastily and superfie1ally is humanly ent1d.ng at times.

IDcorrect knowledge of facts 81'ld basic

motives for action usually prompt. '\mJ"Etliable conclusions about others. Sisters who understand humm nature know that evcm conspicuous exterior details
:aaq

not represent the truth of a person or a situation, and that, in f!N'er'1' in-

stance, it is

pr~

to pass judgment nth absolute certainty. In lieu

of pronouncing ju.dgment, these mature sisters curtaU temptations to unchari-

tabl.eneaa by l.crving eel understand!t.ng their siat... in re11g1.an.

'they tiiat1n-

pish real from 1m.agina:&'7 troubles. and are UIlprejudiced in attributing wor-

ttv'motives to the act1cDs of oth.... and 1n making ld.nd interpretat10D8 of

their conduct,

fmIn

when 1UDif"est m.4eoe would indioate otherw1se.

In re-

lating to others, adult religiou women reaJ.1se that htInan actions, :intluancec1.
b,r Umumerable, cd otten uncontrollable, oonst.1.tut1onal and circumstantial.

ecaponenta, are not al.wqa eomparable or eqwd to the motives which prompt
thai. In regard to thauelves, they understand. that disordered. sel:f'-love 18
clnw in d1sgu1s:1.ng itself as r1gb.teowme••, and that unleashed self'.-pity i.

acb:"oit in magDifying the actual di.mensions of personal m1etortune or hurt. A
penetrative comb1nation of 10ft and faith gives sisters the perceptual. clarity

to view the suffering or 1ncolrgen1enee 1aherct in human interaction
portunity tor eDlarg8llll!!rl1t and aaricbac1t of sp1rit.

88

an

0p-

It invests them 1I1th the

practioal wisdom to barter it tor benediotiona tor thauelvu and others.
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Sinoe security is a basic need for all human beings, sisters also need to
know that they are personally loved with a warm, gracious love, and valued as
people in their own right by those with whom they live, particul.arly by superiors.

This personal appreciation !IIllst be expressed obviously if' it is to bear

favorable effects.

It sign1.f'iu more than the suparficiaJ. demonstrations of

social diplomacy involved in

It

just being nice to people. n

Sisters want the a.p-

prec1at:.ive love of a genuine mother for her mature daughters and warm-hearted

sisterllness £rem their companions, and superiors need the tes1i:1m.onT of .t.U1al
arfection from the sisters.

This two-'It'q tratric of love, which transcends

personal attractions and antipatbies, is strong an.d supportive because it ia
soliQ1fied by 8Uper.natural charity numif'ested through the W&l'1fI.th of human

00lUIt-

JIlUDic ation.

Sisters want to count on the approachabi 1i ty and atab::U1ty of their con-

treru in religion. Consistency of attitude and action on the part of

su.pe-

nora is an especial treasure for sisters. '!'bey can be composed in overlooking the occas1ona.11nsta.b.1.lity of colleagaea, but unpredictability and temper-

mentalism. in superiors is ditt1cul.t to endure, and mq tempt some sisters to
distrust and even to qrd.c1_. The deep-oaeated. need for securit7 is not

.a-

Uated by the physical. and material hundredfold which superiors in justice P1"Ovide in sufficient qIla'ltity for the sisters.

Often supEriors oonsider the:l:r

duty to subordinates adequatel.y dispatched in this regard -wben they make gen-

erous provision for temporal. needs. Genarosit7 in this area, even i t profuse,
will never satisfy the need sisters have for the loving interest and under-

standing of a motherly superior, or the genuine fellowship of sister compan-
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ions.
It is possible that sisters who are physica.ll.y close ma;r suffer psychological loneliness.

This is an acutely painful experience for sisters, and fre-

quently' stems from misunderstandings provoked by unsatisfactory social. inter....
action in community life.

Congenial companionship and benevolent group spirit

are cardinal factors in the adjustive processes of religious vromen.

Conmon use

of living facilities in community ille does not assure the presence of charity.
wb.eIn love is absent, this pro.x:I.mity may be only' a source of irritation or

heartache.

When love permeates it, however, cOllII1un1ty ll1'e is a cause of tre-

mendous joy and a medium of emotional security for sisters.

little room for misconception when he

terse~

st. Pau11eaves

sketches the fatmdational ele-

ments of this neighborly" charity: love is long-suffering, noble-hearted, humble, courteous, selt-forget:fUl.., patient, forgiv:lng, just, trtlSting, hopeful,
modest, and unpreriiEmtious.1

Sisters have a duty to cultivate in thanselves

these earaarks of charity in a positive and intense manner.

Because of the

capacity for deep love, the spirit of sacrifice, and the dispositions of seltless dewti.on pecul.1ar to women, sisters are psychologicaJ..q well-equipped for
this task.

yet,

in spite of natural. and innate read:l.ness for a life of dedi-

cated love and serv:tce in the religious life, it happens that some sisters never attam real feminine fultil.lm.ent.

Their efforts in striving for this COal

seem to be stymied continualJ,y by" contorted conceptions of the implications of

a religious vocation.

These sisters have freelY' sacr:U.'1ced all that is closest

to the heart of every womaI1-husband. chUdren6 home-so that they may love

1z Cor.,

mIl

4-6.
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Christ tmd1v1dedl.y and all otbers through Him.

Than in precise contradiction

to their alleged desires. they crusade in adm1tted attempts 'tio crush their humanness, becondng cold in their aloofness and hard in their indifference.

Fur-

ther, they become emaeshed in the int:l.n1tes1m.al details of seltisbneas, almost

hopelessly restricting their womanly powers ,of love. They

miscon~.

the

facts of the Gospel narrative, and err in the belief that this emotional desti-

tution is a fitting pred1sposition for close af.f:1n1ty with Christ.

Often sia-

ters are atrai.d to love. And in rUling the emptiness of their lives with tear,
they' are driven to the com.:f'orta of externaliHd deYotion, or to the protection
of" psychological withdrawal, or to the pleaJJU1"U of sensual gratif1cation.s.

These false notions and unworthy' practices have sad consequences in the lives

or

religious

'WOJlal.

Ever.r siner should

be enriched by' contemplating her propensities as a

wman. If she 1s to fmction. norma.lly according to the nature God gave har,

a

WOIIUIl

cannot work for others :in callous objectivity or conqJlete retirement.

She must give ot herself, injecting an element ot warmt-h into all her activities. She must be recogniHd

GIld

accepted as a parson in her own right-tor

what she is rather than ft:Jr what she does.

She must be needed so that she mq

lavish her lave and her services on others with compassionate tenderness.

She

_at love and be loved in order that she mq 11ve tul.l7 in intensified womanhood.

She must abandon useless details, that she ma.y be unfettered in self'lesa

devotion to situations demanding magnardmity and courage which are her doma:1n.
She must forget personal concerns and project her attention to people and.

things outside herself'. As a channel or love, she must participate in crea-

S1
tion, funct1on:lng mat;ern~ 111

&

pbyaica1 and/or a aptr1tual sphare.

With

this self'-rea1isatian as hEI:l:' vocation of love, the noble woman, whether sbe is
in the re1igi.ous or the lq state, achieves
eJ;es

flIlOl"lllOU8

aa:tiatactian, and radi...

joy and serenity in all hED- oontacts. Meaning in rel:1.gi.ous living pre-

Hinds from and is det.em:tned by the degree of personal love for Clrrist att&i.nad by s1sters, and the faoilitY' with whioh they dispense it

to others.

Faith merged with love equals the POW" of giving legitimate affection to
others in religious l1.te. A:rdm1t religious women who love are hearty in their

approach to others, distinguiabing shallow setimentality from unaffected
warmth.

They are b.&b1tuall.y joyful. d1f'.f'erentiating empliy bila:r1ty- from the

deep happ:l.ness whicb 1s not only compat.1ble wlth, but augmented by pain, sacr:1-

t.ice, m.d labor. These sisters are sensitiw to the feelings of othS"s, are
ldll:ing to help -without. being meddlesome, gEl'.n.er0u8 in offe:r1ng praise and encouragement, loyal in retaining confid6ftCes, fearless in defending reputations,
gra.tetul for k:lndnesses received.. and truthf'ul in evaluating people. Also, the,
are retresh:ing in their humor, humble in accepting Cl"'lt1cism and opposition.

prompt in forgetting and forglving injuries, and constant in par.farm1ng the ord1nta"Y oourteaies proper to Christian living.
Religious women ordinarily are inspired bY' a spirit of gmerositY', so

they

W'~

anticipate and accept. reasonable dept"ivation of material goods

and comforts in the convent.
superiors md

Bu.t they expect

to be rece:1 ved k1n.dly

by their

sisters, and they al"e not willing to surrender this portion or

their b1rthTight.

Sisters need to be convinced that they sre loved bec&USe of

tha1r personal worth-because they are Sister Alpha or Sister Omega.

Sisters

sa
must be respected as indi:v:lduaJ.s. .Psychologtcal catastrophe occurs when superiors become
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overtaxed by concentrated a.dm:i.nistrative responsibilities

that they" do not have time to know sis1;ers as persons. Evm though an ef'f1c1ent exterior machine may- result, working w1th sisters .!!! masse damages their

integrity and violates the essence of religiOUS spirit.

Sisters must be as-

sured that they enr1ch the community resources because they" are fine people.

not merely because they can accomplish an amount or e.t.t":lc1ent
.fill a utilitarian purpose in the cClllflDJJlity.

'WOl"~

and thus

No sister v:Ul accept the imper-

sonalit;y or a. s1;.atus-role as artrant number 663 who teaches Class B in School
Y.

Neither does any sistc- enjoy being subtly or Obviously measured against

tb1ngs" 'llb.ether it is the dollar bill.. a new statue for the Corridor, or a
set of booka tar the school library. Nor can sisters be questioned for their

deprecation of the preferential treatment of lq people, 1nclud1ng studmta,
which otten cheats them of the bast affection and first considerations of tbe1r
auper:1.ors and

colleagues. Often listers feel this

~r1ns1c

evaluation

verr

keenl;y because they cannot reconc11e the apparent coldness of' the s;ystem or

values emplo,.ed in this conduct with the right to 1ntr1n:d.o evaluation mhererlt
in all individuala. How repeatectq the un1ntant1onal.l¥ frequent re.ferencea to

the dear'th of vocations falsely'1apresses sisters with the idea that quantity
supercedea quality-tha.t their pr:i.- i.m.portmce hinges on their ability

ere... the ranks

or

occupational

to

~-

DUIlpow8r.

Sistecrs are conscious of tbe1r need tor seourit;r, particularl;y when the3'

experience i l l health. Sisters should cultivate a special.
cOllRUnit;r _hers wbo are ill.

~

can never atf'ord

~

tor the

to regard ligb:tl;r either
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the pqeholog:i.cal or the physiological. illnesses of sisters.
they are ill, others can safely believe it is true.

vlhen sisters sq

fl-u.dent sisters w:Ul not

be hasty in concluding that the sick sister is concentr4rliing unduly on her

b.ealth, or exaggerating bar pbr.3:i.cal

a:j

lmants as an attention-provok:ing medium.

Certa:i.:n.ly, the superior must be guided by realistic oboervations of the situ&-

. tion to a course of action which is best for the sister concerned. But 1IIlf1' int1mst.ion ot suspicion from. anyone is an unf' air and an unjustU1able blow to tl'8
security of the a1.l1ng sister. llilotional reactions can, and often do" have repercussions in the body'. S1sters who have physioal pain or other

~

wb:1ch st_ fran pqcholog:l.cal causes mq be as severely indisposed and as urgently" in need of competent medioal a3sistance as those 'Whose il1nes~ is

ganic in origin. More often than not, sisters with

p~h08(ll1at1c

0r-

illnesses

are aware only of the actual physical disturbances, but not of the psy-chologlcal causes of thai.

these illnesses,

A sldUed pby8ic1an can alleviate t.he physical aspects of

and bring

sisters to an intelligent understanding ot the f'act

that they have eaotiona1. orig1na.

Obta:lnjng the services ot a rel1able ptv'sician onl.y' partiallY' obv.lates the

obligation ot a superior to sisters who are ill. She abould wil1.inglJr suppJ,y

the reasonable needs of these aisters, whether this meana medicine or boa'pitaUzation, special diet or an aUeviated horari'ID, dispensation .from preao:rib-

ed conventual exerc:1s_ or generous

111.,. refrain

DleUU1"'e

of human understanding. 31sters

from reporting an illness if they' know that the med1caJ. expmses

involved are regarded as economic burd.ens, and the necesSaJ7 mitigation of'the

da:il.T prog:t"am as selt-dndW.gence.

Si.stC'". are deeply grateful far

the thought-
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:f'u.l.ness and the gracioumess of superiors and fellow siste!"S who lighten the
weight of Ulness by willingness to understand and to oblige.

These factors

assume enormous psychologloal. importance for sisters who are ill, and d1.rectly
contribute to their regaining pb¥sical health.
Generally, most sisters give thamaelves unselfish.1y' and demand l1ttl.e.
WIle they are Ul, their enotionall1f'e is at"fected to a great

extent.

d:1:na:r11y, discomfort and pain tend to make peopl.e more sel:f' -centered.

OrEven

though they do not express it, sisters will be very aware of the fact that
their incapacity to work mq be imposing added lnconven1enoes on the oanmunit,..
They w:l.11 also

sutter a yar:Led comb1natton of senaLti'Nness, irritab:ll1ty, de-

pression, lonel1:ness. fear, and ar.Ld:1ty of sp1r1t. Sisters mq have some of
the same general. re;ctions wban the,. endure heartache

to rflBlber in

judg:lng the problema of

ot

tJD.y

kind.

sisters, that evan when they

It is well
seEm

as-

sentia.1.l7 and objectively trivial, they are dea8l"ring of respectf'ul attention
beoause of their impart to the sister. eOJ1C8l"ll8d.

Sisters are obliged in eh....

it,. to cushion the impact of these pa:f.nhl aituations for their companions b.r
geo.u1ne 'fiIIIl'Drl;,h

and f'r1endly interest. This is part;icul..ly true for superiors.

If' ever a snperior should use her mother potent1a1, it is when her daughters

need the solace of ber 1oT.1ng understand1ng to strengt,ban them tn bearing
ieal pain or emotional distress.

~

Often it takas only a reassuring .ue, a

tew m1.nutes of time cheerfUlly g1VGn, or a sma.U act of tbought:tUl ld.ndness to
ft11 the need tor s8CUl'ity, since psychologically, the sister 1s more :in need

of understanding interest than ot actual relief' from her pa1n.
Most Sisters take reasonable precaution in preserving their health, and
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they are humble in appealing 1:.0 superiors for cat"e 'When they are ill.

t\b~l

balanced sisters are not :infantile in their desires tor attention, but are

gra1:.eM for the congenialitY' and solicitude shown them.

Calm acceptanoe and

uncompla.illing enduranoe of phy'sical. emotional, or spiritual suffering, par-

ticularly i.f it is chronic, call tor indomitable valor.

Sisters learn that

m.eaningful participation in pain is a purification which chastens the PO'!;J8l"S

ot love, and clears the soul ot the debris ot selfishness.
:emotionally disturbed sisters also requi...-e special attention.

Unfortu-

natelY'" sane unstable individu.a1s ha:ve been admitted to religious life, and
while they' nta,y give the impression of being capable in some

not atta:l.ned a convincing degree of maturity.
which il a partial ssparation

:rrom

B.1'e8.S,

theY' have

Ne\trOSis is emotional illness

reality, cmd is motivated largely by fw:-

tors -whicb .t'requan.tly are either subconscious or unconscious.

Msnif'estati0i"48

of neurotic conduct in sistars are cilaractet"ized by assorted degrees of inabil-

ity to recognize and accept realitY', unreasonable guilt and anxiety, exaggerated egocentricity and its entourage of consequences, infantile behavior and
dependence, rebellious and hostile ai>ti,tudea to authority, escape to physical
pa:I.n and debility, compulsions and obsessions, social inadcqu.aq, rigid adher-

ence to purely conventional torm.a11S1l~ misconoeptions conearning sex, irr1t.a2
b:Uity. or depression.
Neither the toll of personal unhappiness BUttered tv
these distressed ind1vidual.s.. nor the disruptions they cause in

COlI'I1lOl'l

1iving

cm be :measured in matheaat1cal terma. Living with these sisters poses a try2

SUter RitaJll8l7. C.H.M.,

mation

.2!

Sisters, (New York,

~tual. snd
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-
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1ng probla for the mature DJ.el1lbers

ot a religious community. Su.bord:1.nates in

religious lUe are not ultimately'responc.ble for obtaining professional help

or of initiating proper treaUBent tar these sisters who are psychologically
ill.

Nevertheless, mature sisters must lI.araball their ettarts, and gEilarouslT

accept the duty ot charitabl.. understanding· and patient forbearo8llce in interacting with their malad.justed companions.

Such practice of lave can provide

valuable opportunities tor sisters to demonstrate the qualities of tbe:t.r ma-

ture Christian personality.
It is not enough tor superiors to know that these conditions exist and to
be passively tolerant of their presence.

They must take positive action

to

pl"Emmt or to eliminate, or at least to allev!«te these symptoms and their
oauses in as

f~

as this is possible.

These sisters are emotionally ill and

need the advantages of psycholog1.cal counseling or other speoiaJ.ized oare.

:»-

periors have an obligation in ohmty and justice to provide adequate help for
thea. In desperation, well-meaning superiors aaaet:1mes resort to pampering

sisters who are neurotic, since that s . . . to reduce, at least temporarily, the
disturbances caused by them in eoJlll1J1D'18l living. Generall..y, this is a m1.stake.
ot'ten neurotic individuals uneonsoious1;r wish for the discipline which they

need, but

are tmabl.

to exert

on thElllSelves.

In many cases, even though they

seem to resent it when it is imposed by' another, they are made more secure in
themselws by' reasonable restraint kindly imposed. When sisters are influenced in their attitudes to emotional inadequacies by :I.m:pl1cations of morality
mel culpabilitY', they are inclined

to

neurot1.c symptoms could overcome these

teEll. that sisters who have pronounced.
Itbad,

habits" i t they had mora will

J)O'ff-
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er, or 1.f' they intensified their
wide range

or

pr~

l1fe.

D1sordered emotions admit o£ a

severity, but ordinarily, religious

WCHnerl

who have predOlninate

neurotic tendencies are incapable of helping themselves, just as sisters who
nrfer

fr(ll1

cancer carmot cure or a:t'!'est the diseased condition

without expert medical care.

or

their bodies

Untortunately, an aspirin, or a smes of

x-rqa,

or an extra £if'teen minutes of meditation daily will not cure the emotional.l.y
unsettled person. Eve frequent changes of residence or several weeks of relaQing vacation at a country mission are not proper therapeutic treatment tor
sisters with neurotic ditticulty, although these mq, in some instances, be
instrumental in precipitating a temporary radssion or neurotic tensions. Admonitions.. reprimands, or instructions also are of little avail with these sisters, because actually they are in need ot a thorough revaluation of fundamental attitudes and understandings. No degree of intellectual capaaity or protessional training, or sol1d home background, although each or these is a sal1ent contributing ractor, can, of itself, gift proficiency in selt-managemant. This is accomplished by an orgm.ad. process ot learning, understanding, ass1m1lation, and applj.oation.
ststers need social recognition.
he is Itsomebody."

EYer)" hum." person likes to feel that

ststers desire to be recognized as capable, successtul.

people because of their personal worth and activities. Respecting sisters as
individuals with rights and pri'Vileges, as well as duties and Obligations,
partly satisfies this human need for recognition and sel.t-este_. Honest

C(ll1-

mendation and praise of the ordinary capabil1ties and accomplishments of sisters is otten neglected, not because of' malicious mot!v&tion, but merely be-

cause its importance is not recognized.

Sincere praise from co-workers 1s a

powca.t"ul stimu.lant for sisters to continue worldng diligently.

Reocgn1ticm

trom their peers fills only a portion ot this human need, howeverJ they wo

need and want to know that their superiors

heart~

approva them for what they

are, not only tor what they do. Cordial approbation and mutual encouragement
pave

~

an othend.se rough road for sisters. Sisters who are liberal in ,

1ag others find that it redounds abmcimtly :in their

Olin

lives. Sisters who

baYe reacbad adul.t emotional stature are VC!7 ot flattery, stmrming its

bole Ed dishonesty.
only aeceaso17

And..

~

S1nce human applause 1s not absolutely essential, but

to the happiness of sisters, their integrity does not crumble

1then they are urm.ot1ced or censured occaa1ona.Uy, or Emm when they are sub-

jected to mere prolonged spells ot distavor. However. when a sister i8 JIlII'11featly rejected

con~

for a long period of time by a group or an indiv-

idual, espec1a1J.y a superior, mtdoubtedlY', her sel:f'-est&em will be damaged, or
perhaps, even destroyed.

This deprivation

~

the love proper to the ideal of

cbar1table 11ving in cOllllUDity lite 1s one of the most agonizing types

or

pq.

ehological pain a sister can endure.
~

Presuming a ta:lrly" reliable screen1ng process during the p.robationary

years in religious lU'e, it can be ccmcluded 1ogi.ca.1.17 that the majority of
1n-serv1ce siaters possesses the potential neceasl.!Jl."3':for atta1n:ing mature womanbood.

Su.periora, in syst-.atie leadership, v.lll not onlY permit, but con-

structively astd.st sisters to recognise, to evaluate, and to actualize their
unique abil1ties in maz:lmaJ. fruition.

Su.p8l"1ors w:Ul "aUze that the social

senice activities of the apostolate, whether these be direct or support1".,
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are the maans by whi.ch ind1v.!.duaJ. sisters accOlnpl1sh sel.f-realization and per-

sonal sanctification. Whether the work is sld.1led or professional matters littl.e if' the sisters are intelligent in accepting and utilizing their duties as
media. tor selt-advancan:ent. There need be no conflict betwen vital spirituIn fact, they are

ality and intense professional or occupational proficiency.

compl.emem.tary- and para.1J.el developnen.tal processes. Sisters shouJ.d be encouraged

to strive tor complete integr.i.ty in their militant role as professional.

re1 j gious women, a goal wh1ch rept"esent.s the consolidation of pt"ofessionaJ. etticitllCT and spiritual fertility.

81ncere sisters who reall;r need advice or counsel seal{ it from reliable
persons, cand:i.dl7 dep.i.ct1ng their pr'ecH.camtmt and humbl.y assuming the task of
selt-dntegration.

lIseless con:£'1dences precipitated by impGtuosity or emotim-

al1_ mq be a ruse tor eoncea.1.ing inabU1ty or tm'Willingness to face and con-

trol isswas tra.nkly. Sisters can not be too prudent in choosing their conf1-

dantea, e1Dce int:tmate sharing ot the secrets of anotb.e:r is a liability which
cm be accepted only by trustwrthT 1nd1v.t.duaJ.s.

On

OCCasion, sisters confide

their personal d1t:f'1cultl,ea either to tbe1r superiors or to their colleagues.

this is a gesture of trust wh:!.ch places a serious responsibility or loyalty on
the sisters who recei"178 the cont1dences.

honor these sacred

cona1~.

Tba,y

must be respectful enough to

W'lth dignity, zd to saf'egua;rQ them with abso-

lute sUenoe as ftJr as clivulg1ng them to others is ccm.cerned.

wh1ch hurts

sisters so keenly', d:l.sUJ.us1ons

respect for others
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There is noth:1ng

them so readily, and shatters tbe1r

eomplete:q as betrqaJ. of c<mf1dence.

These breeches of

secrecy J'IIq be unintentional. but the,- do ilrReasurable ham to sisters and

re-
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place their trust with prejudice. For eonse1etltious sisters" honoring the
privaey of eonfidEll'ltj.aJ. matter always is an indubitable duty of charity and

justice to others.
Sisters need to exper.j.ence achievement. A sanae of

vants feelings of .frustration, uselessness" .and
be allowed

accomp~i.shment

discour~t.

pre-

Sisters sOOuld

to devel.op their abilities and to know the satisfaction of adequate

performance :in 'WOrk. '!'bey enjoy world.ng when they are assured that their suc-

cess in any .field is recognized and est1.mated as something honorable and oommendable.

It is

psynhologica1~

necessary that sisters have an area of oompe-

'tanc7 in wh1.ch they aperience a significant aount of personal adequacy. Mature relig10us women are not juvenile in their dependence on the approbation ot
othel's, because th.ey can supernaturaJJy motivate themselves to efficacious per-

formance o:f duty enm when they are deprived of it; but it is an important natural lubricant in lnunan relations. kDy semblance of pettiness in attrlbu.t1ng
ignoble motives such as vanity, anbition, self-glorification" or "WOrldliness

to the ocaupatianaJ. successes of the worker bll.ghts heaJ..th7 attitudes to work,
and d1ndn1ahes the normal dr.tve to achieve.
Sisters resent being subjected to treatment which is appropriate for chil-

dren or adolescents.

They m.u.st be pennitted the privilege of living as mature

women, making their own decisions in the hundreds of instances where this can
be done within the legal. confines of rel.1g1ous obedience.

Often supC'iors, or

sisters with administrative jurisdiction in particular areas

it more e.t".t1c1ent to take things in their

O1fn

or

activity, find

hands autocratically, rather than

to permit sisters to do the planning and executing of affairs within the soope
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of the 'WOl"k aaa1gned to them.

Conversely, some sisters at'e so cbildi.shly' re-

liant em the direction of superiors and/or administrators that their dependence
reduces their obedience to a farce.

There is much need tor balanced and cor-

rect tb1nld.ng about the meazdng and implications of religious obedience. Obe-

dience, conceptualized in terms of "giving up" of will power, is a negation
which would be a dehumanizing process if it were possible at all.

In contrast,

religious obedience is the free conformation of a subordinate to tbe leg1timate

d1rections of law:rul su.pet'iors for the ultimate purpose of fulfilling the laws
of cha:r1ty commanded by God.

Tha're is nothing in obedience to indio ate that

superiors need make all decisions in conventual 11ving. In tact, the oompetent
superior will delegate authority dtscrbd.natell', and once she bas done this,
she will be wise in granting sisters the marginal. freedom necessary for the

G-

arcise of their adult capabilities of decisive tb1nld.ng and executive action.
To confer autbority without also giving the power to use it, is -00 create fig-

ureheads who must rule in self-defeating mockery.

Sisters who sbare community

authority, eitber on the provinoial. or the local level, have a responsible duty
to exercise i 'f, judiciously. In tbe event that some sisters are not ready for
tbe exercise of adult independence, arrangements sbould be made for them to
learn it.

!.fisunderstanding of the meaning of religious obadlence and misinter-

pretation of the significance of conventual authority

may

lead to practices

which al.Ynost demand that sisters lose their individuality and succumb to the
role of autome:t;o.n.
qualities

or

Obedience does not deprive sisters or their unique human

thinldng for themselves, forming opinions, making judgments, and

expressing them with proprletn nor does it exempt them from the obliga.tion of
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u1Rg these powers of adul.t

by pr1nc1plect

'W!Ia!l

womanhood. !be IIhrndl.y cr1t:1cal. a:ppraill8llGftt DI&de

1ft rel1gious l1fe 18 precisely d.1at1nct .trom the 1l'reapon-

sible Il"'IIbl'iq of thoH 11ho are disgruntled, ad ita vaJ.ue as a potell't cClllllOd-

1t1' 1». cCIftJIIUDlt1' l1tecarmot be cmtrI"a:te4. staters can be paraJ.7Hd 1atell.ectuall.y' and tIIIOUonallT 1Ihen attempt. are made

to out them in a cOl1Jll1ln1t7 moldJ

as it were, pressiDg tba untU the;r oan be released as ldentloaJ. pattemed

to:ru ot tb1n1dng _d aot1ng. !b:l.s d.e'WJ1tat.1Dc paaatv:t.tT, 1Ib1ch often paradee
&8

or aelc:nesa, . . . the vital1tT of !ndl:v:ldu.a1. personaUt1es, and
sistar. of part or their her.Ltap .. cld.l.dreD of God. Notb1ng eo" ..

the epttcae

.pd:",s

. . the 1D1:t1.at1ve and 1Dgerm1t7 r4 s1.t;.... and h1nders their growth in utu-

ritT as clerd.al . . retwJa1 td the oourteq or beiDg treated .. oapabla
Tb18 is devutat1Jolg &1110 to the
tor

~1c

l1:te

'W'OIal.

blood of the CO!IIIIm~:t;T aDd 18 te:rtUe

.on

d18Ol"dat'. The latitude of l1l&ture 11v:ing adYocated here i. not to

be ccmtused 14th Uceue.

J:tq- te... that this type of freedom.

or expression.

of 1't8alf', will jeo,parctJ.se the atatWl of o'bed:l.cmee .. tbreateIIl the authorlty of
_per1ors • ." be d1acarded praapt17. S1a't;era who an really mature un.de:Ntd
1;he

aetm1:ng of true o'bed:l.cmee aad respect the autbor1t;r 1nYested in religiOWl

IN.p8I'1ora.

And since the goal of aUt;EIl" formation is the development of the

aatu:re personal1t;r, it :1.. pNstll.8d. that astara are attorded f!IVf!1I!7 avaUlIble

opportunity to appro.dJu.te this goal.

It s1sters are to _Mew Jlat,urit,.. they IIIWJt be giV8l'1 reapons1bilit1'.
'fbi. dDes not mac that, in ord.. to beoOIM mature, all sisters must have at
least

ODe

appo1nta.ent to a l'ltIljor post o:r authority, s_h as COltIIIRUlit7 wper1or-

ship or protea81onal adldJd nrat1ca. It . . . . that superior. shoW.cJ. release
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IJ18t«ra from entC>l"Oed adole....t dependenoe in da113 11v.tng by refa.sing to c1D

tor

~

what they are eom:petent, and eager to do tor theaselve..

Ettic1ent au-

per10ra w1ll arrange their . . .11t1ve and managerj.a1. duties in such a manner

that they' will tap the capaMH:t1ee of the a1aters to _.:h.... advautap.

tt

there 18 need., Id.lriiers oan be g:f.va a gradlial 1Jrtroduction to the reapcm.s1ble

uoeptaace of cooperative du.t7. S1.atera willrespcmd by

~s1ng

their

c0m-

petence succesa.t'ul.1y, kn01d.ng tIum 'bhe1r superiors trwrt their axacu.tive abU...
it7.

It 18 Yery 1mpor1;ant to a,ppoint

secure,

and ttbo know bow

ststtn

as superior. 1Iho are ntatUl't'JJ.y

to wield au.tbctt-ity justly without interpreting fWGr7

d1apl.- of 1n1t:lative by the sisters aa a threat to their author1ty. Autbor1V

mct 1D:lUat1.,. can be federtr&ed so

religious lU'e that they sene

.tronglT :in

as a leaven whicb raises sisters to the level of intelligent govemment and
m1aa:lan.
The '9011 of ~7

taken

by ai8tera 1s founded on charitT, and should be

re1'l.ected in tbe1r 11\'88 by a s:lnoere spl.r:lt of de1;acbment from material. tb1'rlp.

!his reunc1at:lon does not indicate indlgenee or destitution, nor does it preclude the gamdne appreciation tor and

CClDllltlDaL

use of temporal. goods accord:ing

to C'fJ.'1"r8I1t standards of living atd the ap1r1t o£ community' rules. It is
of lath in the 10ft of God by wb10h reJ.ig1ous
1Il1IJ,daae ccmcet"l'18 in order that they may be
of Christ.

Sisters should shun tb.l!l

WOJUIl

tree to

pbUo~

III

act

aaanc1pate themselves trOll

parsue

the lave and!lntereet

which links the practice eyE con-

ventual poftrty almost axcluaivelT with the expenditure of mone;y" so that the
aIIOU1lt or men., acoamulated beeom8s the a:ls of poverty in a comaun:it)". J:t

t1aes, adbere.nce to this theo3:7 induces sist..s to be ahoc1d.ng1.y'iDconaidarate

10
121 :IJapoeing on the time and resources of their relatives and Mends. OfteD
t.hese 1&7 people are torced to make costly aacr1:tices to oblige sisters in
their though1;less and repeated requests. Other sisters may- be mistaken 1n
tbinld.J:lg that the bu.lwaric of poverty for rell.gious woman lies in depr1vat.1ons

which, in

Selle

instances, m.a.y be hara.tul to

PQeh010gical well-being, or 1mped:I.aentar,r

~cal

health.. detrimental to

to apostolic works. It

is 18'.u!eni-

able that wiae manipulation of cOlllllft1D1tT fUllda md. reuonabl71mpoaed or selfChoHll

art,..

*»rt1t1cat1ons are salut..,... and 111tb1n the province of relig10ua povHowever.. unless si8ter8 are welJ-jnt01"Jled 1:0. thia area, misbeliefs a-

bout aon-nmtual povertT em lead 1;0 rather nagrant v:lol.ationa of cbar1ty.. jutlce, and honesty 1n CQ?!IIIU'Dlty liv1Dg cd in contacts with the latty.

Tbe

prescr:.lptions of poverty in a ooaaunity are o'bl1gator,y for both superiors and
aubordinates.

If supe:riors lIIDage community assets aud grant perDI1ssions to

the aisters in the apirit ot charity.. the greatest good of the 1nd1"ddual rel1g:lou, the community, and the apostolate v:Ul be effected.

Sisters should not

have to su.tter the effect. of lId.seliMas 1n community living-it can aot, in
my lUDDer, be ldent1f1ed with either the sp:I.r1t or the letter of re11gious
})O"I8l"t)".

Pzoudant superiors 1emercntSl7 and w:llljngly prov1de melle)" and I'l1Hlli"

needed b;r s1sters to taction nOl'SlUJlJ.7 as human beings, without UIld.ue tIJIibart-

ruatmt

or restr1ct1on 18 cammmity living and apostolic activit)".

Sisters,

possessed of accurate kncndedge and the true spirit of povert)", know wbat :I.s
legitimate" and v1ll be maturely re8poD81ble in their attitudes and. reactions
rel.atl". to permis810ns and the use of saater1al resources.

Mature religiOUS

women recoll from the dmdnation of hedonistic des1res and avoid auper.flu1ty
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and ext.rs:va.gance in using materials.

In this way.. they enjoy increased com-

petence in fulfilling their commitment to love God and their neighbor unreservedly.

Mature religious

'WO!l!AIm

take an interest in the preservat10n md/or the

extension of cO!lll1Ullity- resources.

So often the general administrative and fi-

nancial concerns in conmmnitylif'e are enclosed in an aura of mystery-, and relegated in laissez 1'aire fashion solely to the sisters who are superiors or bursars.

The broad aspects o£ these problems are pertinent to all comrtnmity

bars, and shoul.d be shared tarnil.y business.

It is

distressin~

mEm-

to discover

that, when sisters are deprived of all know:ledge and participation :in bearlng

community burdens, they read:ily beeOl8 disinterested in the progress of

c~'"

ity affair$ and easily' lose realistic grasp o:f the standards of current living.

'1'00 m.u.ch seeur1'!;y in this regard dulls the sense of personal. obligation to the
oOImllUnitiy.. and may make sisters presumptuous in their expectations md imprac-

t10al 111 their demands. As educated adults, sisters have a dut,. to know something of SQ4h oommunity reali:t1es as the cost of daily living, the expenses in-

volved in operating apostolic activ1ties, the princ:tplea 01' internal conmmnit7
organization and gover.nm.ant, the legal and financial maneuvers of building con-

stru.ct1on and maintenance, the tuition rates in colleges and universities,
speculations relative to prospective oommunity projects" tax rates, the price
of air and J.and travel, or the facts and .figures of loans and debts.

These are

typica.J.ly s1gn1t1cant atters of apostolic 11ving in contemporary societ;y.. and
thus are rightly included in the adult responsibilities of religious women.
In pledg1ng themselves to a ille of vowed chastity, religious women do not

surrender tbe privilege of lo'ri.ng and of being loved.

These concepts are not

1noongruent. Actuall,.., sinee God created wmen for motherhood, He has blessed
th_ not only with pbJ'sical potential, but also with the emotional and ap1r1tul. pcrwers neoesaar,y to this feminine fu1.t1.l.lJIent.

31ster. recognise and re-

spect the treM1ldous emdowlalt by whicb the,.. vere gl:". the poteDq to participate :in the creative power of God througb ph7aic&1. _tberhood.
11g1oUII

In 'f'OTdJ:l& re-

chaatit,., they freeJ.T reDoun.. the "'prerogatiTe of 'UIIing tbis gift in

l&1Itul marriage, not bee&\lSe they de. . it UJl'WCt1"tbT, but because in know1ag ita

merit, the,.. consider lt a noble offering by whieh to prove their personal. love
tor Ohr1at.

Purther.. they undentad that in re11nqui,ab1ng the respona1bll-

lti.. and jo1S of marriage ad aatemit,.., they b&Ye not

circuJa'_~ed

the obli-

latiOll to praetlae benevolent loft as 004 co__ded it. Rather, thq ... inteasi.f)' their

lIOIl8Dl7 capab1l1tie. of seme.. love, self'-aur.rcmd.. ., tender

compass:1on, and ttnderataa41ng 8711Q)&th1', eel expan4 their posaib1l1t1e. tor becoming more deeply aDd trulT mate:mal.. Love i8 the central lIIOtivating tactor
in religious lite) and it sist... deprive it of pru. position in their lives,

their att...,ts at rel1g1oua living become cODtrad1ctory and enigm.at1c. sUtera
.hould uqu1re an 1nte1l1gent balance of knowledge and action in tbe -give ad
take- of l.orlng in the religious life. In fact, -religious

WOlIl8ft

should be

taught how to live the fullness of their _ther-virtuea-loTiDg. giving,
1ng-so they CaD

c:perie_ total. devel.opJllent of their womanhood. !he

.bar-

W01I8D.

1Iho does not han the qual.iUes wbich would make her a lcod mother wUl never
be a good mm.- 3

10<8\"..1 Slie1'!l, M.D., "Mental Health in Religious We," st;. Louis

Un1Ters1ty~
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The degeneration of the tru.e meaning ot love so pr"<Yralent in large portions of modern society seems to bave filtered, to some extent, into religious
life.

In conventual living.. the need for love pecul1ar to

ev~

human being is

sometimes confounded with ro1UD.tic love or with sensual affection, or even with
ignoble concepts of love, and theretore, considered as opposed to the
chastity taken by religious.

a suspicious operation.

VOW

ot

rus ideology presents love in religious lif'e as

Some sisters, therefore, become apprehensive, and eon-

elude that congonial and at£'ectiOl'late interpersona1. relations are suspect tor
relip-ous women.

Religious chastity is posed as

III

unil'lteJ."ru.pted sarles of

negations wbich stagnate the a:aotional. reaetions of. religious

'W'Omen.

In

901t.

instances, rigid and vague instructions on "particular friendship".. which is
a perversion and not real. love at all, perplex: sisters.

These bleak and inim.-

itable represetations 0£' love make for confusion and :rear.. aDd becl\l1Be of rra~us

doubts and misconceptions, leave sisters unenlightened as to the beau-

t1ful practice of positive charity in religious 1:I.f8.
Supernatural love is the distinguishing quality and the iDflllGntiaJ. ka;rno-te of the religious vocation.

It 1s the nucleus of close and proli.....'P:I.c as-

sociation with Christ which produces humility to see the truth of reality and
the patience to live aDCOrdingly.
in a single bond of purpose.

ta.1l.1sat1on

ot

It 18 the cohesive force un1f;ying sisters

The principled prlilOtice

or

kindness, the or;ya...

sv.pernatural love, is not soft condescf.ll1Sion. but a convincing

dEllDnstratlO11 of the durability and vigor ot charity.
by a positive approaoh bow to live in a mature, virile"
1ng them the liberty to love in a hapPJ", relaxed .,..

Sisters should be taught

warm fasb1on, thv.s
There 1s a price

gLT-

to pq
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for D\fS1;1c marriage with Christ. so these adaptations are not accamp1inhed
'!Idthout human effort and pain.

But. i f they are understood. admitted honestly,

and regulated prudsntl¥, they become the core of' peace and happiness for sisters.

Prudential limits control dig,nified human interaction, but the detdls

of these limits are al'\iJf.\VS determined by the wisdom of charity, not by the severity of fear.

Religious women

COl1te

to

reaJj.ZG

that the lawf"al, and even ob-

ligatory, interchange of love 'Within the cal1'bacy- of religious life expressed
in mu.tual lmderstanctlng, apprecistion, loyalty, forbearance, tl"'l.lSt, and joy are

rewarding compensations wbich fill their lives.

Sisters O"we these marks of af-

fection in a special W8iY also to members of their natural
friends.

f"ami1ie..~

and to their

Religious proi"ession does not liquidate the obligations and implica,,-

tions of the fourth commandment.
Every religious woman needs the .fullness of personal enrichment which is

part of noble fr1endship.

Friendship is the mutual.ly spontaneous over.flow of

love-a meeting of minds and hearts-between two people

\me

al'e

so emotionally

poised that they can be sell"-forgetful and generous in experiencing the depth
and intensity of psychological. unity necessary if this rela:tionship is to nourish.

The afi'ectionate esteem, common understanding, shared int&C'osts, total

confidence, and deep respect comm:unicated in loving another profoundly in
triendship are rooted in the strong love of Christ.

Friendship is a special

gift of God to human beings, and can be equ.a11zed only' by the stability of ma-

ture persons, who are independent and have no need either to dominate or to

possess others. In the hands of diffident or insecure persona this union degenerates into a aaJ.r<antered inordinancy which thrives on insipid sentimen-
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tallty and suf"focation of spirit.

The silence provided tOl" reli(;ions \roman by COlwootUaJ. prescription is not
prilllar:L17 a penitential exercise, but affords sisters the time and opportunity

for psycholog:tcal ratrem:. !rOTa environmental pressures in 'Iomich ideas are created, future advancamant is envisioned, and responsible coramand of life situations is planned.

Prudential thinking is always the precursor of intel1i;"ent

operation, and is particularly fundamental for sisters in developing mature

Christian attitudes and habits of' charity in cOlllmmity living. Recollection of
spirit, so essential to total personality m.aturity, is mora than spasr.lOdic attention given to God thl·ough repeated ejaculatory prayers.

of

love~

It is an. activity

a constantly stimulating contact "tith the reality of Christ. which

penetrates and strengthEms 6'1erY aspect of religious living. Recollection of
spirit is fructified in productive silence.

It is possible t.hat periods of'

\m-

disturbed ext.ernal silence in convents mq be invaded by the internal noise o£
1:nsurgent hostility or the clamor of detiant desires and rampant fantasies.
Thus the purpose of conventual silence oi'tian is def'ea:ted becau30 it oocomes on-

ly an exterior and teclmicaJ.. correspondenCe to rule,
imagino.tion and auotions.

un<lOO~anied

by regulated

It takes hurdlity and reasoned self-control to elim-

inate distractions and to remain alone \dtb oneself' in meditative quietude.
Only those sisters who have earned peace of' heart can co:m.fortably and profit-

ably accept and use the silence in which greatness is generated.

Recreation, a prescribed

f'0l'Ttl

or relaxation in conventual life" should be

one of the most notable aspects in the daily scheduJ.e or every convent.
mal recreation pariods in convents are,

1001'19

For-

or less, at the mercy of supe-

16
rion. It they realise that the recreational outlets for sisters are fairlY'
l1mited. Stl.J'l"iors wlll anticipate the needs of the sisters bY' prov.!d1ng stimu.-

lali1ng, enjoyable activities which really have power to re-create and revi'V"ity'.
the type of recreational. diversions should not alvq8 be dictated by the personal preferences of the superior, an individual sister, or a group in the com-

munity. Any formal progra:mm:1ng ot the datly community recreational sessions,
such as card games on Mondays, ping-pong on Tuesdqs, mending on Wednesdqa,
even though it be arranged by "democrai;ie" methods, usually tends to daty the

purpose ot recreation tor sisters. There is considerable relativity in the
matter of recreation in religious lite because activities which prove relaxing
for certain sisters may be penitential for others. Or what m.q at.rord complete
recreational joy to a sister under certain eireUlllstances
be pure penance tor her.

may, m a

new setting,

It recreation is to accomplish its obvious aim, sia-

ters J:'lU.St enjoy the freedom

or

choosing f'rom a 'Variety of activities which are

reall.y rela::x:irlg and enjoyable tor them. It is deplorable that recreation periods in some conTents are regularly utilized as opportunities for accomplishing work which has not been done previouslT, thUs violating the purpose

necess817 humar1 respite.

ot this

Uninterrupted work can never be virtuous or C01'DIII8Dd-

able tor human beings, even in religious lite.

Superiors who culti'Vate an

understanding regard tor sisters as people will adequatel.3r attend to the recre-

ational needs of their sisters.

Sisters w1ll promptly collaborate with their

superiors since they realize their need tor physioal relaxation end tor gratitying social contacts v.lth other conmmity members.

Leisure time enjoyed

together is a re-entorcement of the bond ot charity wh1ch unites sisters in
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cOllllltmity l1f'e.

It is regrettable that sisters occasionally become so in-

volved. in their work that they do not take time to know, love, and appreciate
each other through pleasant conversational intercourse. The art of converS21tion needs to be revived and refurbished in conventual life.

Sisters should

be preferential in selecting a spealdng voeabul8..'t7 which is appropriate tor

cultured, educa.ted women.

When used by religious wanen, the jargon of ado-

leRatts and the speech tact.ics of children are inexcusable improprieties. Beeeptivi.ty of new ideas, respect for varied points of view, cultiva.tion of aesthetic and cult..ural tastE'S and appreciations, development of intellectual cu.nosity, and expansion and elevation of range and level of interests will enlarge their repertory' of conversational wealth, and thus eliminate the trivia

which, all too frequently', clutters the conversatians of relig10us women. The
este. with which sisters regard the imJ:')Ortance of daily reereatian, which in
l1lOst eozmmmities is an incumbency of Rule, should be malogous, in a way, to
the reverence they give to the recital. of the Of'fice, for both can be superb
acts of worship of God.

In manifesting their maternal love, superiors will occasionally find it
necessary to employ correcti'N measures in interacting with sisters.

When this

emergency arises, they will be ready to concede that every sister has a right
in justice to be trusted.

Social frigidity is employed on occasion in the

hope of rectify1ng a real. or an apparent wrong.

This coldness is a cowardly.

immature approaeh to a problem, and can be a cruel mental torture for the of-

tender.

The hea:rt injuries inf.l1cted by this inditfe:rence can scar sisters

i1'1"eparably'.

Such unld.ndness is usually an indulgent demonstration of per-
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sonal indignation or prejudice" or of insecurity in handling a problem. openly.
And in Spite of the fact that this approach is devoid of malice, it will never
satisfactorily
duct is

r~

unwort~

any person or situation in need of adjustment.

of the dignity of the one who is guilty of it, and of the one

wilo is vict1.m1zed by it.
superiors should

This ccn-

When there is apparent need for diSciplinary action,

com.pl~

discount the probability of malicious intent, and

face the sister honestly in a private set-up as a mother addresses a loved
daughter.

Public embarrassment of tIllY' kind is alwa,s indefensible, and can be

only an abortive attempt to accomplish a desired goal.

Superiors:must make

proper investigations, and substantiate their conclusions with reliable evidence. They w.Ul never accuse sisters of errors without granting them the
priv.Uege of personally' stating the facts as they see them. This eradicates
the possibility of magn1tying the importance of essentially neutral. situations
by undue ilIrplications of morality or by over-stressing minor points of regularity. Wise superiors do not allow thEJllse1ves the luxury of being shocked,
and they do not take the mistakes of sisters as personal af'tronts.

Mother17

superiors give the en"ing one the benefit of the doubt, even when it seems marginal) and aim, not for the sordid satisfactions of retal1t:diion, but for the

improvement of the sister. If retribution on the part of the sister is indicated, the superior vUl be extremely deliberate in choosing the course of
action to be taken, regulating it according to the temperament of the offender,
and the extenuating circumstances of the offense. The discerning superior \411
be considerate, even though f'irnt, in administering discipline,
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that it mq

have a corrective, rather than a lethal, effect on the sister concern.ed.

In
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these matters of conventual discipline, it is well to remanber thctt "punishment g1vas people a sense of value, i f it is 1nf'li cted because we want those

4

who offend to be MOre 'WOrthy' r4 their own true selt.·

Sisters must realize

that it takes courage for superiors to evince this maternal solicitude for
their daughters in religion.

Sisters are obliged to respond courteously to

these corrections, receiving them

opan~indedly

with gratitude and humility.

No critici_, whatever its source or its content, should be rejected 1d.thout
acrutWzing it

tor the truth which may

This 1s not an easy task.

be the prelude to self-improvement.

Disapproving commentaries of a personal nature are

not readily accepted by human beings. Realistic sel:t...z.cn01dedge and we1l-nurtured honesty are assets f.or sisters in accomplishing this fea:t. effectively.
When kindly maternal or fraternal correction is used adeptly by'mature women in
community living, the excellent rapport of charitable interpersonal communica-

tion is strengthened, rather than damaged or disturbed.
Effecti ve superiorship is a hercUlean assignment which demands of each
superior the pruden.. to put wisdom and truth into action in attaining the

personal vir:U1ty and valiancy' ot a reasonable facsimile of Christ.

It is the

personification of love through selfiess service of others, and a pregnant op.
portun1ty for the loving exemplification of the maternal qualities of the Mother of Christ.

Wise choice of personnel for leadership positions in convmtual

living is mandatory, since the quality of leadership exerted in religious life

has broad and penetrative consequences in the lives of individual sisters, and

4perdinand Valentine, O.P.,

19$8), 248.

m!2!: !h!. !1;nBts

Delight, (NNl1arl Press,
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sign1f'1cant effects on the complete structure of religious living.

The magni-

tude of superiorship requires above-average personality and spiritual maturity

in those who assume its arduous obligations.

The dignity of super!orship can

be dishonored, and difficulties for sisters in religiOUS llving can be created

or aggravated i f appointments to super10rship are used compromis:l.ngly as psychological sedatives to tranquilize the insecuri:ti:r of the appointees, or as
status rewards to oamoaf'lage their personal inadequacy-.

It is a mark of the

munificence of God to sisters, however, that superiors remain htmtan, and that
they are not

~stioaJ.ly

transformed by the "grace of office."

Superiors have

the same rights, privileges, and needs as subord1nates. They deserve, want,
and need the fraternal affection and oordial respect of the sisters in the community.

The complex responsibilitie3 of intellectual, religioUS, and apostolic

leadership entailed :1-n the superiorship make it an unenv.f..able task.
tiality of being stall to all" 1s a ohallenging obligation.

1be impar-

Su.bordinates owe

love and loyalty to their su.periors, their filial fealty can relieve the pressing demands of office which continually tax the personal resources of superiors ~
Sisters are united to their superiors b:r an alliance of charity--a daughtermother relationship.

Communioation with authority figures poses no

mountable difficulties for mature religious women.

insur-

They understand the ele-

ments of religious obedience and accept; the authority of God as it is :mani.f&sted to them through the mature direction of their religious superiors.

They'

have a sense of proper relational order of things, so they are as comfortable
and self-possessed in interacting with a superior as 'tdth an equal.

If they

are oonfronted by a superior with a suggestion, or a reprimand, or a request,

they are calm, well-mannered and accommodating.

Sisters give superiors credit

for baing sincere and for opera.ting according to convictions and principles, so
they can quietly subnit even when they do not agree, cooperate affably' in projecte they did not originate, and habituaJ.J..y- m.a:intain evenness of temper in di-

versity of opinion.

Sisters, l.:i.ke aU normal human beings" regard their good name as one

or

their most valued possessions J and therefore" they have the natural right to

expect that their reputations wUl be jealously guarded and protected by community members.

This presumes the Christian duty of loving each other lo;ra.ll.y',

a relationship stipulated b;r Ohrist as the insignia of His close af'fUiatesa
1tB,y this sball all men know tbat you are

m::r disciples, i f you have love one far

another .n5 Sisters can understand reasonable vig,Uance and concern for the
preservation of religlous discipline, but they are rightly insulted and hurt
by susp1c1on, intolerance, and disloyalty.

Such grossly tD'ljust attitudes lea.

no leeway tor lmDlan weakness, and sister. can sutfer ravaging atrophy of sp1r1t

under the pall of misunderstanding and consequent rejection in eommtm1ty life.

ststers should be a..1.l.owed to live in peace of

lIIin~

unhapered by fear of be-

ing the target of glib conjeatures or false accusations.

It sisters are guilty

of errors, they should not have to live constantly to the end of their 11ves ih

the shadow of their mistakes. Only rancor and ill-will are propagated by cold
CODtempt.

A.m.endIIIent and redress are born of understanding acceptance.

The

serious obligation of Christian forgiveness in deaJ.ing 'With the transgressions

5John, XIII, .35.
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o~

sisters b1nds superiors and subordina.tes alike.

It demands that they- forget

the blunders, love and tru.st the transgressors as tully atter their· deviations
as batore; and i t necessary', prov:Lde opportunities for them to regain self'-con-

fidenee and to correct their :Inaccuracies. Loy-alt;y to others is an unparalleled mark of love embod1ed in kindly interpretation, sincere .f'org!.veness, pa,.

tient forbearance, 'Iran defense, and prudent trust. Sisters a.ppreciate and
thrive on the ld.n.dness

ot great-aouled

superiors and companions who show them

these hallmarks of Christ. s devotion to others, so often e1ted in the Gospel
stOl"Y'.

Worldllness is one of the most pernicious enemies ot comnnmity liv.l.ng.
is not

~

It

with a geographic area, as is erroneousl;r suppoeed, but is

associated with dispositions of mind and will which oppose God and His law of
charity. Convent walls, no matter bow high or bow thick, are not impel V'ioua to
the penetration of this mal1gn.ancy.

Respecting neither cl.ime nor creett. world-

liness is aftront1". enough to make irreverent an.d tisnlptive attacks even in
religious life. It religious women are forewamed, the;r
more easily' against this craft;r intrud....

l'Ilq

protect themselves

Worldliness disguises its entraDOe

into conventual living with several favorite masks.

Cbron1c negativi_ is ac-

eompatded by a retinue of rash judgments, uncharitable thoughts and words, dis-

courteous conduct, and grumbling di8CO!1tent. Gosslp revela in e:r.aggerat-ion
and miS1"flPJ:"esentation, otten blossoming iato ealUll'llY' and detraction.

Envy and

jealousy usuaJJ.;y operate in conjunction, abrivellng magn.anim1ty of soul and
eboJdng the spirit of charity- 1n h1PocriSY and meanness.

Besides the personal

misery i:n:volved in this addiction" the disloyal.t;r and C1"Uelty to those who
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should be loved most make it particu1arlT odious.

Self-pity breeds J:l1perscs1-

tiveness, and is quick to take otfense, seeing slights where none were intended
and feeling coldness :in prudent rollJ8t"Ve, insult in teasing jest, or rejection

in stable propriety.

Pb.ar1saism shields incongruities in actual living with

pious theorizing, regress., to puerile behavior, such as pouting spells and
per tantrums, in order to escape unpleasant realities) or retreats to the i"t'017
towers of fantasy to enjoy \Dlreal, egot:lstlo pleanre.

Eamest sisters are ..

ware of the dlD.'JgerOUs possibilities of worldliness in religious lite, make

err practicable

ev-

at.tempt to offset its entrance into C01UII1Ull1ty living, and are

iaatmt in recognizing its trademarks and in curtailing its intluence in themselves and others.

Sisters should persist in rejecting it, not by harsh

0ppo-

sition, but by the firm censure msdf'ested in the determined cd invigorating
practice ot charity. The cogency of love al:wqs blasts the Y1rulanoe of worldUness. Mature sisters cherish peace and love in conmtm1.ty living too much to
be deprived of even a portion

ot it by the 1:m.positions ot worldl.1ness. Sisters

need not tear the consequences of disturbing the paeudo-peace aanet1mes established by the reign ot cmain brands ot worldliness in community living.

Tbe,y

should detinitely assert their rights in procla1m1ng worldly and picqune conduct both unchristian and immature, and ref'use to a.1low it ever to set the pace

for community living.

Strength is never found in tu.rT, and the noiST aggres-

sion of worldliness is a barrage which can be punctured. by unyielding resistance. To make this controntation is a service of charity which preserves the
integrity of the religious lUe.

Cooperation with grace strengthened by fer-

vent prayer. purposeful self-denial. md. m.ortifi.cat1on, the stability of even-
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tempered human living, and the faithful implementation of the tenets of Chris-

tian love are powertul counteractant f'orces against worldliness in religious
life.

In suggesting the expediency of' concentrated emphasis on the coordination
of spi.r:1.tual and persona.l1ty forces in religious lii'e, it is hoped that the

process of' development towards the Christ-lilce personality will be facilitated

for sisters. It is reasonable to anticipate that mature religious women, who
know and understand their nature and its relevancy to the realization of a f'Ull

happy life, will be temper ate in controlllng and satis1'ying their natural needs
and desires, and persevering in their quest for perfect charity. '!'bey know
that God is the ul.t1mate source of all human security, md thtrt. unless they
seek it in Him, they trd.ll be subject to the myriad evils of emotional and spir-

1tual

mu:t1n7. These sisters can accept and respond to

the demands of their hu-

un nature with an equmim1ty which is stabilized in an understanding of human
psychology- united with an active faith in the Orm1potent God.

Their contact.

with their neighbor and their enT.i.ronntent in cOlWUnity life and in the apestolate are distinctively marked by universal and habitual love, patience, k1nd-

ness, understanding-the standards 01' e:x.eellent human relations employed by
Christ, the Perfect Teacher.

RELIGIOUS

WOMII{

AS MILITANT AroSTLES

The modern concept of the apostolate, which originated in the sixteenth

century connotes the activity of those who are eonmdssioned by the Church to
1
procla1m the message of the Gospel..
The practice of Virtue which necessarily
accompanies this mi.ssionary !'unction presupposes a mamer ot life rem1niscent
in the fundamental. aspects, at least, of that instituted by the Apostles in the
early dqs of the Church. Charity is todev, as it was at the time of the Apostles, the energizing force of the apostolate.

"The apostolic l..1.fe as thus con-

oei'V'ed is the perfect form of human ille wherein a man consecrates the use and
intent of human powers to the loving contemplation of div1ne trtlth and from
that .f'u1lness lovingly" serves bis fellow men by the oommunication of the great

m;rsteries of saJ..vation.,,2
Supernaturally motivated love is supremely superlative, and possesses an
unparalleled £'lare for totality.

It is in this spirit ot libole-hearteaness ed.

absolute consecration to the cause of char1ty that sistars gain an expansiveness in their love which not only includes God, but all He loves, as well.

lAl.be:rt Ple', O.P., Ed.,

Ser-

Aposto~c Ht.!, (Newman Press, 1958), 44.

2Sistar M. Charles BolTomeo, e.s.c., "The Christian Teacher, An Apostle,"
Cross
Oro!!!. V, (March 1953), 68.

.e

8$
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vice of the neighbor need not bE: a threat to tb.e perfection of religious women,
but can be an activitY' of the apostolate which completes the ocmtem.plative lit'e

It is the e.xt.emalisa.t1on of the public and official nature of the religiousapostolic vocation. Apostolic love is ecumen1c, and marked bY'the prodigalitY'
of God.

It confers to apostles a panoramic mencty in mi:n1.ster1ng to the

neighbor-an indispensable proof of the loft of God.
!be activities of the apostolate are an intrinsic element in the lives of

religious women in actiw communities. fhese endeavors are not artific1aJ.ly
superimposed

on the relig;1ous lUe as enterprises of an avocation, nor do they

operate 1ndepandently in juXI;apos1tion as something having

tionsbip to the central function of religious life.

on.l¥ peripheral rel

Ideally. they will be

fused with the duties of the religious state 111 such a way that sisters can ef-

fectively accomplish the theological. purpose of the apostoJ.ate, the diffusion
of charity. The personal love of Christ.. activating the lives of sisters,
makes this fusion possible and truittu1.
camdss10n in the Church,

If they are to be fa1thtul to their

sisters l1lUSt consciously award pr1.macr to their sta-

tus as ReJj.g.lous, whether thq function as teachers, cooks, nurses, secretar1es
soc:l.al workers, or catechists.

This differentiates their obligations from tho

of 1.,. apostles who engage in identical act1v.Lt.1.es.
Dedicated women in religious life are characterised not Cl1ly- by the at-

tribu.tes of adult maturity, but also by particular qua.ll.ties of apostolic mill tanq. F8l"Va'1t sisters approach the tasks of the apostolate 'With a vigorouslT
energetiC spirit, the overflow of love.

Every eamest apostle, no matter how

humanl.T unostentatious bis contribution, is a significant worker in the Church.
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Sisters do not, howver, confuse personal P1'estige nth headline popu.larity
since they' 'Wlderstand that the prondnence a sister earns as an apostle is
ga.ug&d cbie.tJ.y by what she is rather tbm by' what she does.

Religious apostles

are mature \vomen impregnated \lith a vibrant love of Gbrlst, the pr:ime source ot
their ef'ficiency.

First, they make their lives influential malif'estatiooe or

the Christian virtues, which, because ot warmth, practicality, and s1ncer:tty,
attract others to imitation. Apostolic action, though it be extrinsically
brilliant, becomes Utinkl:1ng cymbal and sounding brassttl unless it is substantiated by a lite-g1v.tng attacbment to the J(ystical Body ot Christ.

SecondlT,

intellectual. deveJ.opment and professional tra1ning of apostles are 1ndispen-

sab'1.7 al1gned with spiritual strength.
ApostolioaJ..ly oriented religious
realm.

or

WQII8r1

exert initiatiw, even though the

their act1dt:1es is COJI.p8rative17 restricted.

Dadnated by an aU-

inclusive charitY', they 111ew this leadership in the apostolate as the power to

choose ideals, to cooperate with people, ald to organize materials into a vitaJ.ly' :Integrated 1.U11t to attain immediate and ult1.Jnate goals.

Apostolic sisters love people with a special beJ.urrolence, respect their
1rmate dignitY', regardless ot possible unattractive accidental human qualities,
manifest interest in their welfare, tmd inspire thEm to live the two great comnumdments of love. In conmanding Christians to love their neighbor as them-

selves and to consider whatever they do to each other as done to Him, Christ
has established the criteria for the measure and the motive of e;postol1c c<z-

l I Oor., XIII: 1.
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cern for other people. Religious

WOlMll,

incited by genuine love, tom the

habit of observing the good in others, and of identifying each person with his

virtues.

This does not el1m1na:te objective recognition of rea.l1ty, but. it di-

m1nishes natm-al annoyance with human shortcomings, and forestalls the entrance
of intolerance.
1t7.

Thought control is

mremely 1mport.an.t in the practice of char-

This positive attitude in hUll'l8n relations acts as an a:rm.or against unld.nd.

thoughts and judgments which !debt otherwise grow into persmal antipathies or

patterns of hab1tual behavior. S1sters ow an unaf'fected love of benevolence,

shorn of pretense and condescension, to their co-workers in the religious tam111'. Usa, the1r charity m:ust include, in a particular wq, the members of the

devoted laity w.1th whom theY' share the lebors of the apostolate. Lq people
make valuable contributions in all professional and occupational fields, md

sisters should
~er.

~d

every effort to unite forces with them 1n a charitable

Sisters 'Will endeavor also to give S'Oec1a.l ldndness to the people whom

the,- serve in the apostola±.e. Occasionally, womsn lIho are sheltered by the materiel. bundredf'old and the spiritual. wealth of religious 15.£e find it diff1cult

to grasp the signif"icance of the struggles contingent to eoonomic SUl"Vival and
moral goodness which lq people eneounter daily.

As a result, their attitudes

to and interaetians with the ltd.t1' in the apostolate often betrq their inad-

equate understanding of Ohristian pr1nc1ples. Reeu3:Tently', an unCCmJpl1mantar;y
8istfJl"-htage, mosa.1ced in the mlnds of many lay people by'their obserYati.ons
of md experiences with sisters of l1m1ted aoc1ological and psychological per-

spective, may- harm the apostolio effectiveness of all religious woman.

Sisters

need to cultivate a rea.U.st:1.c appreciation for the spiritual, morel.. mental,
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Ph1'sical, eoonom:lc, or social problems which so of'tan are com.an ingredients
in the lives of the laity_

The human pressures involved:in these reverses are

not easily borne, and cannot be dismissed thoughtlessly as incansequentiaJ.. In
actuating people to Christian in-t·egrity, sisters employ supernatural compassion
in understanding these con.flicts.
sonify the love

Religious. women who are apostles should per-

ot Christ in such a warm md attractive style that others

be induced to cetpy' it.

'Will

This means" among other things, that religious womn,

who pt"eStDnab1Jt are in love with Cbr1st,

must take pride in their personal ap-

pearance, weoring the rruJ.gious habit with the regal gt"ace and feminine dignitq
becom1ng the spouse of a King.

This i8 not vanity, but health1' self-esteem sd

recognition of true status. In Ohr1st, sisters have unfailing assurance ot
fidelity, an absol.ute essential to the happiness of a woman.

They have limit-

less securitY' in the promised temporal. and etemal hundredfold. They are blest
with a plen1tude of grace and the gU'taof l1.te. All this glves sisters priorityon joy-a magnetic tool of charity. Sisters who champion the cause of
joy are agents of t1I'1'prtM)eclanted

innuences in apostolic enterprises. In eon-

trast, sisters, who ratuse tbe1r Cbrist1an legacy of unfeigned joy, become classic contrad1ct1ons and barren instl"UllEllts in the work of the apostolate.

'1'hi..s 1mpart1aJ.. and sel..fless love which sisters are directed to eanmunicate

to others 18 nat equivalent to :tnduJ..genoe or sent1nmtality, but is as virile,
supportive, and true as the love of ctrr1st, Who is the source of genuine persona11nf'luence. 1'ru.e apostolic leaders cultivate a personal magnanimitY" b7
which the;r spt'ead love and peace in their sphere of act1v.i.ty, and thus inspire
othera with sel.t-ccnf'idence and desire for deeper self-realization.
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Prolific leadors :in the apostolate possess a rernarkable foresight in establishing attainable goals "Which reflect the needs of the present and anticipate those of tile f'u·:;'u.re"
utili~ing means

They have penotrating discernment in selecting and

to fulfill these objectives. Likewise, they have keen percep-

tion in comprehending situations in their entirety, and clear-sightedness in
profitabl;r manipulating the realities for which they are responsible.
Success in the apostolate hinges quite directly on the ability of apostles
to be uniformly tranquil and unperturbed in their daily liVing.

They can pa.-

tiently face the realism. of life e1rcumstances, even when thene are undesirable
or painful, because they' have learned lmquestioning confidence in God and optimistic acceptance of His Providence.

This pl.acidity of spirit does not, in any

way, intimate timidity or irresolutionJ for, uhen the need arises, truly mili-

tant apostles are fearlessly asserti va in performing their vocational obliga.tions and in defending persons or causes.
sterling virtues

or

Unfaltaring courage is one of. the

genuine apostles.

There are severa1 areas of concern in the apostolate which sisters need
to consider.

Specific aspects of adaptation in religious life are principally

within the jurisdiction of superiors; however, fNery intelligent sister needs
to deliberate these problems also.

The efforts of superiors can be counter-

acted by subordinates vmo do not understand the neces::iity of' reconciling the
observances of religious 11ving 'With the demands of the apostolate.

sciously'. certain religious

"TOmen~

Uncon-

superiors and subordinates, become so wedded

to traditions in a relieious comnunity that it is difficult for them to understand that the practical implementation of the spirit of their religious com-
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mttr.l1ty:in a modem setting does not mean the sacrifioe of esse.ntial.s. Reli-

gious lite oan become a . .e of minor teclmioalities whioh

a:"f7

not proll.f.io

a;post.ollc factors, 1:Jut which denand o£ sisters useless expenditure of time and
energy.

Simplicity shoul.d chm"sct£rize all the internal ordinances of oonvan-

tualliving.

Oustcms whioh involve only externals often beoome so sacrosanct

in the lilinds of

sister~)

The spirit of' a.

religl.O'llS

aB,

'w: '.at they

aBSWlle

a. value far beyond t.heir true merl.t.

comrmmity is not enshr'lned

ill

detailed itens,

S"ilCb.

the number o£ pleats :in the habit, the rul.es controlling enclouure.. the

starched lining in the veU, or the

lNltiOer

of' prescribed vocal

is evident that the needa of the apostolate l-1ill be

f~ed

pr~rs.

by

1£ it

eli"i'!.ina~4J

or

adjusting these tn>ical. regulations, even tb.ough they appear in -the original.
ru.le of -the

cor.mru:r~ty,

sisters need not worry that the fervor of the basic com-

munity spirit will deteriorate.

Cont.rariwise, they, rightfu.lly, can hope t,hat'.

it 'Will be invigorated. If careful study is made of the 'biographies of the
noble-sauled women. who toundP..d l·eJ.igiOUS coonuu.it1Efs. it is readily evj.dent

that the same keen foresight, honest acceptance of' reality, and eonsur,1ing zeal
which directed the1r actions in originall.y de:f1.n1rlg community spirit aecHiles
ago would motivate them

l'lOW

to surrender, or to adapt commun1ty c-u.sta'lls if this

seemed eacpedient 11l promoting the Kingdonl of God.

They did not becQrle so en-

tangled in details that they missed the notable a:;r;.ecta or 111'e..

They knew

bow to transform static eJ.ements ot community liv:tng into agents of dynanic
action.

must

These val1a1t women woul.d tmderstand that tbe spirit or the eonm:nmity

grow and prosper, unstined by a constricted transla.tion of customs and

rules.

Tbay wou.1.d realise that regulations which were apropos at the incep-

timl ct the cc."lii'l'\."Ul'Joity, now

m~

be inappropriate, and pO:3Sibly

by de.f'eo:ting the P'Ul"PQ8aS of the aj:.o.'3tolate.

e"t1Otl

detrimental

It bah.ooves religious:vomm to

:.:.110't<1 tr...e apostolic Slime of t.heir P'oi.U1C:t'ess to i8T'.itc in their herrls 6'0
they. I;.-Jhile r..a.int<dning

enlightened

t!..

steadfast 10..1'(; of

t~eir COF.l!ll.Ut'.it:r

th$

:;;pir1t, hilV'e a 4:.01".

anc Wormed underotandir.g of problens of adaptation. Sisters tlUzt

1>0 en gtt:.::d lest i·,he effects of their

relinquj.sh community

C~i.GllS

N"O!'k

be cu...-tm.led by their reluctonce to

or ideologies ...mch

anothor ro:-a. but no't,:' .are obsolete

3tld

rtltq

unpl"'oductive.

haYs been beneficial in
They

must be cautious that

their efforls are not negated by their hesitation in adopting pr'a.cticea which,

through tho

a701~t

or

societal attitudes

p,nd

utilitarian

vaJ..ues~

ha1t""6 be-

come oi@lificantly relevant to the eonta"'!'!.porary aJX,lstolate.
It is almost

P3l"~cal

that some rel1g1oua

ilOluexl Hho

l"erulily accept the

technological. advanoes of' modern American civll1.zation. concurrently resist
changir.g sociological standa;l"ds.

By this resistance sistare create imped:.i:men11s

to thch.' role ill the tuentieth cantury apostolate.

For insta.'1.ce, these sisters

seem:ingly forget that the fcmd.ly is not. the aan.e stable sooietal unit ..r.i.th rigidly defined 1ilnits

ot filial respect and oberltance as it·

't~

a generatioo or

tiro ago. Or they ovol·look the actuality that c1Jl"rent mores atlaw for freodom

&no. indopendsnce

in social inte1'a.otioo u.nlmawn at the beginning of th.e century.

Or they tail to consider that the spirit of competitiveness and atlbition which

is so :L"lheren.t in Americal life today drives people to torms o£ initiativct and
aggression unperceived in the

pant. While it is unnsa to denounce

17 these cultural changes, it is unnecessary for religious vJOrnen to
plctely \lith .:ul of tk-..em.

:aut

"I.1Dres~
C01'lC"JX'

coa-

if' tbGIy hope for victory in the apostolate, they
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must admit and l.mderstand them, and be alert to the undisguised po!rer they exert in apostolic spheres.

Sisters should anticipate that the students they

teach, the sick thoy nurse, the orphans they mother, and the poor they feed will
They must prepare to

be deeply influenced by these transf'ormations in society.

meet this chaJ..1enge gallantly 'With open-minded honesty" converting the contributions of' an age of' progress into gain for the apostolate.
Sisters must acknowledge, a1.so" th~t the 1n.fiuences

or

revolutionized

s0-

cial. proprieties necessarily have penetrated COl'lVEmtual confines. In this vibrantly progressive age, religious WOmen \-rite books, organiz(;\ science fairs,
and substitute reduced yardage and simple p<?ttems for the complications of

archaic modes of' conventual attire.

They-

chairman national committees, oper...

ate ham radios, swim in the modest seclusion of private pools, lecture on TV,
and experiment with Geiger cO\mters and isotopes at government expense.

Be-

sides, they a:ppear on speakers' platforms at civic and professional meetings.

perform as concert pianists, and renew long..expired drivera' liscenses to chauffeur COTltnunity cars.

Twentieth oent1l'.tT sisters. likewise, sculpture prize-win-

ning 11a.donnas, oompete in graduate olasses in foreign universities. travel v:ta
j et-prope11ed Flagships.. and kne..! the amen! ties and etiquette of convention

hall banquets and oollege-sponsored formal teas.

These and all other similar

procedures peculiar to the oontemporary religiOUS-apostolic voca.tion are intrinsioally wholesome, evan though they are brazanly deviant :!rom the prosaic
traditions of religious 1ife.

They can be magnifioently employed for the glory'

of God and the furtherance of His ldngdO'r.l on earth.

If sisters who l'rork in

this oonstantly ohanging m:Uieu are to brook the tide effectively, they must be
nexible in maintaining operational contaot through intelligent adaptation.

9_
S- tradit1ms of con"9'elr1tual 11v1ng regard age and position with h1erazt-

cbieal respect inversely proportional to their actual deserts. It is important
tor the interests of the apostolate that religious women aim to liqu1date th1e

source of pererm1al concern by equa11zing their thinldng rela1iive to status ill
conventual IIving. Clearly', sisters are not. responsible for, or qu.a11f'1eci to
change, their chronological. age. It is an inevitable accident about W1ch the)"

can. do nothing. Sisters Wo assume admiDiatrat1ve respons1b1l1t1es in a comrmmity either have beal elected or appointed to sene in that capacity. 81sters who have reached the age of .f'::l.tty or sixliy, or who share authority in the
cOlllmm1:ty, or who teach courses in a Senior College, are not necessarily more
adept; in the

practice of v1rtue or more ccapetent in professional business tha

sisters who are twenty or thirty, or those who are subordinates, or who teach
K:tndergarten children.

Neither pby'sical age" nor comrmm1ty ottics" nor level.

of professional activity or ach1evemarrb, .E
dOlI

I!!, gives ststers an option on w:l

or impeccability. It would be laJaltable 1£ at"bitrary regard for these oem

ventions cheated the community and the apostola.te ot the talented personal contributions ot the listers. In f4fT evant, religious women do not respect each
other pr1mar1ly tor measures ot prot1ciency wbich might be the natural expeeta-

tion of age, position, or ex;per1enoe.

BaaicaJl:y" sisters, irrespective of age,

rank, or accampl1shme:tlt, are deserving of mutual deterence by reason ot their
origln, purpose.. and destiny as dignified human beings, and of their consecr..

tion as religious women. The dlsplq of deferent love to all persons in com-

nnmity 11t'e is deadlocked tor sisters who are addicted to the worship of protocol.

Sisters should epitomize the courtesies of gracious and cultured l1v:lng.

9S
This i8 a duty of charity they owe in justice to the1r sisters in religion as
wll as to those with whom theY' work in the apostolate.

The Sister Formation Conference has made man;r anl1gb.tened suggestions far
implementing:more effective tra1n:ing programs for young women in religious

munities.

This i8 a hopeful sign

or

adaptation and adv'ancement typical. of the

Sisters should avail themselves of the means to know and to unclerstand

Church.

the purposes of the plans of the

91st~

Fonnation Conference for preparing

young re1.1g1ous for participation in the apoatolate.
llIOWIIlEmt

They' should endorse tb18

wholeheartedly. T.i.ewing it. not as a threat to their securtty, bu.t as

an opportUDity for growth in the rel1gious
Church in general.
best it had

o~.tY'

in parl1cu1ar and in the

In the past, eacb religious cO!!'l!I'!U'nity gave 1ts members the

to share.

RecEll'ltly r31igious superiors have identdf1ed and studied

the needs of sisters in the perspective of the modern apostolate, and have
gazd.Hd ums of fulfilling these needs.
tion

to

offtYr young aisters

vailable .f01"ll1erly.
sisters

c0m.-

"~o

eJr-

Consequent!.,.., now they are in posi-

a. more thorough and complet.e education than was a-

This should be a sou:roe of jOYJ rathw than

have not had equal. advantages.

fJ!1Vy',

tar

those

The .amplification of probat1on.Bl7

preparation .for religious wom.en 1s not a formal pronouncement of disparaging
judgment en the professional. perform:mee

or experienced in-service

sisters, but

is 1udicative of the bealtlv' advance brperatlve to th.o progression ot opQstolic
causes. Older sisters can and do" ildtoout a doubt" make :increaaingly wortby'
cont:ribu':'ions to their c(lD1!tU'f)ities.
by theory and initial training alClle.

Years of experience oannot be substituted
WbUe prov.lding more a.dequa:t.e opportuni-

ties for apostolic training tor yotmg sisters. religiO'llS su.per:iors also have
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been m:indtul of the m-senice sisters by generously- affording them the

:pr0-

fessional benefits of workshops. summer school sessions, lectures, md special
studies :financed bY' grants of

mon~J

from the government or from phllanthropic

organizations interested in education.
The plans

or the

Sister Formation Conference for improved sister education

are not designed to produce immediate perfection in young re1igi.ous
Young sistars have many of the imperfeotions

wona1.

ot all normal human beings, but

these are far outweighed by their qua1.i ties of eagerness to learn, generosity"
enthusiasm" and crea.tiv:1ty. They will lI8.ke mistakes in the gradual process o£

lea:r:rdng concomitmt to the acqu1sit1on of mature Cbrist1an virtues and ample
professional ocmpetenc;r. Young sisters should be encouraged to th:b1k through
their problElllS,. to do some interpret1ng of anerganq situationa, and to accept

respcms1bU1ty •

~then

they au.coeed; their efforts should be acknowledged) i t

they fail, the'-.f should be helped to face thair blunders and to begin again.

It

should be a. privUege for older sisters to love their less e:x:per1enced companions, and to aid them to deri w profit from their arrors and satisfaction .trom.
their successes. This fraternal assistance will und.ou11tedly
ingf'ulU older sisters

t~eeonstruct

beOCll'lW

more mean-

the past, recalling the countless instances

when superiors and coopanions ministered patiently to them, and cont.e..71lplai;ing
what might have transpired i f those ldnd sisters had faltered in their charity.
Young sisters. realising that learning is a life-long process which does not
tenn.1nate 'with the Juniorate, w.Ul grate.f'u1ly oeek and accept. advice and hP-

port from older 3isters who can share experiantial benefits luth th-.. Pr0fessional articulation among sisters of all. agtIs and levels of apostolic tra1n-
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1ng is an impelling exchange of i.deas" beliefs, and principles which produces

salutary results in the a;postolate.
Young a:isten

todlq, as in the past. have just recently

00111.6

from intimate

liviDg contacts v1th a social m:Uieu which is quite dif"farent from that of the

previous ganeriition, bu.t this has been true through the years. The proponents
of the "good old days" in every generd.tion have looked wonderingly at the "lIt'JCl-

ems" Wo have ju...<;j;;, joined the ranka 01 the religious comunity.

these

ycAmg

Naturall.y',

women have abaorbef.i many of the values and att1tudaa of contempo-

rary society, all of which are not undes:1rable or disadvantageous to rcligious
li"ring, even tbougb. they vt11!7 in rather sharp oontrast from those of preceding
generations.

If the greater advanoem~.nt of the apostolic 'work of the community

requ1res it, older 818tera have as stringent an obligatiUll i:,o the apostolate
to abmdcm or to revamp their a:t;titwies and met,h,ods as young sis-tars have to

cont01"ll and to adjust to the culture and environment
The nature of the apogtolio work

or

o,i'

religious lira.

a. religious oOlwrunity presumes that

professional prepare:liion 8I'1d intellectual developawnt a:re as esaenti.a1. £or sisters as spiritual maturation.

The £aot t.bat religious women are regarding

these areas of competenq with new interest and appz'aisal is due, in large
measure, to

two factors,

reaJ.1saii1on

or

namely, that the sist.ers have come to a iilOre 11l"otound

the pertinence of solid intellectual and

.Pl~o.t'e88iol1al

advance-

ment, and that pressure is urgentlY e:mrted on sisters by p-roi'essional agencies
representing all levels and types of 8p08tolio 'WOrk.

In responding to t.his

professional Coercion, superior. have performed veritable ..,onom1c miracles in
generou3ly giving opportunities to many sistEt).-s to prepare themselves more tho.
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ougbly' tor their apostolic obligations.

In-service sisters have evidenced a.-

dult cooperation in accepting this emergency

ea.1~

to prolonged and intensified

professional prepara:tion by diligently pursuing formal adVanced studies or informal private reseal"Ch, often at considerable personal disadvantage.

Mature

religious l-JO."lten i1nd spiritual. and mental enrichment and revivification in vital intellectual and :professional training, and look fonrard to translating it

into practical terms in the apostolate. Sisters who profit most from this special readiness tor the apostolate usually moe blest with intellectual inquisitiveness, capacity tor learning, and capahll1ty tor intense mental concentration.

They also are anchored t1r.mly :in a personal. relationship with Ohrist

through a fertile prqer life, exempl1tying hUmility, initiative, perseverance,
and common sense in daily ll'Ving.
There are common misconceptions which oftentimes permeate convemtual at-

titudes to intellectual fo.m.ation or profeSsional development.

Tb....e is a

rather prevale.nt tear that sisters will be less spiritual if' they develop professionally,. or there is the tendency to deny the compatabil1ty of humility and
intellectual developaent.

These notions are structured around pietistic

thought patterns wbich ..e as indiscriminating as they are incorrect.

Humility

is truth, and when sisters recognise truth in themselves, they can, with S)::Iiritual. and mental balance, adIrdt their capab.U1ties and utilise them. creatively
:in the particular task to which they are assigned.
Work is a g:l:f't of God to man, and obviously, there is no pauc1ty ot this

!beneficence in the apostolate. Apostolic sisters are the recipients of manifold blessings because they find joy and satisfaction in their

~1Ork,

and pru-
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derl1al3' :rega:t-d it in it.s proper place

in the scheme o£ da.iJ.y events.

They lIOrk

consistently. but not fana:t.ioallyJ diligently) but not feverisb.1y aa they pur-

sue their aposto11e activities.

The external works ot

-e.he

apostolate are at-

ficacious in £urthC"'ing the cause ot Chr".lst only in so tar as they are motivated by- Cbrist-a.ike zeal on the part at those who accomplish them.

On 0cca-

sion) some siatal's propound the fallacy which associates the virtue of hurl1ilit7

with a pa;rtieula.r type of work, ra.ther than nth a spec:i.f'ic value-att1tude system relative to it.

In an attempt to spiritualize their approach to

look to Nasaretb. and misinterpret what they see.

'WOrk)

they

All sisters need not be car-

penters or bouselceepers because those were the oecupat:.1ans sancti.:t'1ed in Nas·
They lfIU8't, study and 1mitate the virtues of the WOl·ke.r as 1indfied by

arsth.

the ambers of the Holy Faail¥, and understand and absorb the
noble work symbol:ized by the b.umb1.e employmtlCDt of NUSl"etb.

NVera1Ce

for all

There is notbing

in the essence of menial tasks to insw."'e the automatic transm:l.saion of bund) ity

to those

who perf'on: them.

IJ.kewise. there is notbiDg in the tounda.tionaJ. as-

pects of intellectual ventures which generalies pride in those who engage in

tbsm.

Since the opara.tive fields of v.Lce or Virtue are not determined by type.

of work, it is as possibJ.e for

dq to su.rfer
8is"cieI'
OWJ

8.

s1ster who sweeps £loors or wul".\8S di8beS all

rrom advanced £orms of neurotic egocentr1city, as 1t is for a

eng'1~saed

in tull-t:iJle dDctoral study to practice perpetual and vix-tu-

salt-e£,faoement.

i'he conclusion that a sister gardener is humble because

ahe is aat1sfied 1d.tb a modest formal education, and does not ask to 'WOrk for

a 1IIl1versity degree in horticulture 1s as unfounded as the infermee that the
sister principal 1s proud, because instead of volunteering

fOl."

saMic-a in the

lOG
kltob8l, .be aBlar to attend a workshop in _heal adndnlstration. 1'be degroee of
personal virtue practioed by aister8 18 not coinc1d.er1t with the kind or 8lO1JD1;

of _rk tbq per.torm, but 1s dependent on the11" abU1ty to • see work f'r0Jll God
point <d

v.i..., that it is not

only doing and meJdng, but eb.iefly a means wher...

by they themselves are worked upon, JUde and sanctified

at:':,.. of bea1ttv'

~t,

interested in it bee. . .

~

f.

h7 God.w4 It 18

irld1o-

not pride, wh8D sisters _joy their work ad are
aptitude, pretertIbCe, 8Dd experience. fbis ap-

preciation tor -work 1nereasea ett1c1ency in accomplisbing a job.

J.etivta is one
rmmities of
work

1IOlIl8n.

~aken

of the heru1e. of the lIIOdern apoatolate in rel1g1ou com-

UA1d.tt1ngly, in . . . OU88, sisters regard

the 8IIO'UDt of

or accomplished. .. the preci_ JaaSUre of the apostolic worth

of the oonaunity or of ind1'V1duaJ. aisters.

!he schools or hosp1tals statfed by

the &l.st..., the public school. obUdr_ 18lltnlcted 18 .&tech.tical. oct..., the

cb1ldre GaNd for in arpb.aDages ad to't1Jldl1ng
the

st~.

~.,

the clu.e. taught da1l.7,

registered iD scbools, or the total Jl1IJIIber of sist... eJ'l!'Olled in

the COIatm1ty are tbe yardsticks applied to the apostolic endeavors of the sis-

ters. These statistic. otten ulce

8ft

iIlpress:1" qu8Dt1tat1ve ptet... of ape...

tol1c labor. It would a_, bowY..J that there 1s an 1zrNrsion of va1.ues ill
these 1Il'lr8liable apeoulat1orut of apostol1c ftln'Or, sinee the personal compe-

tence and fervor of the apostlea, and tbeir 1ntluence of love exerted. on the
publics

thaT

eontact, w1tl.ch sl»uld be given priI8 oonaideration, are relegated.

to subordinate poe1t1ons.

b.r..d1rumd. Valct1ne,

Sisters, 1ntl.\leIlced by tb1s unorthodox philosophy,

O.P., 72.
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are tezapted to eJim:i.nate or to abbreviate 8p1r.1tual exercises or other respons1bUit1es of cOllllJlUD1ty life to Fort. more time for predominately apostolic

efforts. This 18 dangeroq.s. Work becomes a god. a sort of tetiah tor these
sisters.

They estimate

their value to the colllllUll1ty" aDd that of tellow sis-

ters" by quantitati.... ,teld of work, count1ng as '9'1rtue their attempts to traaeotrld the l1Dd.ts

ot humanity

by executing JlUJ.titud1noua duties in a mlllmer be-

fitting the strength and sp1r1t of angeJ.a. They just14 th:ls conduct by gS:ri.ng

uwarranted empha.a1a and

pt'eC. . . .oe

to action ad production in the apoatolate.

Coaaequentl7, aiDee there is nd.n1mal t:lme, they uaua.Uy become pbJ'sical.ly de1:xU

itated becau8e tbey neglect to take su.f':t1c1ent tood, rest, and recreation. 'fb
an emot1one..1.lT frustrated because they' preasurise theael..... 'be1tmd reasonable

l1m1ts of mam endurance, and sp1r1tuaJ.lT _anc because they do not take tia
to lUke etticao1ous contact with God 1n prayer 8Ild aed1tation.

Apparently"

tb.e;r are com,parativelT obl1noua of the jeopard;y to' their personal. 1ntegr:tty,

ad the buards to a tert1le apoatolate involved in thls preea1"iou situat.1on.
AotiT.l.sm usually is motivated unconsc1.ousl.1 by selt1sbnes8" ad can be ratiOll-

a.l.ised

80 satistact~ by

it. adherent. that ag1tated 1!IOV'EIIII8Dt and product!f t

outpttt beoo_ 8,JDaD1Dlous with purpose.tul advancement in the work of the Ohurch.
fbi. typical delusion iajures the cause of the apostolate in raligiou

COJlllRD'l-

ities m.ore tlum sistera realise or admit.
Lack of personnel in rel1g1ous cotmmmities and the constant demand that

more sisters be su.ppl1ed tor grow1ng protessional acUviti •• create urgmcies
1n the expa'Dd:1ng apostolate.

It sisters choose the aup.rauey' of numbers,

whether it be of professional engag.-nts or of COlIIIltmity membership, as the

~

apex at apostolic success, th... 18 the poss:t.bU:t.ty that, in reaching for tbia

goal, they lI.IV', on occasion, lose sight f4 professional ethics. Sisters cannot risk damaging the work of the apostolate or the mcrale of the cClmlUl'11ty bT
resorting to procedures which are ta:t.nted bT taJ.s:t.ty. 1.'haretore, in en1.1st:t.ng
DeW

members in a congregation, cons:t.derationa of quaUty a1wqs take precedence

cmtr those

at qusatit,.. Su.pfriors, in cb&1'ity to the conmmity and slncer1ty

to the 1Ddividu.sls concernecl, will be resolu.te in retus1ng adm:t.asion to J'VUDg
women 1Iho do not have plv'sical health, psychologlcal aptitude, character fit-

nus, and 1n'telJ.ectual

8GUIJle11

eaapa1.;1ble with relig1ou.s ille. Like1d.se, sis-

ters who are unquaUfied to meet the responsib1l1ties ot a protession or art

00-

oupatiOft should not be assigned to those positions until theT haTe bes ade-

quteq proepared.

.t

~

vaa . . lay people tan.dl;r beraJ.ded rel1g1ous lIDmc sa

"the good sister.. and wre w1ll.ing to give tha vb.oleeale approbation on that

basis alone.

nG'l."ll18 of aocept8lu:e have narrowed, and religiO'Wl

1I'CIIl8I1

nov

are judged and rated sta.rkl3 according to their actual mer1 ts as PI" ofemonal

w_.

ForaaJ. preparation tor duty, spec1f1e capability to pertorm" aDd total

personality developaerrt datend.ne the degree of prestige enjoyed by" sisters.
In these aspects, sisters mut, iI'1 all instances, at least be ccmparable to
their professional colD1terparts among the latt,..

religious

1IOJIl8ft

It 1s justly expedient that

attain high preparation 8l'ld pert01'Jllalce quotients b;y meeting

cu:rrent standards of pE"ofessional excellence. To aim for succ... in apostolic
work, according to their poss1bUltlea, is a conscience responsibility tor s1s-

ters. under no condition mq taillD"e or med1oor1t,. be aoneratedj they alwa;ys
cl8serve prompt remedial attention. Wb1le rel1g1ou.s obedience aflora new 1mpe-
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tus to the lDl'"k of the apostolate for religious women, it does not give tiaa
competence in any field.

Appointing religious

WIlen

to tasks for which they

are spiritually, psycholog1cally, or protessionally 1neligible is expl.oitatiarl
!"rom wbich sisters su.t.f'er

ke.u.y.

Such procedures are deceptive.

'l.'bey m;q

cause 1 . people to lose ccm.tidence in sisters, and the actual. apostolate to
sufter from interior service, thus impeding apostolic progress in the work of
the Church.

Besides the initial formal prepartd;ion, sisters need to devote

themselves consc1entiousl.y to the iaediate readiness assetial to 8ld.ll..tu.l

OJ)-

eraticn in the apostolate. It does not suttice, tor instance, tor a raligious
teacher to have an academ1c degree, or

EWell

two; she mst also B.PPlT her et-

torts to constant seJ.t-1mprovemant and assiduous daily planning for teaching in
the classroom. Further, 11'1 the content and method of teaching, she will follow
the general stipulations of Community or DJ.ocesan or State eduea:t;ional authorities, end enliven them with her originality and creativity.

are as gra.ve for religious

woma&1

Tbeae obligations

as the cODllUD.ity l118Jdat.s relative to ep1rit-

ual .-rei.a.

Lo7al sisters who love

tbe1r C01l'IIl't.Ulity are interested in its progress, and

eager to promote religious vocationa, but,

at the same tim.e, they know the in-

advisability of h1gh-po_red ta.ctics of coa:f.ng or coercion in recruiting an-

trmta.

Some sisters who are compelled by indisoreet seal in adYertis1ng for

religious vocations, unintentionall.y'make a caricature of religious life 1:v
cl-r1zing the aspects of material security and protected climate or by reamt1e1zing the spiritual. lite.
~

religious voca.tion.

Procedures of this caliber dacry the bas1c nature

Interested Y0lmg woman are entitled to an honest deJ.in-
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.ation

~

religious life in its true proportions as a redemptive enterprise.

All sisters should clearly understand that God. in ordering all Christians to
be saints

b7 reaching the perf'ection ot the theological v1:rtue or charity, has

offered the alternate approaches of e:1tber the observance of the precepts vtdch
1s 1ndispensable, or the tul.tillm.ent of tbecouusels which is optional.

Hq'I2.8J1tlyJ f1Vf!II!Y young

'NOlIl8ll

Con-

mst be tree to mate tbis I'IiOlIe!1tous decision for

herse1t, without lmdue perRasion from others.

Bot every good girl belongs in

the convent, although, it is not 1nconctdvable that, at some time or othEr,
lI8lt,y Catholic girls feel. an

inelliation to the religious life.

When girls . .

press these sentiments, it is imprudEmt tor sisters to capitalize :immediately

on these ststiements without allowing the girls to think and decide for tbaaselves. Attraction to religious life is not always a sign of a vocation, but

u.v be

prompted by 80me unrelated consideration, 8ttch as a need for escape troa

an unpleasant and :t.m1nent real1t;r •

In seek:l.ng retuge from the responsib:1l.i,-

ties and contusion

or the outside worl.d, certain types of' vacillating or with-

drawn. ind1:v1dua1s mq be fascinated by the security and seclusion of the reli-

gious lif'e. These

1R)!1C!!In

who have been unable to adjust Stlocess.ta11y in the lay

state, ordinarily can not accOOlplish it in conventual liv1ng. Otten the routine and restrictions of religious life are the 19nition by which their constitutional predispositions are exploded, with varying intensitY', into detin1te

psychological. illnesses.

Superiors mtlSt test the validity of young women's as-

pirati?nB to and qualitieations for the rtiigious lite.

Sisters can taeU1tate

this i.n'&riea:te screening problem tor them. by ex&reising moderation and discern-

:m.ent 1n encourag:lng religious vocations. Ult:1mataly, the habitual practice of

loS
Christian love and fervent prqar by the sist.ers in a community is the most intluent1al. recruitment procedure in religious lif'e.

'l'h1$ viv1f'ying

:powEiIr

super-

cedes all surface publ1c1tT, no matter howorig1nal or clever. The harmoniou
symphony of da1.l.y community living by the sisters resounds loudly in the ape...

tolat.e, and 1s a. mst conv1nci:t1g advertiSElllalt for religious life. Without tt.
support. of this 1nf'luece" ef'farts to publicize religious lite become tutile
propagandizing.

118U8J.ly" young women form their opinions ot the ideal of' reli-

gious lite as they see it personi11ed in the lives of the sisters they know.
And youth can perce1ve and evaluate adults with _barrassing accuracy. Modern
JOl,Jl1g

women have been reared in a societY' whicb nurtures an almost

inCompl"'e-

henaible scientific progress, prO'Vides phenomaDal. educational. and cultural __
Tantages.. and glorifies social. status and competitive advancement.

DIle to the

pressure of these societal farces .. Y'oung women are strong].y' intluenced in the4.r
choice of a religious oommunity bY' the type, quality, and. scope of the apostol1
preparation proTlded for the sisters.
Religious

WOlJIIIm

must be ccmvinceci that.. in doing the work of God, thq c

not attorcl to make the mistake of' nbstitut1Dg their apostoliC achievement for
their prqar ille which gives th_ direct and immadiate prox1m!.ty to the Source

of' ay.,ostolic power. It would be jut as erroneous for religious womn to believe that they could succeed in the act!ve apostolate by supplanting actual
labor with a vigorous program of prqer and penance.

0rdinar:U,.,

sisters are

acutel.y' aware that there mwrt be an intelligent amalgamatd.on of tiese salient
aspects of religious life.

They understand that contemplation and action per-

.ate each other in significant synthesiS, and that over-emphasis or neglig__
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in either area is ruinous.

Sisters are sharply consoious that they have accepted a sacred contni tment
to harmonize their multiple obligations in religious life and 1n the apostolate.
But often they Ill'e plagued with guilt feelings and discouragement

,men

they are

oonfronted \dth the disproportianallty of. nmnerous tasks, assigned to them in
Obedience, and the meager time aJ.lott.ed for their performance.

Or they suffer

rather severe emotional. stress when their obligatory apostoliC engagements infringe either on their elemental rights as human beings, such as rest and relaxation, or on their privileges as religioWl, such as adequate time for meditative thinld.ng and prayer.

For sincere sisters these incongruities in con-

ventual living are poignant experiences, fraught

·~th

conflict and frustration.

These condit.ions in modern canvantual life, so harmful to sisters, occur much
too frequently.

They

focus attention on the problem of time, probably one of

the most urgent current issues for active religious women.
Grotith in specialization and augmentation of the scope of the apostolate
imply particularized training and additional assignments for sisters which
prove to be time-consuming.

Superiors assume the serious responsibility for

convdently arranging the daily horarium .for sisters so they can be reasonably
relieved of. undue pressures in discharging their duties as professional religiou,

"romEI'!.

Even in this age of automation, sisters need ti..ne daily' to be mindful

of' themselves as human beings.

Tbey require ample rest, relaxation, and re-

warding professional and social contacts. A worldly relaxed atmosphere is not

the solution; but there can be partial relief, at lea.'3t, in a caily schedule
which is organized in view of' the fact that s1st.ars are a COT;lposite of a body
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as ve1l as a 8oal. S1aters owe 1t to tbemselves and to the c CIIIIlU!lity to use
e01lll1011 sense :in }reserving their natural resourc... tension, 1Ih1eb proIIlpta
m.uch of the lack of aaotiOllal oomposure 1ft accepting dail.y' happenings in community lite, is otten iftduced by over-fat1pe which could have been avoided by

tirlralJr d:1version or rest.

However, no matter how rela:atd or happy tbe co.."...

1ty atmosphere 11&1' be. certain slat... 1llQ" be tol'IIeted by zx:iety i t tile)" ...

emotionally' incapable o£ experiencing interior j07 and lIeranit7.. the reward of
vital chanty.

Intermittent respii;e trom the ordlDary friction of apostol1e

llv.tnc, tmm though it be as s1mple as

art extra recreation

at a cOlllllllnit1' ..:L,

an addiUonal hoUr of rest, quiet st'Cldy 111 the sol1tud.e of a private room, a
brisk walk in the fresh air, time devoted to reading or to the appreciatdon of
beautitullllUsic, private

prq8r

before the

m....d

Sacraan1i, a periodic d.,-

of relaxation froll the regular routin., or a v.igorous gams of p1ng..pong or te-

nis" is a restorative and regenerative power tor sistcrs. 'lbeT also bEm.et1t
baeuurabl7 from a .hort Tacation, as

p~

of tile _ e r progr81ll, arranged.

leisurely within the confin.s of religiOUS decora.

It w.Ul be a happy day' ill

conveatual cOJlftU11it1ea dedicated to prof.ssional act1v.iUes wbeD sisters ...

liberated from. the parochial and prot.ssiOllallWmt1ae ot custodial, clerical,
and domestic sen10ea with which so lIaIlY now are burdened.. and wh1ch could be

done as effectively' b7 l.a)" aides or antcaat10 dftices.

!he lIit:1.gat1oD of th_

cond1ti01'18, besides proT.l.d1ng U. fer basic apostolic requ1.r8ment., v.Ul al.low
for the assimilati'V8 digestion

or

more ap1ritu.al, professional, and recreation-

al reading.. for pm'iods of thoughttul retleet1an, and tor aplor...,ion of per-

sonal. creaM:,. poss:l.b1l1t1.sJ all of wb1ch are Dot lumri_ tor 81sters, but

actual. hu.mm Dace8sit.lee.
lel.1g1ous l'IU.pe%'iors who are 8I'JXious about problematic situations caused

by acute shortage of persotm.el cd persi.tERlt dalmlds of the ~ostolate. lIIUst
be dgUmt of the chang1J'lg conditlons in apostolic centers.

clar1t1cat1on, i t twelve teach... adequat.ely

starred

'lor t.he 8alee ot

a school ten

real'S

ago,

perIlapa the iJ'lcrease in school .u"ol.'l.1aent necessitates t.hat now the facult;y in-

clude eighteen or twmty teachers. Ho amount

or

good w11l

or indu.stry on the

part of the or1g1J'lal. twelve teachers will Sllftice to cCIltrol the 1Dcr. .t. in
aebool population.

Or it the I1\1!Iber in the O0!MlJn1ty tantUy in the Kot.herl:louae

has doubled 1J'l the lut

ten )'ea'l."8, supenors mq f'1J'ld it neees8.,. to

appo1l'lt

eight or ten siater8 to do the wrk in the ld.when. which formerl¥ was done well
by

n.,...

Chzge ot residence from eme con't'fm.t to another , with the blessing of

rel1g:lous obedience. 1s routine proeedtI.re t .. sisters 111 religiotls l1.te. Woaea
c_acioul;y cClllldt. t.ha.Helves to this arrangement whe they enter a convent.

Yet, aco1dental c1rcumstances

CaD

'be so divera1t1ed 1l'l various convent homes

that often sisters t:lDd th18 aspect of' religious liv.1ng d1tticult to wlttwtmd.
!be tact that this teat11.t"e ot conventual llV1l1g

'IJJly

be probl.esatic tor 8OlJt8 81

ter. does not 1Ds1m1ate a lack of'religious 8p1r1t or good w1ll. _ their pa-t.
Iaatabi11tyof residence lUlY be for thaa

8ft

aotual threat to their teel1Da. of

p~holog1.cal

security, zd they need the personal consideration of underst.d-

1Dg attper1ors.

These transfers ot personnel aut be dispatched with warm re-

gard for 1J1d1v1<htaJ. persons. At best, the;y are ea:meat-md often, pa1ntul-

1neri.tab1l1ties of rel1glous lite, and deserve more thall capt"1c1oWJ or cavaU.Gr
treatman.t. Such "Pl'f)sctat1,. ecmditiOlls 1ft the apostolate haTe 8eII!"1oua 1m-
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pact an the livea of sisters, and merit the honest deliberation and resolute

action of superiors.
Su.pe:r1.ors w:lll be responsible for priceless benetits for individual sis-

ters and tor the COlDI'tUnity i t they are considerate in permitting the sisters to
express their preferences tor types of work,- and are diligent in consider1llg
the occupational aptitudes of sisters in mald.ng assigaments in the apostolate.

In allocating duties to sisters, superiors w.Ul avoid professional. "sins" a-

ga:lnst distributive just1ce by reeogniz1ng that sisters are not equaJ.ly equippe
IlEl'ltall7, ~ca.1.lT, spiritually" emotiona1.l.y, or professionally to assume i-

dentical responsibilities. Occupational. mal.adjustment can v.Lther the spirits
of even the most stalva:rot chazoacters.

Happy application to daily tasks not

only satisfies a basic need for achievellu.mt, but it autamatica.1ly increases the

productivity of sisters in working tor others.

Occasiona.1ly, it mq be instru-

mental in provok1ng the :Ud.t1al interest in rel:1g:l.ous vocation for some 7O\DlC
YaQ8I1,

espec1all.y those taught by sisters.

H.tq- superiors meet the demada of duty and charity in appraising the ap-

titudes and ca.pabjJ:it1es of sisters in apportioning work-loacl8 in the aposto-

late. Slart,ers have parallel obligst.1ons to be generous and lDlself1sh in 1Il8ldDI
tbaue1ves reasonably apeDda'ble tor the furtherance of the apostolate aceorcl1ng to the needs of the commm1ty.

When sisters rivet their attention on the

common good, they are able, i t neeess..,., to rel1nquish personal convenience

in the ordinary oourse of adjusting to these appointments. Religious obedienoe is not slavery) it is freedom with responsibillty.

Sistars accept; this

responsib1l1ty by giviag. in a spirit of justice and of poverty, the fatthtlll

no
and m.ature service their superiors have a right to expect from them.

In equal-

izing assign:ments, it wul.d be preposterous to apect supC'iors to cater indiscriJld.Dately to the whims of subord1natu who had forgotten their role as reli-

gious apostles.

How and than, the over-protection of ccnventual lite which

shields sisters from beal"1ng the bnmt of t1nane1al or occupational burdens,
has retrogressive e.t".tects on some iDd1vidUals by engeder1Dg in them a sp1r1t

of self'-complacenC7 which narrows their span of interest to their own sJilere of
action, and curta.i.ls their attici4mCY' as religious women.

Sisters who fJIIUDlCi-

pate themselves from the direction of StlperiOl"S or from the observance of the

sp1r.lt of the Rule, setting up an individual1stic pattern of living foreign to

that of the communitY', are in danger of la1c1sing their deVotion and their ao-

tivitT.S
P.requently', in contemplating their ra11g1ous-apostol1c vocation, Sisters

indulge the fa.U8C7 of abstractions by th1nk:l.ng and speaking in meaningless
tvu of ftlov:t.ng and labor1ng for souls" or of ffloviq the cOJIlD11mitY' and the

apostolate" or of tJli'Ving for God alone." 1'his te1"llinolog)" is well-mtentioneci
ad m1staken tor f.-vor.

But it is coJ.d in ita :bIperson&U.ty, and cramped in

i1;.s constriction, and mq be dmug1ng to the cau.se of the apostolaw. Sisters
camot love discarnate an:t1tie. in the apostolate, nor can they dissociate
tbaselves !rca their feJ.J.ow

lIBIl.

The)" must love lmman beings who haw souls,

or who comprise the c01lllllUllitY' ad the apostolate.

TheY' must understand that

10'911 for God is sterUe 1! it doe. not encompass aU human persons wham Ue has

SAlbart

Plet, O.P., 170.

m
given as neighbors.

Sisters sha piety when they

proceed. to i€l11ore their fellow

Dan

8V'OW

love tor Christ and thea

or to treat them with frosty tolerance.

True love of' neighbor is unfaltering evidence ot genuine love o£ God.

Pb1loe-

opb1zing about lite can be vague, and attempts to evangelize can be vacuous unless sister-apostles are detached hom self'ietmess,
human attachment

80

they can establish

to God, and th:rough Him, to all His lmman beings. Wile

Vat'll

va:rmth

in huraan associations stau from the personal love of' Oh:rist and is structured.
within the propriety ot mature religious living, it is enobled by the grandeur

ot Gocl. !his digcit1ed I:luman 1r1teraction is totaJ.l7 devQ:S.d of' the inanities at
sacch.a1.-ine sent1mental1ty.

The dews and dispositions of' true apostles are ardent and cosmlc. Their
love and devotion are compaes1onate and universal.

The signiticant renovatiaoa

in perapecti\Ie and procedure inspired by enlarged concepts of' con"Vel'ltuaJ. aDd
apostol1.c 11ving will reanimate the actiVities ot the apostolate, and rejv.ftnate sisters as they go forth to participate in the <lb:r1st1ani.zation of' the
world. Apostolic strength is martured in unity, not in isolation.

So iMtead

ot cca.part;m.ental1zing tbe1r apostolic resources by working as autoncnous units,
sisters will catholicize their attitudes and operations by blasting rigld lines

of (Jemarcation 1n the apostolate. In raoving these barriers to apostolic co..
munication, sisters expand the horisons of cooperation by combining their zeal011.8

efiorts with those of' the olergy, the aieters in other rel.igious oollll1'Dni-

ties, and the laity to promote the Cbrist1an perfection of charityI the c_tra1. theme of' the apostolate.

PART 1'HBEE

UNITS OF STUDY IN Hilm'AL HEALTH KDU'OATION FOR Rltt.IGIOUS WOMlII

'the human learning process 1ft tm:T area td.nges on tbe self-activity of the

learner by which he employs the tnits

~

bis put lea:m1ng experimcea to ef-

teet change in his e:t;t1tudes IIld behavior. Since learning 18 ccntimlous, and.
therefore, dependent an the previou acquisition ot knowledge, 1:ns1ghts, sJd.ll
understzd1ngs" and appreo1a:t:.ions, leam... in every educational. situation lIWIt
be taken at their present plane

ot development. Bence, 1n 'fiew of more

prolit-

10 iap181rl8X1tat1on. of :mental health education, it 1.& ad'fiaable to gl.ve thollghtful. attention to sisters as human be1ngs wbo are the learners.

Even at the risk of belaboring the obvious, it must be reiterated here
that each human be1ng is unique, and hence, camet be eategoricaJ.l;y classU1ed
within the arb1trary con.f1Des

ot a rigid persona1.1ty pattern. Too ott.t the

casuaJ.l1' detined peraonality tra1ts traditionally attr:1bated to or expected ot
the good religious woman torm a static concept which discredits lmman variabtl1t)". \'It.en these characteristics are comprehar1sively' pNsupposed in all rel1
giou women, the idea ot a conventual character results, and the best interests

ot the sisters are sacr1.tieed. Sisters, lJ.ke all human beings, cannot be oategor1secl aeeard1ng to personality types, but there is _r1t in mental heal.th

4

education :In OOJud.dering their ditterenUal as :1nd1vid:l1al human beings. It is
expected that there w:lll evolve trom. this appraisal. a more respeettul. and under-

standing attitude to sisters as human persons, which

ult1mat~,

because ot it.

verity, wUl effect truct1:t1cation tor them in mental health education.
Ideal.l7, mental health education tor religious women should be 1n1tiated
as part of the formal fOl"Dllltion program in the Poatulmcy, the Nov.l.t1ate, 8I'1d

the Juniorate.

In this c01m18l'1da.ble arrangel.l8ltt, the initial preparation far

religious lite can be integra.ted logically and beneficially with the J>S1ehol00- ot adjustaent.

Young

WO!II8D

are iatroduced to the mea'Jing of complete re-

ligiOllS 11'V1ng. They learn to understand and to follow their religious VOfIa-

tion in totality. From the beg1md.ng ot their religious li.fe, they find as-

surance :In the conTiction that a reaaonable, even though rela.tive, degree

or

maturity in conventual ll'Ving i8 not only a possible, but an !mperatiw goaJ..
tor which all sisters _st strive.

YOUJlg

W01I1III'1

entering religious lite today'

are products of their cultural. md enTirorrmental bperi8l'1cea.
reared in a highly progressiva society.

1'h.q ha'N beeD

!be oonsequem positive and negatift

impressions made on the personal:lties of asp1rants to religious life by' Ameri-

ca soc1et;;r ted.,. are fertile material which should not be crushed.. but ateBcled and

tr.atormed into facets tor

good.

Sisters.o direct the tra1n11tg pro-

graaa in rel1g1ou.s coaunities lIU.St be vise women ot understanding and perro-po.
tion wbo are mature students of human nature and aolid spirituality_

They 1d.ll

know the secrets of capit.alising on the general good will, initiative, gen.....

ollity, vigor, flexibility, and res1l1ency of young

WOl8l

in assisting them to

develop their capab1l1t1e. 1nto adult womanhood in rel.1g1.ous life.

J.J$
In addit:i.on, special consideration is due to the many in-service sisters
who have not had t.he advantages of mental health training in the1rtormative
years in religious Ute, but whose eagerness tor these benefits is sharpened by

the real1ty ot their

~ence.

'l'he Units ot study in Mental Health are pre-

sented in Chapter VII in the hope of providing a means of more profitable

pat"-

sonality adjustment for the religious women actively participating in the apestolate.
Besides spec1f1c and unique personal

~ali ties,

every relie;ious woman ac-

quires to some degree, the distinctive group cna.racterist1cs o£ her eonmunity,
and the voeat.ional earmarks which

id~t1fy

rel1g1ous women in general.

Sisters

are people engaged in the apostoliC dedication of religlous life, who represmt.
the average span of human qualities pecul.1ar t.o a normal group of leamers.

These abilities range from those typical ot bighly intelligent, exceptionally
g11"ted, and maturely adjusted women to those possessed by' sisters of average
capabU1ties and mean or sub-average accomplisb1len't;s.

Compal'ativeq speak1ng,

the incidence of below-average ability, pat"t1cular17 in religious cO'l'l1llUtlities
c:Ie'voted to professional. apostolic services, is reduced to a min1m.uJa by' the nec-

essarily' rigorous entrance and screening requ1.rements.

It must be noted, too,

that some young women who enter religious life 1rd.th eYident native abilit.y may
ha'ft ra.ther clearly defined pred1spositiona to 1.l'Iaaturity •

Since these are not

always apparent on the surface, they are not recognized unless technical scrOEIJ.-I

ing dev.lcea are employed) but the;r mq be reapons1bl.e tor a below-average caliber of religiOllS living by these indiv:i.dua.ls in the future.

In spite of the

rather widespread vartat:.ion ot personal capabU1ties among sisters, there seems
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to be a common personaJ.1ty component which marks women :In religious life, whateftr

tha1r measure of natiw abil1ty, acquired competmoe, or personal mat,ur-

:1ty.. 1'his feature is a compound of sincerity, eal'nGstDea8, 88S:1da1ty, cooperation, and 1deal:l.sm, and bas nmlt:1ple ram:i1'1cstions 1n the llfts of those
an who nobly' devote themselves to the tntbot a re1ig1ou.s "VOCation.

lOll-

In the

eva1t that th:1s compos1:te qnaJ.ity has not matured b particular religious women. it

C8D.

be anticipated that its potential. 8I1sts, and that it can be ch.a1-

le.nged in working witb sisters.

There are

l'IJ.8D,Y

mature, talented

W0181

who

b,8Y8

not onl.7 realised person-

alit,' :tuJ.t1llment cd sp1r:i.tual IIl'1ri.cbaent in reJ.:1g1ous life aocord1ng to theb'

natiw potential1ty, btlt who also have the vls:1on, .imagination, Ind courage to
exert. a tr:pe of apostolic and religious leadership 1id.eh tntltte'l'lO" both the

Religious Ocnmm1ty and the Ctmrch as a whole.
s1gnif1c8D.t

Sinee the cause of Ohr:1st has

msgnitude and persona1import for th.ese re.U.g1ous WD!I8l,

correspondinglT intelligent al'ld consistent in atr1:v:lag ftlt' its
through spee1.a11sed area of activity.

t.heT

are

pt"OJIlOttOll

It is sate to theor1se that theae well-

adjusted sisters who underst end l.1:fe and its meaning 1d.ll raee1". metttal he&1.th

education as an opportunity ror progresa-a challenge for
ready mature approach to life, and for
mets 11'1 the wrk

or the

~

per:f'~

the:1r 4-

their etficiGDOT .. intrtru-

apoatolate. '!'hey w111 explore the • •tage8 of

B'Il-

tal. health education with con:tidence and enthuium.

!here ar:e siate:ra who newr

t~

nUll_ their promislmg personal

potentlal beyond a point of coeptable .dlocnty, 1ft apiteot rat.l1er persiatent aDd serious ef'torts 1n that d1rect1on.

!hey do not reaah a level of P81"'-

ll1
tOft18l1Ce which correlates pGa1t1vely w:lth their personal capital,

$V'8l

though

tbq possess generous measure of innate goodness and establish a certain

ational facilitY' in l1ving their rel.1g:Loua vocation.
ing and or doing MUch more.

0per-

They' are oapable of be-

They seem. to lack ereati'V1v and or1g1nal1t;n md

in DUID1' inatancea, they tend to be 1aaturelJr rel1ant on and dotJdnated 'b7 group

procedures commc:m to the dJ1'.uas.os of

COlllD.'tD'lal

11v1ng in rel1g1ou l1£e. In

auccumbtng to this over-protection, they' accept the blessings of OOJIImJl'l1ty ille
as terminal. advantages rather than as a means to complete selt-develO):'llent as
religious

to a

women. Mar:lT of these s1sters have latent powers or 1D1t1ativa wbich,

great extent, remain unstismlated. or under-developed.

Otbers are burd.ene4

with the feel1ngs of inferiority pnerated. by a false lnBU1t7, wb1ob. ma:la
tba1r selt-con!1denoe and reduce the pos1t1ft impetus of healttq- aggression.
Tbese &listers, otten, are d1:tf1&mt about devel.op1ng or asserting th&1r 1nd1-

'd411al1ty, and

rat'~

1MIcoa rel1g1oua

WOD8l

of real convictieD., in spite f4

tbe1r :turld.aRleDtal. competency for tbis mature stature. !hey are too concamecl
about the opbd.CI'18 of otherl, 8Zld

17.

too nsi... in acoept1ng reality

~

Tbey need eneouragenaent and opportUD1t;y to do more independent and

c0n.-

structive th1nld.n.g. They need to deepen their understanding aDd perception,

to

rft81lp their

attitudes, and to face s1tuat1OM hD.n.estl..7. They must be giV8ll

re8pOnsibll1ty and taught to resolve problas w1th iaag1nati.i.on, or to accept

tbaa 14th understanding. They need to oorrelate human nature and rel:i.gioua
lite

m more harmon1owI relational

perapee'tiva. SUtera V1boae effective person-

al1ty dGftlopment has been arrested or b.aJlpered b;y :lnadaquate or unfortunate
cper1ential backgrounds, must be taught that these are not 1apregD.abl.. obst..,.

118
ol.ee to tcbe

t~

of aatul"8 ad3\Uft'1ac't hab1ta 1D religious IDe.

tJ:J.stere

. . eatab11 sh rather hab1'tual defensive :re_t1cma as prO'tect1'V8 dev10ea 8I8.'1.1lat

the psyobolog:loal iDaecNr:ltJ'

which results :trOll. the. oond1:t4.ons.

Iqq1pped w1:bh the p8l"aona.l1t7 OOIIJ)OI1f1d

CODIIOn 1;0. rel1g1.ows 1IO!DeIl

1I8l1't1on-

ed abcmt. these a1aters ..,..aUy are eager to learn, and are r . .t1.,. of' ....
~ance

1a 1ntegrat1ng lUe IQ1'ees 11'1te a amt urd.t1ed and ba1anced cU• •

!hey • • be JIIOt,ivatecl by . .tal health edateabion to us1m:Ua.te md to con'V81'b

the pr1De1plea 01 aat,ure adj118't.-at into more adult living in rel.1g1ou ill_•
.&l:bboagb. tbq haft ap1.e perscal1t;r equiplll8Dt and specialised

tra.1m DC

tor Nl1g:1ous lUe, there ... s1at... who 1aad.eqaatel;r 1mpl_et in their 11....
the 1JIIpl1cdiOllS of a religiOU8 'fttOa:b10A.

reU.g1ou lUe

88

i t they were

cIl_~

In geeral, theY' at'tanpt to li..,.. the

or t,hq neglect the spee1.f1u of

e1a1.ataJo.. lUe ad fuDct.icm . . a. JM'l'8lT Daval. plane.
ftlop ~

itT ed

lS.nce they do DOt ....

1:a coa't'eDtual 11Y1ac. they em JlOt 8D307 t,be protound per_al-

epiri:t;u.l.

r .....

wb1eh

caa be

apected

r~

from the purau1t, of

a rel1g1ou .....atioa. !htd.r aa3. baa aa.t1atactica are a.U.en to the apir:I..,
of re11g1.oua 11"f'1.Dg.

Apart from _ umterour:reat 01 personal. d1acontent"

t..,.

..e barasad. by UIIIl8OeSSazoy cI1tt:l.n1t18. ad cU..aappc:d.a'taats 1n cODl1lm'dty lUe
• • in proI8.a1onal

work. Slat.era who adler the..

weattonal m&1.ad.jus'tmen1;8

. . not mot1vated by ul.1ce or tll...ul, bowe'v"er. In some !natanc.., these
pl'Gbleu stem d1rect17 troll bas10 vocational UU1I1tab:U1t7 and should be inves-

ticated competerrl;l¥ and treated correotl7. the causality of these adjustment
probl_ 18 Yaried.

Bm; f':reqa.eint,:q,

81sters vbo suffer 'them are 1mpeded. in a

pro.,.. direction of thedr 11vea by ld.acoacept101'18 of the mee1ng and relation

U9
of b.1az nature and rel1g1ows 'f'OOation, and by inautf.101ent motivation

m prao-

t1c1ng aelt-aanagem.ent according to principles of responsibJ.e conventual living.

!hey need assistance 1n develop1ng a pqcholog1cal acu1t,. by 'Whioh.

w:1ll be enabled

to ref1ne th.e1r present adjustment

Pm1damerrta1l;r, theae

sin..

\ll'D.'8al1st1e id.eaJ.1s or by

t_,

und....

tioaJ. nor possible for th_.

~s.

are good 1IOIlCJ but in being st1mu.lated

~holog1.ea1.

they have established

theT

nOJ'lU

'b7

compula1ons vb.1ch, often they do nob

of acbievernsnt which

at'\)

ne1tber prao.

they may haft fOl"Dl8d hablte of ltC1"k::1ng with real..-

it7 as it appaare to be, or as it could or ought to be, rather than as it 1s
in actua11t,.. fb.wJ they haft

~ ~

oon:t.J.rm.ed in def'ect1ve pat-

tcu of 11'Wing. SoJa of thea. s1stera reoogn1se tbe1r 1.na.deqp.aq ad atnc.....

1T c!es1re liberation. Otben,

lack::l:r1g nme1ant 1nalght to un4e:rstad their

oondltion, are quite eu.peri'1c1all.T sa1i1s.t1ed 14th their statu of livinl" ad
rest.st suggeat1cms

or chaage.

Sister. 1d.th then dit'f'iculties mq b.a'ft erect_

pQ'Chol.og1e&1. blockades of cleten... 1'he7 can not read.1.11" submit _ sel.t-e:aaSnation .. aeU-oorrect1on 'because 1t is a pa1nfu.l emotional u:per1mce for
thea. !h.,. need p8l"tieulat' kin• • • ad understad1ug in mental health edDc ...

Uon,

10

that they . . be enl1ght,eDed 'to peroe1ve the truth of rea'u:tT, at

least parotiallT, and iupired to ooaund a degree of sel.t-4mprovement.

!he keynote of lIIfmtal health education tar siat.ers i . a COl'Ilb1nation of in-

formaticm. and 1n.tegration with aphasia on practicality_ In-serv1ce a1at..a,
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tempered and mellowed by «qIel"1ence, pomtate ratber naturalJ.y to practical...

Theretore. 1n arrmclng the Units of Sbud,y, etrol"t has been __ to . -

itT_

phasise the pragmatic and integrative aspects of mental health. 1n the hope
that learning will be more sigrd.f'1c8llt for 81st.era, since 1t 1s geared to the:1r
n~

aDd ab1l1t.ies.

In striving for unit;rof content and purpose in the.e

l1Dit8, the accent has been placed em understanding the esaernee of b.umaD nature
as it f\mctiOllS 1ft religious We..

Th. cOIltent of the Stu.cW Units has bee

eonaciou.al;r selected in aueh a ... that. it can be applied directly to cu.rret

aituat10ns :1n conventual 11v:in&.
(hooup rapport is a salient factor in ...tal health education for sisters.

An atmosphere of understan&g and . . .ptlllCe will create _ UJlthreaten1ng
Tironment in which sisters em be

COJIf'~abl.e

81-

pqcholog1caJ.q in learning tM

tacts of lD.EI1tal health td.th prot1t. Cluses ed activities w1ll be characterised b.r a apirit of iDtorma.U.ty, oonpa1a11t;r, d:Uigen.oe, and seriousness proper to professional J,. trained reJ.igLou

lfOIBl.

Sisters mtlSt be well-d1spoeed

to understed the need for md bartet:lts of _tal health in religious l1fe, ad

to ..sume the respon81b1l1t;r of Chr:S.a1;1_ selt-rea1isat1on in the full sanse of
the tel'll.

It is hoped that sisters w.Ul realize that mental health education

is as bIport_t for them as a knowledge of the prinoiples of the splr1tual.
ute, of the Rule and OUatoll1&l:7, or ot the Biatory of the Comraunit;r.
more, it 1s

~ioall;r

Purth....

eapeoted that sisters will respect this orientation

as a basal n'b81d1at'1' cent of the 1ntrodaotor;r or

~ce

OOl1.,.tllal

fo~

tion prescribed tor religious women.

Germ1ae learn1nl act1T.lties in IleD.tal healtb v::U.l be accomp11ehed more

readilT when they- are steered towards goals which an valuable and attainable
to the learners. 1£ complete sel.t-development in religious life-pe:rsonaUty

and spiritual maturity, apostolic productivity, and the numerous sa.pplementaJ.
benetits-can be delineated in sueb a graphic manner that sisters will exert

effort to acquire it, mental health education wUl be a rermmerative endeavor
:tor

them.
It is aaerumed that the s1x broad areas ot study' in lI6DtaJ. health outlined.

in Chapter

m

cover a body o:t know:1..edge necessary tor sisters in attaird:ng

Doraal personality adjustment in religious living.

The outline presented 11\

each Unit is skeletal, thus aUow1ng tor adaptatiOll to the apeo1f1c needs of
various groups, or for the personal preferences of the 1nstru.ators in mental.
healthe

When points ot the ouUine have been quoted directly', the source :1e

aelm.oWJ.edged 1D parentheses.

fhe teaeh1ng _thods 8'Ilggested in the studT Un:1ta

are optional. According to the arrmgtlllleftt or these l1n1ts, no a1ng1.e text is
usedJ but basic &Dd rel.ated reading from a DUlIIbe.r

ot sources 1s indicated. !'he

following texte have been used quite cons1atently as a core of reference.
Bap&i8l", George" C.S.P... cd Gleason, Iobert W." S.J _. Coun8'~'
the Catholic, H'odem ! ..lm:1ps and IDloUc:mal OoDhICts. norkl

1IiMd

~,

ana Vard, 1m;.

-

J . . . I., S.J., Personall.tlJ!!! Metfl Health, HUwau.kee1 Bruce,

1,SS.
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The use of technical vocabulary should be avoided in mental health education for sisters whenever the content cm be presented as ,roll without it.

Thera is the danger that clarity of thought ma,.v be forfeited i f lectures in
:mental health are nee<Uessly heavy w.::I.th technical verbiage.

P.i:"ofe$~ional

per-

iodicals, supplementary texts. and books dealing with the spiritual life which

are pertinmt to the topics suggested for study are reoorrmended to the students
for thoUP'.JttM. and critical reading.

Erlensivo raading should aid sisters in

expanding their perspective and in procuring substance for 'WOrthwhile discus-

sions.
Specifications of time apportionment in teaching the Units have been omit-

ted deliberately'. Time limitations will be determined partially by the formal
organiza.tion of the course.

The instructor will g'..dde and direct the teacl'dng

and learning procedures to the prime advantage of the learners concerned.
There are several feasible organizational alternatives for teaching the
principles of mental health to sisters.

It can be absorbed substantially into

the instructions on the religious 1:I.£e uaually given in sister formation depr..-

ments.

Or it can be organized into a. two-credit or a tbree-credit college

course if this best accol'1i'llodates the requirements of the Oomm:mlity.

It could"

therefore, be offered :in the College during regular sanestar classes or sur;'iuer
sessions by the Education Department as Hental !!ealth or Mental HlP;me and/or
by the Psychology 'Department as PSlCholo~.2! A$1¥t1llen~.

It mi.ght convenient-

ly be incorporat.ed and elaborated into a. workshop wen sisters would devote

their concentrated efforls to this project during a t"ro-week or a tln--e0-lroek
period.

There is the possibility, also, tha.t a. group o£ sister students ':.rould

123
be aaall enough

to be structured effectively as a seminar. It is not d:i.:f."ficult

to mvision the feasibility of teaching this content material to a homogeneous
group of sisters, 5Ueh as superiors, or sisters with considerable knowledge

ot

or appreciation for psychology') or sisters who are pro.fessed. ten, fi:f'teen. or

twenty years, who in m.any conmmities now are uftered a special opportunity for
renewal of spirit) or sisters who are maldng concentrated prepaTation for the
pr:-onouncement of

Fin~

Vows. or sisters who share eOll11lon enthusiasm for atta:iJ:l-

ing deeper understanding of total relig;ious liVing.
There is a general continuity in the chronolOgical sequence of the Units
of StuC(y, but they eouJ.d be pre-sented ga1nful.ly' in an inverted ordat." i f it were
more apropos to the needs of the group.

The

Stwtr Units

Flay

be treated thoroughly through a variety of media., such

as panels, lectures, forums, extensive read:.1ng, _all group discussions, guest
speakers, reports" cODlittee work, dramatisations, and role-pl;qing.

Group

counseling or guidance, under the leadership of a person well-ot"iented in the

psychology- of human nature and the r.quiremalts of balanced religious 11ving,
wou.ld have fertile possibil1ties for atimu.lat1ng understanding of ille situations.

otten the insight resulting from this type of oorporate aotiTity is

remarkable, and is usua.lly a sucoessful venture with r'eligious women.

The

question-boz technique is effective lAth sisters, since they can maintain a
desired

an.o~t1'.

!his offsets the has! tancy and ctlagrf...n inherent in pulllic

itialtif:tcation with dit:f1culties.

discussion of theae quest.ions.

'fime should be allotted regular17 tor the

Detini.te out-of-class time for consultation,

counseling, or guidance should be made available for those who need indiviciu.a1.

aasistat'lCe. or find ita.

1IIOl"e

facile means of cammmication.

In order that m inausp1cious

~d1tu're

of t:l.me be avoided in viewlng

the suggested films, it is recommended that, if" they are considered at all
prof1tabl.e :in cl1n.ehing or clarifying issues, they' be used as extra-elass act1'V1ties wb.enenr this is practicable. 1.'he educational value of .:f'i11ms depends,
pr1nc1~,

on the readiness ot the sisters to understand and interpret thEft

accurately.

The estimate of aocomplisbment for each sister student w1l1 be the result

ot a divers1t1ed approach 1n appra1s1ng the learning activ.Lt1es in mental.
health education. If scholastic grades are required for college credj,t, written e:x:am1nations will be in order.

'fhese

m~ be

the essq tII.1C1/or the objec-

ti.... type slmilar to the eam.ple prcm.ded 1D Appe.a.d1x

m.

students shoul4 be

adT.lsed that they' also 1d.ll be evaluated for the oral. work entailed in the

coursel reP,Ol'ts, panels.. and discussions. Appraisal w.Ul be based on poise in
facing a group, power

to make an e.tfect1ve delivery', a convincing repreMlta-

tion of a problem... independent research, and organization.. interpretation, and.

us1mUat:l.on of content material. Prudent and ld.nd consideration mat be g1ven
to tndividual differences amol1i a1sten.

KanT sisters have taken tests of mental

ability.. scholastic acb1enment or

personality evaluation during their 1D1tial. oonventual formation or at some
time dUl"'lng their professional developnent.

Ordina:r1ly, these tests are used

t,. adndm strative or screening purposes. The results are conf1ned to

the

rUes in the College or Prov:ineial. offices, and restricted as confidential material, accessible only to one or other religious superior, college adm1niatrator and/or instructor, or Mistress of a training d.epartm.tmt.

There is no doubt

that this acceptable procedure has a W'r'f" d9f'inite place in s1ster f'Ol"'lIlat1on

programs.
However, if sistars are ·t.o

imple~t

the specific object! ves of mental

heaJ:t.h educa.tion, partiouJ.arly those referring to the :lntegrat.ion of

personaltt~

and spiritual maturity 111 religious lite, it sees logical that their af.torts
be preceded ancteapported by _

.....__t of

through the use of' formal. measuring agent..

it 18 cona1derecl ear::pedifmt,
which would help them.

there.t~re.

~

personal assets and l1abillties

In the light ot presumed prof1t,

that siatere take personality tests

perceptive and reapona1ble selt-evaJ.uation.

Xt is auggutec1 that the Helntal Health _alTais,l the Gordon

Fnt1lre,

2

and.

the

~doJl

Personal.

lnven~3

Personal

be adm1niatered to the sisters

before they beg,tn the stuq of' mental health. These part1lmlsr tests b.ave
bean. chosen wJ.th deliberation and design.

and reliable instrmwa.ta of personality

.mL

~s

First, they are

_~.

s1;at1~cal.ly-

valid

Second, theT indicate

p. 'thorpe, W:J.llis W. Clark, Brnest W. tiegs, Mental. Health Anal-

19S9 Revision, Adult Fora, (Los Angelesl Call1'orn1a fest Bareau).-

~ ,. Gordon, GordDn Pf!JE"sonal Prot1le, (Chicago, World Book ComPSllT, 19$,).

3teonard. .,.
CcmP8I17.. 19$6).

Gordon. Gordon Personal &ventgtz. (Ohicago: World Book
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and measure aspects at mental health and personality qual.ities of people who
are reasonably adjusted to li.fe, and thus supply the basis for
proach in t.lental health edlleation.

8.

positive ap-

Third, this specific kind of test serves

as a practical guide for sisters :in recognizing their capabilities tor making

better adjuS'liment, or in determining areas in which more self"-d1rect1on or
competent help is needed tor adjustment.

Fourth, these tests are easily ad-

ministered and readily interpreted by teachers wno do not have advanced training in psychology or psychometry, but who have had experience with administra-

t.ion and analysis of eduoational tests. fest manuals provide olear, simple
directions tor adm1n1ster:1ng, scoring, and interpreting the tests.
Atter the tests have bean scored, a profile w:Ul be completed for each
sister which will graphically illustrate har mental health status and the as-

pects ot her personality :In terms of percerrliUe rank. These profUes 'Will be
partiOlllarly aalv;ta.r.r as re.f'er.1Ce dur:lng the study of IISIltal health, especial.1y dnr1ng the organisation of a pbUosopby of life in study Unit.,.
In as far as possible, elements of threat m.t.tat be removed for sisters in
tald.ng the tests) and presnres or fears of exposition and conseqwmt embar-

rassment must be abolished.

The fact that there 1s no direct, exliemal per-

sonal con1"rcJctation tnvolved in takil'lg the tests, usually el1ndnates undue
sena:l.t..1veness, and disposes most sisters for more ready md open-mind.ed accepi:.cce of the evidence of their posit1,.. and negative personality resource••

'fest results will be used solely tor the personal benefit of each sister. An7
sister who is
to do so.

PS1'eholo~ea:uY'

unable to take the tests, should not be coerced
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Test data can be a:plicated for sisters during periods of olass di8CWl81cm
or group guidance,

OJ! by

p8)'8hologl.cal coUl'Ulellng or educational direction giv-

en 1n ind:hidu.a1 ."d confidential conferences. Oounselinginterv1evs, guidmoe
consnltations, or group therapy mq tumish a leg1tiJu:t,e and favorable opportunity for emotional ventUatlon or 1asigbt:f\i1. understanding for sisters who
mq need either of these prerequisites

tor establishing or rega.in.ing !IlEIDtal

health. It may be profitable tor certa:ln sisters to discuss the test results
with a group ot tellow sisters who experience the same t1P1cal reactions.

Un-

d.oubtedl.y, the homogeneous groups wU1 be most reeept.1ft of this procedure.

the particulC" approach pvsued will be determined by the discretion of the in-

atructor 1n consid.er1ng the w1abes, attitudes.. and needs of the sisters in the
group.
the evaluative dimensions of mental. health education tor sisters cannot

eaaily be translated into mathematical terms.

MassiTe and sudden MOTa1IlEIlts of

1ndtvidual tranatormation or group adaptation w.Ul not mater1al.1ae 1n re1igiOlUl

li'Y1ng s1l1Nl:t.aneously' with the ettorts of sisters to understand the prinoiples

of mental health.

The process of bumaI1 maturation is alwqs gradual., so habits

of many- ,ears or of a l1tet1m.e are not atormed or retoraed or tort1..:aed

1"'....

idly. And when changes do ooour, they cannot be expressed with aritbmet1c pre-

cision because they are neither pretentious nor spectacular in a worldJ.3' .....
Ult1ma't.eq, complete personal grovt.h of sisters is a long-range bEmet1t realised by them through continuous retJ.nemant and integration of personaUty re-

sources 1n coaction. with grace. If' sisters ension new horisons in religious
living and establish a closer and more meaning:f'ul. l1atson betvetm nature met
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grace 111 striving tor total. human tultillment, U1.'1equiTOCal triumph can be charted tor mental health education for religious vomen..

!he following are the general objectives tor the thlts of study in mental.

health education tor religious women.
1. to acquire a knovl.edge of the tlmdamental. facts of mental.. health

and personality adjustment

2. fo 1m praot1caJ. understanding of human nature which w.Ul facili tate adjustment in conveatual. and profesSional.. liv1ng

3. To relate and to apply mental health principles in daily living

4.

To atta:1n greater happiness in religiOUS vocation through mature
personaliq- adjUS'tl8nt

s. To prevent or to alleviate personality maladjustments and thus
to reduce con..quan.t personal or group contllcts

6. To zm.gment the satisfactions and joys of maturitY' :in religious
liT.1.ng

7. To broa.ds.n psychological perspective through ext.ensive reading
of matltal heal.th literature
8. To utilize opportlm1ties for readjustment to communit;r living in
religiOUS lite
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Spegific Objective
1. To recap1tulat.e or to acquire the basic tactual knowledge
relative to human nature and the essence of religious vocation which w:L11 serve as a backdrop in the study of mental health
Rltionale

2! ~ ~

Effective study of mental health for sisters has its basis in an intelligent understanding and a realistic acoeptanoe of humsn nature as God made it,
synthesized with an exact comprehension and accurate eValuation of the meaning
and requirements of a religious vocation.

It depends, fundamentally, on the

realization that religious vocation does not substantia.l..ly transform the assance of human nature, but only prescribes and facilitates its utilization and

direction, not in an unnatural, but in a supernatural course of living.
with God, attained through the voluntary pursuit

Union

at evangelical per-£ection

in

religious lif'e, is accomplished. by' sisters according to their nature as human
beings, supernaturally supoonee! by grace.

'!'he content of Section A in this Study Unit intentionally comprises

0011'

a very general survey of some pertinent facts of Rational Psychology which will
either refresh the m:inds of those sisters who previously have studied them
thoroughly.. ar suPPl1' a summarisation of essential knowledge in an organized
wq for those sisters who 1"l1a1' not have had formal arientation in this field.

The time devoted to this section, and the deta.:U with which it is considered
will be determined by- the past learning experiEmCes of the sisters concerned.

From a study of the topics in Section B of this Study Unit, sisters should
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structure a practical ideational and a1iti1iud1nal framework relative to religious vocation in 111dch they can apnly the principle::l of m.ental health.

I. Introduc_tiO!lI Basic Concepts
A. Nature

.2!

Human

~s

1. I'1an as vIllola
2. Nature of human life
a. nature of human soul
b. mdty of humm organism
c. nature and function of intellect and "Ifill

d. nature and function of hwum. lmow1edge m1d motivation

3. Man t s ultimate purpose and goal
B. Nature

~

Religious Vocati.C!!

1. Theology of religious life
2. lJie...-mng of religious vocation
a. expression and testimony to consciousness of God
b. va::! of perfection through the cotmse1s
c. invitational nature-voli tiona! f'reedom
3. Requisites for a religious vocation
a. physical.
b. emotional md psych.ological
c. intellectual
d. moral
4. Need for development of' mature Christian personality in religious

life

Basic Rerldins

.;;;S.-ec-.t;;;i_Ol'l,;;;.;

.!. !.
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1. Lecture on I. A.

-

E1 lfu.ma.!!

NaturE!1 New York: Grune

1. Man as a ,mole

l.

Man's ultimate purpose and goal

2. Individual class r~s ona
a. nature of human so
-

b. un1ty at human organism
c. nature and function of intellect and will
d. nature and tmction of human knowledge and motivation

.3. Lecture on points in Section B questions.

followed by class discussion and

13S
stud{ ~

g.

Mental. Health

~if1c

Objectiva

1. To assimilate the meaning of Inel'ltol health and to \ttlderstand the
pr:1nciples whioh govern it in soecif1c relation to personal. living in religious and apostolic life.

---

Rationale of the Unit

The possession of mental health is a goal for which sisters strive in re-

ligious lite.

In study Unit II sisters will learn the meaning and it1.plications

of mental health and its relevance to complete human living.

They will under-

stand that it totally involves all human forces and completely permeates all.

aspects of Christian and religious act1v.ity.

Consideration of specific crite-

ria. tor daterndn1ng the state of personal mental health, md of the definite

directives for the preservation of mental health should simpll£y for sisters
the process of translating this learning into terms of practical 11ving.

Fur-

ther, bY' def1ning and emphasizing the concept of mental health early in the

course. and b,y assessing their personality equipment through standardized
tests, a readiness will be estabUshed by" which sisters are Emablod to relate
and to refer the content of subsequent study Unito to the final achievement of

personality and spiritual balance in religious living.

II. Mental Health
A.

:!:!ean1nS 2! Mental.

Health

B. l'!Portanoe.2! Mental Hecl.th
1. Relevance of mental health to total human liVing

2. Extant of mental disorders

c.

Criteria of Mental. Health as Apnlled to Re1~ous Life (Sel1neiders"

- 1. Adequate contact wlth raality
2. Healtl\r attitudes

-

-

-

88-96)

). Control of thought and imagination
4. Mental. efficiency
5. Integration of tbt7llght and conduct
6. Integration of motives and resolution of conflicts
7. Feelings of security and belonging
8. Adequate concept of self"
9. Adequate ego-identification
10. Healthy anotional ill.
11. Mental tranquillity or peace ot mind
D. Relation

!!.! Mental

Hyp.ene

.!'.2

Men~4 H~alt:h

1. Meaning of mental h;ygiene
2. Mental b;ygiene movement
a. origin and growth
b. objectives
c. accomplishments
E. !equj!:sites

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

!2t Pres~ Mental Health

(with specif1c re.ferences to
sisters)
RlysicaJ. wll-being
(Schneiders, 520-530)
Conduct 1n conformity with nature ot man
Integra.tion and self-control
Knowledge of selt
Healthy selt concept,
Continuous striving for mature self'-developuant
Adaptability and resil1enq
Intelligent dealing with conflict and frustration
~'Jho1esome interpersonal. relations
Adequate job satisfaction
Honest and eonsisttmt facing ot reality
Dependenoe on God.
Oommunioation with God through personal. homage

F. Meaning

!! Terms !!!.4 li)'!quentg B! Mental

1. Adjustment
2. Maladjustment
3. Maltal efficiency

Health Education

131

4. Normality
5. AmomaJ.1ty
6. i-faturity
1. llmnaturity

8.

Pa;,ychctJaetrio8

9.

Psyeholo~

10. Clinical. psychology
11. D,vntn1e psychology
12. Alnormal psychology
13. Developaantal. psyehology

14. Psychiatry
15. Psychosomatic

medicine

16. Homeostasis

1. Importance of mental health for the religious te~'iCher
2. 1'eacher-etudent relationship in the classroom
3. The religious teacher and contacts with the clergy and the laity
(Notes If the sisters are not teachers, Section

S!

can be substituted

by general content suitable to the nature of their apostolic

work.)

Basic Reading

Amatora, Sister" "Selt Appraisal in Teacher Personality," Journal Educational
l)YcholoQ', 461 94-100, February' 1955.
Bebrraarm, Elmer H... "Mental Health in the Classroom.,tf HOspital Progress,

lt1

11, November 1960.. 67-&:;.
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Book Oompany, Inc., ~95i. pp. i.g) 1&. 9, 81-306, 340-)63) 394-Uh.

Oarboni, Romolo, "The Religious Educator Todq, It Sister Formation. Bulletin,
V.

3,

Spring

1959.

Hagma1ar, George, O.S.P., and Gleason, Robert W., S.J., Couns~ 2 ~
o~ r,todem Techn1~e8 ~ !motional 9. onn1cts, ltew York; Sb.eed and
Wi

..

1960.

HcGartl\v, Raphael

PP. 153-270.

pp. :rrti98.

e.,

S.J., Tra;in1ng!-l!! Adolescent, MUwaukeel Bruce, 1934.

Moore, Thomas Verner,. Personal Mental Hzg1:ene, New Yorks Grune and stratton,
1944. pp. 1-13.
R.edl, Fritz, and wattenberg, Wllliam W., Mental ~ene
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 19,,1. fi). ill?
•

~

Teaching, }lew Yorks

aoyoe,

James E., S.J., Personality and Mental Heal~ Milwaukee. Druce Publishing Company', 19"S. fi). :J.tlii 30;' 1i9"~J Mo-2B •

Thorpe, Louis P., The

~hOl0Htiof

19S0.PP. s.:2ij ~3J

Mental Health, New York: The Ronald Press,
~OJ 123-)]&.

Related Re~

Beers, Cl1fford W.,
1931.

! .!!:!'!! ~

Found ItsaU', New York: Doubiledq and Company-,

Bl-eekEmr1dge, Marian E., and Vincent, E. Lee, Child Dtrvelo;rmant. ~eal ~

Growt..h Through ~ School Ie~aaelphia: U~ amlders
1957.

P§lQholotac
CompanyI

Crow, Lester D... and Crow, Al1ce, 14entaJ. Hygiene in Se0001 end Honle tife,
2nd Ed., New York' McGraw-Hill BOok Company,1951.
- i!ry, C.C., I_tal ~ealt~

.Y1

College, New Yorks Commonrlealth Fund, 1942.

Gardener, George A. 1n liThe Mental Health of Normal Adolescents," Mental Hygiene,

1947, 31,

~24->40.

Griffin, J.D., at al, 11ental !'llPenel
ican Book Compa..'1Y', 1940.

!

Manual

!2£. Teachers,

New Yorke Amer-

Jers:i.ld" Arthur T., Obild ?!Yxhol0l;7. New York: Prentice-8aU Inc., 19$4.

Josselyn, Irene,

!h.2 H!J?PY

Ch1ld, New York. Random House,

1955.

Kaplan, Louis and Baron, Denis, Mental IilPene ~ !:tfe, New York. Harper" 1952.
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Lippman, Hyman S., I·f.D., Treatment
York I l-tlGraw-Hill. 1956.

Hagner, James A., Mental l!ealth

.2! ~

!!! ! !.1!c!

Ohild

.!E.

Fmotional Con.f1ict, New

\llorld, ilfUwaukee: Druce, 1953.

!'iagner, Ja.mes A•• Personalitz.!!!2 Successtul Livins" l1ilwaukeet Bruce., 19h5.
Preston, George lI., ~ Substance

.2! t-1entaJ.

Health, New Yorks Rinehart, 19h3.

Redl, Fritz, and \1attenberg, W1111am l>1., Mental l!n.2-ene
New York, Harcourt, Brace, 1959.

Scimeiders, Alexander A. ,

.!h!

f!l!holosz:.2!

.!!!

Adolescenc~,

Teaching, Rev. Ed.,

Milwaukee: Bruce,

1951.
Vaughan, t-lql.(';);t'ld
19~2.

F.,

Personal

~

Socia;!;. Adjustment,

'Wallin, J .I<:.l-l., persona11~ Maladjustments
York. ~a:;;;:m, 19 9.

~

l~etl

York I OdysseY' Press,

1.fen.tal Hygiene, 2nd FA., New

to/alters, Sister Annette, C.S.d., "Oatholics and !'1ental Health, tI

World, 181, April 1955,

n-lS.

!!!! Oatholit;,

1. Testing Program
a. administer tests.

Mental Heulth Analysis
Gordon Parsonal Profile
Gordon Personal Inventory

b. score tests and make profiles of test results
c. interpretation of teat results
(1) group explanations, discussions tollOtled by questions
(2) counseling and/or ~dance interviews
(3) group guidance and/or counseling

-

OR

2. Lecture onl

n.

A.
B.
D. 1.
G.

Heaning of liental Health
Importa'lce of Nmtal Health
Meaning ot Manto.l Hygiene
l{EI'ltBl Health and the Profession31 Educator

3. Appoint a coumittee of five or six persons to expla:in, cOr.'lpare, and show
the interrela.tion of

c.

Or1ter:la o£ Mental Health

mid

E. aems1tes for Preservin! Mental Health
Make all appcatIons to raJl~oU:s ilia.

4.

Assign class report on D. 2. l1ental Hm1ene Hoverna'1~

a. origin md growth

b. objectives

c. accomplishments

5. Prepare

definitions

tor

terms in

II.". -- discuss in class.

6 •.Prepa:re students to view these fUms:
~

to Understand Cb11dren (Two Partis)

ISiODl8iiloT!\iPI± Mlustment (Two

~ the"'Neids
..
~~~
__ 'iiiOtional
PitOblEmi
milldren
........................ .............................

-

Parts)

0"1 ldOifiscents
reedS !ri ahlIdhood
-

Materials Needed

1. Personallty Testa
2. Films I McOrav-Hill Films
330 west 42nd St.
New York, Ii.Y.

•

e

.

b em.2! Pupil ACijuStmmt (2) -min. each)

N.Y. University Film Library

20 Washington Place
New York, N.Y.

to t1nderstand Cb:Udr.-. (23 min.)
Heeds Of AdOfeseents (19 min.)

the

M~ Emotional Needs in

dhood (33 m!li. , Problem Children (20 min.)

St!'V ~

m.

Pe.'rsona.litx

Speeif1c Object!vas

1. '1'0 understand and to approcia:te the complexity of hl.unan personality- as a <\Ynarnic and unique organization and unity of
psychophysical forces
2. To tqnthesize a speci.f'ic concept o£ personality !!1atur1ty D..nd
norma1.1ty al1g'Jled with religlous life and personal assets and
liabilities

---

Rationale of the Un1t
Emphasis on the

~am1c

na,1#ure and lmiqu.e organization of the constitu-

ents ot human personality will focus the attention of sisters on their individuality as hum.an beings.

This 'Id.ll be a totm.dationaJ. 1mpe1#us tor each sis-

ter to understand and to ap10re her personal. possibilities, as she has been
alerted

to them through the personality t081#s, and to assume the obligation of

appreciating and developing her human nature within the structure of religious
life.

It is important that sisters analyse the concept of matur1ty so they can

utilize it f'unctiona.1.ly in their lives.

The study of the components o£ person-

alityand the standards of normality and maturity should aid sisters to determine a spec1t1c pattern of personality growth.

This will be the basis for the

formation ot an operational philosophy of life in stu<V Unit

Outline

m.

2!.

L~ ~Emces

Personall.:!?X

!.!!!

Study Unit

ill

v.

A. Def''1td:tion

1. tiThe dynamic organization within man of those mental, physical, and
psychophysical. systems which, lmder the inf'luence of intellect and
will, shape the individual's unique adjustments to his environment." (Loyola U.)
2. "PersonalitY' is the dynamic organization wltbin the individual o:f
those psychophysical. systems that deta:m1ne his unique adjustment to his environment." (Allport, 48)
B. Tbeories

2!

Personal.itl

l.~
a.
ohmer

~

l) ntmiCI tbiok-heavy
2) asthenic. long, thin, flat-chested

J) athletic I well-proportioned
4) dysplastic. unproportioned

(ll

b. Sb.el.don
endomorph. large body cavitY', visceratonic-sensual
(2 ectomorph. lCllg, thin, flat-chested, cerebretonic-introvert
(3 mesomorptu cave-man t;ype, athletic type, somat,atonic-active

2. T~ament-.H1J?P2!:U:atea

a:ClerIc

b. sanguine

c. phlegmatic
d. melanchol1c

.3. Jung-introvert;....axt;rowrt

4.
5.

Ac.D.er-w:lll-to-power
Freud
6. n,namic theory of normal personality (Uuttin -

c. ~ruot1Fal.

Elem.ent~

2!

1. Canst1tutional

a.

iidocr1ne s;yst,em

b. nEll"VOUa system

c. organic
2. Affective states

a. f'eeii'iii

I

b. mood
c. SEllt1ment
d. emotion

e. taaperament

Persona1it z

1$9-204)

3. Hahtts

h. Intellect
D. !?ntamics

.2!

and 'Will

Personality

1. Motivation (Schneiders, 216)
a.. baaie principles
(1) motivation has dynamic nature
(2) motivat10ns :i.nnuence lite and object1ve behavior
(,3) close interrelation of motivating forces
(4) motivational forces affected by Emviron."1lem
(5) motivation varies with individual d1f'feNnces
(6) motivation not alwqs speo1f'ica.1ly recoenized
b. theories of mot1vation (Sdlneider"t 172)
c. inf'luential factors (Schneiders, ltl2)
(1) conscious
(2) unconscious

2. Hum,!! p.eeds (Nutt1n, 205-249)
a. physiological
b. psychologtcal
c. social
d. ego-integrative

3 ....In
....te
.......rr_e_[...,at....;i;.;.on.... 2.! n.eeds !!!2 motives
E. Factors

El ?ersonaJ.1tl Growth .!!!! D~t

1. Heredity
2. Environment

.3. D1.f'ferent1ation
4. Ivfaturation
S. Integration
6. Le:Jrming
7. Free choice
8. Parent-child relationship
a. mmipotent stage
b. satellization
(1) stlrlius-self..concept
(2) unbealttv types of satellizer
(a) over-dominated person
(b) over-protected person
(c) lmdsr-dom1nated person
Cd} uncier-appreciat.ed person
c. do-satelllzation
d. rejection

.,. Normal

!!!5! Mature

Per50na11tl

1. Def1n1t1on
2. Characteristics of normal personality (Royce, 53-54) (Allport, 213a. adequate and eft1e1.t contact with rea11ty
2.3l.)
b. adeql1a.te bod1l.¥ desiree and ability to gratify
them 1n the mmmer and to the degree call.ed for
c. r$8.801labl.e sat1af.,t1oa from: daily' act1'91tT
4. aclequ.ate selt-knoTded.ge
.
e. adequa1ie secur1ty feelings
f. 1ack ~ pret.en......aturalneas of behav:lor
g. adequate lUe geala and ab1t1ona
h. adaquate pb1losoptJT of life
i. adequate aaot1onalit)"
j. adequate a.t.tection-abil1ty to love and to be loved
k. ocmsi8tenq and. tlexlbUlty
1. oonhrmity and indS:v1dual1ty

Bas1c

1e!f!!!J

JJ.lport, Gordon W., Per8ODa.'U:~ A. ifiohol¥'4:Callnt'met21on21JRew York.
Btm7 Holt, 19". Ii. rS;j
It:l$8. :::n@. -2)1.

-m.

Aullbel., DaYlcl P., K.D., ~ D8V'e10~ ad the Personality D1.sarders. New
York. Orane and straitOft, 1952_
.~.
Bernard. Jlarold V. , Toward. Better Personal ~t, New Yorks McGr....uill,
1951. pp. 27;.Ji5; !8~6'1.
I

aurr_, Charle. A.I:

stratton, 1910.

Paraonal.1~101ior.!! CcNn~. Rev Yorkl Grune and

Pii.

2~7

~.

Dwme, Jobn, S.J., Hp.taJ. ~. M1.1aeographed Class.!otesl ~k8Ilel Chmsaga
Uld.vers1ty Book lEOre, l'irsonalit,T,· PI. l-lJ "~bnGrmal,u pp.l-

8.

1voT,

Jobn

J.,

S.J _, and Olr.lstoph, Van "., S.J., "'l'he D;yn1lll1cs o£ Ptrsonal1t,.
~ Iet.....P.tvd.nc1al!!!!!! Letter. 31.1, October 1960, $-.47.

Development,"

J.,

S.J., and Christoph, Van F., S.J., "Personality Patterns 1n
BeHg10us We,· SSND Inter-Provincial .... Letter, )2.1, October 1961,

]hoT, John

4-)6.

-

-

•

CounSG¥ih!eed""Sn~
the Cahh-

Bagma1..et', George,. C.S.P., and Gleason, Robert-W., S.J _,
olic, Modal'll Techn1p and :&aot1onal Confl1cts, New York:
Ward, 1966. Pii. ~- • -

Hl2ll,hest R., S.J., The Formation of CharaDter, st.Louist Herder, 1921_
Pp. ll.J.8; 82-109.- L1ndwrsky, Johann, S.J., The

pp. 155-184.

-

Tr~

-

of the Idll, r1llvaukee: Bruce, 1929.

- ..........

Butt1n, Joseph, Psrahoanrl1'rsis and per~onalitiS ! .~ ~rl.2! Normal
PersCllalitz, ew to c §leecrand wariI, r 3.
• 9- •
Ro,yc., James I., Persona.1.itl and Mental Hwt!; MUwaukeet Bl:'uce, 1955. PP. 23-

29 J 39-5S;

5&:17, 83-a30:-

Vand.erTa1d:t, James H., O.F.M., and Odenwald, Robert Pet. H.D., !»:b1!!!7.!!!!
Catbol101sm. New York, J.fcOraw-Hill, 1952. pp. 1-14.

Hall, O.S., and Lindsey, G., Theories p!. Personality, New York. Wll.ey, 1957.
Harmon, Francis L., Understandipg Per:rsonaJ.itl, MUwaukeea Bruce, 1948.
Hordgmann, J.J., Culture!!l9 Personality, New York. Harper"

1954.
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lCretsebmerl E., ~sirH and Character, 'l'r8'ft8. trom 2nd Rev. Ed. 'by' W. J. H.
Sprott., New orIn a.rcollrE. ffi5.

emes .2! Human Na-'(ture ~ Their !5tu.s-qnen~..

Moore, Th31las Ve.""llEJr, The
York. Grtme and Sirat on,

Overstreet, Sarr;r A.,

1948.

!!l! !fature M:1nd.

New

Hew York. Norton, 1949.

M. J., '!'he Relation of Parental AuthE to CltUdrent ,. Behavior and
..,;tt1tude.!;-R1iitieapofislUliIversity-c;r
1
sOia Press, t§4g.
-

Jladke

aecD.,

Fritz, md Wineman, D., Cb11dren

She1dcm, William H'l and 'l'ucker,
Io.r~

Harper,

~940.

Symtm,ds, Percival M.,
Vaugb.~~2~'"

w.

~

Hate,

Cb:1C8g01

B., ~ !art.ties

!!! Ego ~ ~

Free Press, 19>1.

.2! !!uman IN!±cme.l

New

Self', New Yontl Appleton, 19$1..

'F., b!!anal ~ Soc1!Q; !d.3!!t.Aalt, New Yorka O<J.yssey Prees,

2. Students wrk 1n amall groups to discuss the ident1f':ying CIla.U.t.i.es at a.

specit1e concept of personalit,. m.atur1ty for the religious woman. Pool
Provide each student with a list of th.

the results 1n group discussion.
quillties agreed on.

3. In either eass."{ or outline form. each student will person8l:1.ze the ooncept
of personality maturity compiled 111 lkerclse 2 by aligning it with her persmal assets and liabilities. 'l'bis 1s tor personal retorence and need not
be submitted tor observation.

147

m.

F. 2 ••

.2! fi2rma;l:

p!!:sonal;itl
wit
II. C. 1-11: (1'. 136) fFter:i.a.2! loisntal. Heuth as applied toreligLous
Characteristics

fa

~c

Objectives

1. To comprehend the relationship bet'lrr"86n mental henlth and
personality adjustment

2. To identi.fy and to understand the psycholor;tcal mechanisms
of'

adjustmmt

3. To develop a pattam of liVing with onlY'

&

at adjUS'tmmt mechanisms

Religious

Wm8ll

normal invo1veroont

know that, due to the et.f'ects of original sin, they can

expect pain and discom:f.'art of various types in life.

They realize that a re-

ligious vocation is not a guarantee o:f freedom !rom this normal expectancy of
humen living.

On the

oth~

hand, they do not believe that conventual living

a.oou1d be an unabridged and unaUeviated path o£ suf':fer:lng.

They must learn to

accept conf"11ets and frustrations in religious life realisticaJ.lY', and to handle them with Christian understanding and
make this approacb un.1eGs

psyeho1o~cal

aptitude.

They cannot

theY' grasp the meaning and motivation of human con-

duct, and visualize possible avenues of adjustment.

In the succeeding Study

Unit, sistars will be expected to orgal"ize a perSOll& and explicit philosophy
But before they can contemplate the organiza.tion of' this boc\v or di-

of life.

rectives, they must understand the nature of normal adjustment, the :innu.ence
of

oon..~ct

ald frustration in daily liv1.ng" and the adjustiw mech.anisms em.-

ployed in dealing with life situations.

SiS'tars ,1111 never be able to solve

all problems in life, or escape all unpleasant realities, but they

~"il.1

ap-

proximate an understand:1.ng of ther.1 through the study of' Person~ ~ustmen~ :in

ti11s Unit.

IV. Personal Ad3u,stment
A. Normal PersonaJ..itz Adjustment

(Schneiders, 214-216)

1. Meaning of normal adjustmEnt

2. Orlteria of adjustumt (Schneiders, 71-87)
a. selt-knowledge and insight
b. self-objectivity and sel.t'-aceeptance
c. sell"-control and self-development
d. personal mtegraticm

e. well-detined goals and goal direction
f. adequa.te perspecti'1t8, scale of values, philosophy of life
g. sense of humor
h. sense of responsibility
i. maturity of response
j. deveJ.opment of worth-wblle habits
k. adaptahUit,.-adequate orientation to raalit7
1. freedom from disabling or symptomat1e responses
m. ability to get along It.i.th and take an active interest in other
people
n. wide range of interests and satisfactions in 'WOrk and plq

3. Pattems of nt'1.t"IlWl. adjustment (Schneiders, 277-282)
a. direct, frontal attack
b. exploration

c. trial and error
d. substitution

e. exploitation of personal capabilities
£. learning
g. intelligent plmming
h. healt~ inhibition and sel:t'-eontrol

4.

Types ot adjuStment (Schneiders, 429-508)
a. p~cal
1) rest, relaxation, recreation
2) regularity in phys1c3.l habits
3) personal and eomrmmity hygiene

1

b. emotion,91
(1) adequacy
(2) maturity
(,3) control

c. sexual
(1) adequate sex iDf'ormat1on and knoWl.edge (provide here unless
(2) development or wholesome attitudes to has been recently

sex

g1ven

in another

(3) integration of sex desires and insituation)
cl1natiOl'.8 witil moral. pr:\.nciples
and responsibilities ot vowed chastity
(4) att«i.ment of' sexual poise and maturity
(5) heterosexual poise proper to religious vroman
d. religi.oua
(1) adequ.ate kn014edge of truths o£ religion and an

understand:ing of the personal implioatiolls of
these truths
(2) understanding the nature of religious vocation
(3) a.wa.reness of the apos-lioliclt:r or religious vocation
(4) understanding the integration ot evangelical counsels
into humarl living

e. social
(1) wholesome interpersonal relations in comunity life and
in the apostola.te
(2) acceptance of the authority of religious supEriors and
respect for rules of the coll'llltln1ty
(3) capacity to assume responsibility and to accept restrictions
(4) ability to strive to attain comnon good of tho f!l'oup or
cOlml.unity goals
(S) ability to maintai.."'1 individuality and to develop matu:re
independence st.ructured 'Within the limits of religious
obedience
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(6) sympatb;r for and interest in othol,"S
(7) ability to establish substantial social relationships and
friendships
(8) practice of vital Christian charity
B. Rel.ationsh1;e Between Adjustment ~ lIe1'ltal Health

c.

Personlfl Mjuatm.ent

~

Frustrat,ion

1. Hean1ng of trustra.tion
2. Types and signs of £'ru.stration
3. Frustration tolerance
h. Resu:tts of frustration
D. -\d~ment !4echan1sms

1. De.f'1n1tionl

"n,namiam (or mechanism)
advertently used. due to
realistical.ly." (Royce
2. General natu:re and characteristics a}
a. function unconsciously
b. are motivated
c. Sll1ra1 in effeot

is 1iI!lY habitual behavior ina failure to solve nroblans
174)
mechanisms

3. Purposes ot mechanisms
a. adjustive in nature
b. aim to satisfY unfulfilled needs

4.

Types of mechanisms
a. defense mechanisms
t1} d9l1iiItiom means used to defend oneself psychologicallJr
against personal weakness and llmitations or
the liabilities of a th.reater.ing anvironmmt.
(2) nature and determinants of defense mechanisms
(a) protection against real or imagined failures or in~

(b) psyeholog1cal. inferiority feelings
(1) dei'in1tion
(2) causes

(3) syn¢oms
(a) sensitivity to criticism
(b) over-response to flattery
(e) ~percrit1ca1. attitude
(d) t.endency toward blaming
el1deas of ref'arence and persecution
f poor reaction to competition
g general tendency to seclusiveness# shyness,
timidity

~

(c) feelings of inadequacy, f'a:Uure,
(1) definitions

~t

(2) e.f'f'ects on people

(3) defense reactions (Royce, 180)
(a) negativism
(b) incapacitat.ion
(e) disa1mulation
(d) rational1za:l:.1on
(e~ chronic f'a:Uure
f' accidalt proneness
g reaction f'ormation
h) irradiation

~

b. evasion mechanisms

(1) dElWtion: means of escape against the de.'1l8l'lds, stresses,
or threa.ts ot life-an attempt to avoid f'ac1ng
reality_
(2) nature and determinants of' evasion mechanisms
Ca) permeated by seclusiveness, timidity, anxiety, etc.
(b) consistent frustra.tion and conflict
(c) fear of' rea1.ity and sense of' oppression
(d) emoUonal 1mpav'er1ahment

(3) tytlGS ot evasion mechanisu
(a) procrastination
(b) f'antasy and dB¥ dreaming
(c) flight into past-retrospection
d) total absorption in work and activ.1tT
e) refusal to see reality as a whole-"yes, but"
f) repression
(g) regression-cbildishness
(h) alcoholism
(i) drug addicUon

l

c.

co~on

mechanisms

(i~tionl

at'EEiliPt

to overcame or substitute tor SQ'IlE) real
or 'imagined detect-e:rtort to offset personal.
weaknesses and 11m1tations by- the develop..'OOllt of
qualities or responses that reduce tension and.
frustration

(2) nature ot compensatiofl mechanisma
(a) can be hee.1thy adjustive react1on-need not be neurotic
(b) substitution for achievement

(e) direction of attention away £rom defic1EmCy'
(d) maintenance of status, self-respect, omd integrity

lS2
(3) t~s of oompensation mechanisms
(a} perfeetior.ism
(b) overdeveJ.oJl'!lemt in function where deficiency exists
( 0 ) substitution of act! vity(d) identification
(e) projection
(l) deveJ.opuent of particular abilities
(g) superiority sttitudes
(h) egocentrism
.
(1) sublimation
(j) transfer of sex drive from its propp,.r object to another
object-homosexuality, sadism, eto.
Ck) spirit of righteousness or reform which covers personal
guilt

(4) criteria of healthy paycholog;i.cal compensation (Schneiders,
(a) redllce frustration and tension without
31.3-31h)
damage to self
(b) be consciously and deliberately developed
(e) be based on a clear a.waJ:'eness of personal llilitat,ions
(d) not 1nterf'ere with, but promote aohiEWe.'11mt
(e) not function as a substitute for worthwhile e!'fGt't
(r) promot.e general psyeholoc'ical weJ.fare
E. ABEessiOll

!! .5 ~ent TEhnigW!

1. Definition: !WessiOl! is essentially a form o£ response tb.a:t aims
to reduce tension and frustration through dSl'llmding,
overpG)"t~...ng, or possessiva behavior. (Schneiders, 3.31)
:Ys!"essiveness leads to determined, successful attack
on a dli"f'LiUii problem-represents determination and
feeling of security.
2. Oharacteristics of aggression
a. abusive language, qua.rreline, etc.
b. resistance to discipline and direction, et.c.
c. aims merely to relieve tension, not to reach a. r.;oal. or solw
a. problem

3.

Types of ~?.,gression

a. self.assertiveness
b. dominance

c. possession
d. open hostility and attack
e. violence and destruction-brutality and sadistic :fury
f. revenge
g. del1nquency
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4.

Causes of aggression

a. t'rustration-aggression theory
b. inferiority and inadequacy

c. guilt feelings ::no need for punisbment
d. frustration of basic needs

5. Determinants of aggression (Schneiders, 348-352)
a.. lack of discipline ane self' -control
b. excessive and self'1sh parental love (or love of surrogates)over-protection
c. unsa.tisfactory family relations
d. nega.tive superior-subordinate relations
e. restrictiva or damaging work eonditions
£. vocational maladjustment
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Sugested Teac!11!!s

~edure.

1. Lecture on material outllnad 1n A. 1-2-3

B.

c.

D.

1-2-3

New YOl"'k:

~ssey

Press,

2. Panel discussion'

A.

4.

~!!! Adjustment
~-P1iiS1ca

b. 8l:11Otional
c. 8«lI:U&1.

d. relir;"ous
e. social

3. If neoessar:r, provide time for sex instruction immedia:l:.ely following the
panel discussion.
Use Christopher ~ordinS!

.!!! l!!! Education

Bruckner, P. J., S.J., How!2.Q'!!!
The Queents
1937.

"'ark,

linch,

F.,

!!a5 Instructions :!!2 !outh,

S.l., Sex Education and
.. , -

Belnziger. 1930.

4. Organize four conmitte_ to

Train~

st~ thoroughly

St. Louis

in Chastitz, New York.

-

-

each o£ the following.

1. Defense mechanisms
2. Evasion ~hanisms

3. Compensation mechanisms

4.

Aggression

Each committe. w1l1 prepare a corporate report on one of the topios listed
and give it to the class orally, followed by discussion and questiOl'ls. Each
group, also, tdll provide a written summary of their report for each student
in the class.

5.

Invite a psychiatrist, psychologist, or pbysio1an to lecture to the class on
drug addiction.

6. Role-plazi!li (it ocnsidered profitable for the group)
This must be employed prudently. Role-playing situations 8lDuld be specific
l1mited in scope, and faniliar to the group. SalsiUve consideration should
be given to the f'ealings of' participants in ro1e-playing. Audience sh;:mld
be instructed to observe and analyse the conf'lict demonstrated in the rolepl¢ng, in preparation for making construotive suggestions later. Circumstances depicted in the ro1e-pl¢ng should suit the needs .and preparation
of the group_ These are most profitable when proposed by mambers of the
group.
Possible

!:2!!-pla.yt:ng situations!2!. ,!isters.

1. Religious teacher resorting to rationalbation in facing an irate parent
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2. Religious woman who 18 a perfectionist in cammnity life is given charge
of the sohool carnival.

3. Religious woman in OOl1lJ'!.Ul'1..ity life who uses aggression as an adjustment
technique

1. Dramatizations
Like role-playing.. dramatizations must be purposeful. The cootent vtUl be
detenJIJ.ned by the gl'oup concarned. Effective positive approaches in actual.
COllventUal situat,1oostdll be advantageous. Possible topics for dramatizations arEn

!ister .!h2 !! ~d !fl~ inferio.r3 feelings-dramaM~e c~le md profitable social interaetion~\l'ii;;.h tl.ds

2. Liylne!a community with!
sister in eonammity life.

3.

atperiors sg subordinates !U !! situ&tion whtch involves differences Of opinion, e.g. facU'tty meeting at
which policies of school discipline are established

~fective relationshi~ bet1;flMm

8. Prepare the class for these films:
Control Your &lotions
£;tt0lo~or .M-~ (l!motional Maturity ..
,

Heaitn---n.

on

>films)

Materials Needed
,
New York Society for Mental

HeaJ.th

lOS East 22nd street
Hew York 10, }j.Y.

2. Fllms from

McGraw-Hi1l Fillna

330 west 42nd Street

New York,

~f.Y.

)$7
Coronet Inst.ructional F::i.:1ll1s
East Southtiater
Chicago, I11:1nois
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~1c

Control _Your ...Emotions

~=-;;;.;;;....;;.;;;,;,o;.

Objectives

1. To delineate 1n detail a perr:sonal and practical philO.'lopr.v;y- ot
religious lire

2. To evaluate the current status of personal living in terms of
this ideal concept or conventual life

Presupposing bane foundations in theology and philosophy, tho Unit on

Sel.f..Qovernment presents the cont:i.nuum of selt-kno'wledgG, insight, underst.andlng, sel.t-acceptance, and self-control, infiuenced by the action of. grace as

the framework of Christian approach to maturity" the basis for responsible living in re.ligious life.

The concentration on the inter.relation of these aspects

of sel..:r...govemment and mental beaJ.th with religious liv:L'1.g is pertinent.
Man.yof the facts in this Unit haw been learned formally in the initial

forma.tion

prog1"'anB

or by e:x;perience, but too often, "i:.hey have not been inte-

grally incorporated into

th~

total pioture of relifgious living.

For this rea-

son, they may be inoperative, or at least. :ineffectual, as directives for enriched llving for sisters.

In organizing a. phllosophy of conventual living,
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sisters must be oneouraged to consider it as more than an assign:ment for s.
01a.'38.

Its e1.ements must penetrate the needs of. the individual sisters, and

be appl1cable to living conditions.

In measuring present performance against

the tenets of their philosophy of. life, sisters will be in better position to
approx:matG a. fair evaluation of tb.eiJ:' ourrmt status of 1iving.
tdll establish the point of exodus to a

pat.t~

of adjusted livine or to in-

creased effic:l.ency of maturity.

A. ~-KnoWledp

1. Psyehology

or hun'lan beings

(Unit I-lntroduct1on

t~) spiritual - religious

1

am

Ua;iaIer mo MOeasan, 51-72)

2. Psychology of l«mlf!m (Gillen, 237-2$6)
a.. characteristics
(1) motherliness
(2) made to love and to be loved

(4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
(9)

Thus they

generous - self-forget.tul
strong elllOtional reactions

compassionate
capacity tor deta.iJ.&
intense powers of giving and sacr1t1cing
devoted and 101'Sl

b. temin:i:ne physiology

(1) menstruation
(a) physical aspects
(b) psychological implica:tion8
(2) menopause and cl.imacter1c
(a) physical aspects
(b) psychological implications

3. Recognition of. personal. assets and Uabilities

B.

+ns1~t

1u!:;erpretaUon

~

Eftluation .2! !!1!

C. 1lnderstanffir!g Human Natur,£ ~ ~--A.cc!2tance

D. SeJ.t-Governmen:
................; , ; ; ; ;.; ;.........
:t

1. Developnent of will
2. Developnant of intellect
3. Developnent of mature attitudes
4. Oontrol of selt
a. thoughts
b. anotions
c. imagin al;,ion
d. habits

e. actions

t. feeUngs
$.

Develo~ of

character

a. lite principles
b. philosophy of life
c. choice of ideal

6. Role of grace in selt-government
E. R,elation

~

.2!1!..oovermlent

~

(S1man, 209-2]$)

Mental Healt1:

~

!ellS!ous

~

1. Sp1ritual ill.
2. Apostolic actinties
3. Community life
a. theology- of conmon life
b. social psychology of cOl!IItUllity lire
c. social 1nteraction.....-char1ty in religLous life
(1) 1nteraction with various age groups in community(2) working with various personality types in commmity ille
()1nteraetion with people in the aposto1a.te
,(4) £r1tmdship
d. vocational adjwJtmen:t
e. quaUties of group <%Ynamics in religious living
t. psychological. iaplioations or a lite of vowed ohastity, povertY',
and obedience for religious women

Bonduelle, A., O.P., "Recognition of Vocation,1f in Walter Nitchell, Trans.,
Vocation, tvestm1nster, Mar/landl Newmm Press, 1960. PP. 37-46
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~se1ves,

~

Other Self,

Eternal Woman, Mllwaukeel Bruce,

1. Lecture on outl1ne materiall

21'id Ed., New
~iestntL'r}ster,

1954.

A. 1 - 2.a.

o.

D.
E.
2. Invite a at.ster-ourse

to give the

1ectUl"ea on rlmstru8.tion
r·~l1:)pa.use
Ol1mac'~aric

3. Assist sisters to d8l.1neate a practical pb11osophy' of lli'e-ref."er to Chapters III, IV, and V of Part IX in this treatise. Use as a. basis the concept of maturity formed. in Exercise :3 in ~ested Teach:t.r;g l'rocedures for
umt III, page 146.

Grou5aam1os in 0QDmuni~ Life
a . ' t i on . oTgroup ayiiadcs in communit.y lif.e
b. Theology of eammmity life

c. Social. p81Cho1ogy ot c01TIfllUI\..1ty life
d. Psychological imp1ieations of religious chastity, poverty,
and obedience (ino1ude vocational adjustment)

These lectures will be followed by questions from the group. It is 1mportmt that the lecturers be qual1fied by balanced attitudes to human
nature and religious 1i.fe.

~ie Obj~tives

1. To understand the general nature of personality al::norm.al1ty
2. To develop an open-minded, mature attitude to psychological
inadequacy or ilJ.ness

3. To

acqu1re intelligent relationships with sisters who are
su!f ering trom neurotic or psychotic disorders

Sisters meet. man.i..festations of emotional inadequacy or mental illness
either in cammmity life or in their professional social service activities.

1vbile it is not necessary for most s1sters to delw into the total medical. and
psychologieal aspects of personality abnormality, it is essoo.t1al that they
have general knowledge in that area of abnomaJ. psychology-.

It is hoped that

the study of this Unit will enable sisters to form Yholesome attitudes to personality disorder, and to be understanding of and patient with people who sut..
far from it.

Sisters should be equipped to deal intelligently with the mani-

festations of aberrant behavior with wb1ch they

al"S

ccnfronted in contmmity

11ving or in the apostolic field.

VI. Personalitz AlJ::tomalitl
A. Inf'luentioJ.. Factors

!!

Behav::1.oral l>1sorder

1. Genet;ic predispoSition

(Au.su.be1, 478)
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2. Inadequ.gte constitutional. de.fense tam.ors

3. t-Iagn1tude of stress or deprivation

4. Unsatisfactory ego maturation
5. Degree of frustration toleraUon

6. Objective interpretation of reality
7. Selt-cr1t1cal faculty
8. Current level ot psychological integration
9. Insight il'J.to adjust!ve tacmu.ques
10. In1;roversion mroversim
11. Level of energy
12. Compl«.!dty of personality organization
B.

!lP!! !!!
1.

Personality

~tz

~honeuros18

a. de.:f'1ni tiona

a minor mental. disorder, always primarily
psychological. in origin, characterized by more or
len habttuaJ. personality maladjustment without
108s of contact ld.th reality or incapacitation
of the patient. 1t (Royce, 210)
b. nature and. characteristics
(1) chronic
(2) illness a cOntnon symptom
(3) linked with 1raatur1ty, inadequacy, childishness
(4~ connected with development of symptoms
(5 symptoms adhered to because serve protectiva purpose
(6 tunot1onal
If. • • • •

c. cause of psyvhoneurosis
(1) inadequate p ....t-cbild relations
(2) satisfying experiences with illness
(3) taUure to mature
(4) conflicts, frustrations, emotional tensions

ot the typical. neuroti.o personality (Schneiders, 390-396)
(typ1cal new:ootic personality di£fers .from the nort'1al
personallty with occasional neurotic symptoms)
:1aatur1ty and sensitiv:l.ty
selt-oenteredness
tm1"ealistic ego-ideal
rigidity and anxiety
social isolation
asocial traitst petulance, annoyance, readiness to quar.l"81
mental COnf'l1ctl between ideals and actton, conscience and
impulses, or personal wisnes and authority
lack of control
suggestibility

d. traits

1)
2)

:3)
4)
5)
6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
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(lO) irresponsibility
(ll) lack of sense or h'WOOr
(12) aoot1onaJ. instability
e. types or psychoneuroses
(1) neurastllen1a
(2) conversion hysteria.
psychasthenia
4) anx:Lety
5) hypochondria
(6 ) excessive l«>rry
(7) scrupulosity
(8) obsession-compULsioll
(9) psychosomatic disorders
(10) traumatio neuroses

')
I

2. Psychoses
a. definition:

"A psychosis is a grave mental disorder involving
more or less loss ot contact vdth reality and usually requiring the p ~ient to be 1netitutionaJ.-

i.ed. n

(Royce, 214)

b. nature and characteristics of psychoses
(l) temporary or prolonged
2) disturbed or inappl"Op1":1ate emotions
,) seriously irregular conduct
4) personality change
(5) deteotive insight
(6) loss at contact with reality
(7) lack of orientation
(8) delusions and halluoina.tions
(9) distortion at psy-olnC functions

(Cavanagh, 314)

~

c. types of psychoses
(1) psychogenio
Ca) schisoph'rerda.
(b) mtm1c-depresdve
(c) paranoid states
(2) organic
(a) toxic p f\rChoses caused by
(1) alcohol, drug, lead, gas
2) acute infections
.3) ma.1function of endocrine glands
4) somatic diseases
(b) involutional melancholia

~
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3. Mental defection
a. definition. condition of inf'arior intelligenoe due to defective
development in the carabro-spinaJ. system
b. types
(1) idiot (IQ 0-20; MA. 0-3)
(2) i.'1ibecil.e (IQ 20-50, MA 3-7)

(3) morcm (IQ .$0-70, KA 7-10)
(4) borderline (IQ 70-80; MA 10-1.2)

c. care of mentally defective

4.

perSOI'.1J

Psychopathic or Sociopathic personality
a. definition. "Psychopaths are individuals with deficient personalities due to defective character orgmdzation
wittl lack of insight."
(Cavanagh, 488)
b.~

(1) faulty personality organization

~

~

2)

egocentricity
3) good or above average intellectual capacity
4) pathological di.shone.sty

S)

irresponsibility

6 unpredictability

?~ inoapabil1tyof learning by experience

8)

devoid of interest in the future
(9) abnormal sa ill.

S.

c.

Sex disturbances
a. homosaxu.a1ity
b. masturbation

Cgmea:r1son

D. Trellt.ment

(Lesbianism)

.2! PWCbcMuroses J!!2

Pg:chos~

!! PersQ'lali;!i' AlzormalitSes

1. Methods ot treatment
a. remedial.
b. :Ln:tom.at1onal or advisory
c. psychotherapeutic
d. medioal
2. stens in treatment
a. 8.ccumu:lation of .'Vidence
b. diagnosis - prognosis
c. actual. process of treatment

(Schneiders, 389)

.3. Related professions, theories, agenc:lBs
a. child guidance cantara
b. mental. hygiene clinics
c. Psychiatric social work
d. hospitals for mentally ill <-.;nd mentally defective persons
e. psychoanalysis
E. Ccmummitl Relationships with Sisters ~!t! NC!U!ot1~ ~ PSXChotie

F. Iwa). ReSEQns1b11.i'!i.l

~

Personalitz Almornlalitl

Basic Re~
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1. Lecture on all points of the outline except those indicated in No.
2 .. Direct students to make a compm-ative chart.

Pqchoses

~

5

It

Neuroses

3. If possible, visit a hospital for the mntaUy i l l and/or an institution for
the mentally defective. These visits should take place at the end of the
Unit, and should be preceded and followed by purposetu1 class discussions.

4.

Prepare students for these films:

~honeuroses

e Qp!et One

h!YJm ~~ession
E1 jaCtion
e
9!
HostUity

Je:C

5.

Class reports on

B• .3. b. !YPe~
c.

~

2! Mental

.2!

Def'ootiqn

Y1EmtaJ..ly Defective Persons

D. 3. Related Professions, Theories,

.

Materials Needec:1

1. Films from:

New York UniversitY' Film Library'

20 Washington Place
N.Y.

:new York,

National. Film Board of Canada
1270 Avenue of the Americas
11ew York, N.!.

..!!!2 ~encies

CHAPl'ER VIII

Mental Health Fducation

~

Religious Wanen is a formal. attempt

to empha-

size the urgent need for this orientation for women who follow a religiousapostolic vocation in an age o£ accelerated progress.

It is presented, not as

a magic cure for all personal or community oomplioations in religious living,

or as a substitute for the traditional formation procedures in religious life,
bitt as an indispensable suPplemental aspect of the normal development of reli-

gious WOlnen. It stoms basically' from the conviction that since religious women are human beings, they must attain total personal. maturity- by perfecting
their nature with the assistance of the grace of God.

This presupposes that

they understand their human nature, and accept and develop it as a worthy

erational field for grace.

0p-

Divorcing h'l.Jlllan nature from grace in religious life

spells disaster for religious wo.men.

In accentua:li1ng the preventiva aspect of

:ntental. health for sisters, this treatise presumes to offer constructive aid

for the preoarvation of mental health to those sisters who enjoy it currently,
and alleviative help to those who 3I1fter inadequate adjustment in religious

life.
During the last decade, many factors have focused attention on the need
for improvement in conventual trsining procedures.

Sister formation, i f it

is to be affective, must be ad8.?ted to the needs of conventuaJ. living in a
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t'W8lltlet.h centu:ry setting.

Young women entering religious l1£e today are in-

nuanced by the culture in which they have hem reared.

.As a. consequ81ce,

their personality qualities differ in rathar sharp contrast, .f'rom those typical
of entrants of another era.

These characteristics must be appraised correct-

ly and channeled to advantage in religiOUS life.

Adaptations in religious liv-

ing are pertinent also for in-serv.i.ce sisters who are subjected to pressures

of apostolic living which, formerly, ware unknown in conventual preoincts.

But

since integra.ted religious living is not an mtomatic process, provision for
significant learning in this area must be afforded to conventual ~ ;.coph;ytes and

in-service sisters.
It seemed that, before a positive approach to mental heeJ.th for sir..ers

could be made, three tasks had to be executed. First, an evaluation had to be
made of the existing attitudes to and conditions of mental health education tor

sisters; second, a realistic exami."lation and appraisal of current conventual.
living was necessaryJ and third, a practical body of suggestions for more integrated religious living needed to be organized.

This treatise is an attempt

to aotual.ize these facts, as the prerequisites fm:- "'e-he study Units in :Hmtal.
Health offered in Part Three.

Part One, ftAn Estimate of the Current Status of Me..lltal Health Edueation
f or Religious

Women,"

contains the rationale for mental health education for

sistors, and the 8Ummarization and evaluation of the information rela.tive to
this aspect of sister formation submitted in questiormaires by religious superiors.
The two general. objectives for sending a quest.5.onnaire to one hundred
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rIajor Superiors of religious women in America.

"tiere

as folioti'S:

to determine the general. status of mental heal:t.h eduoation for
sisters a.t the present time
to SUl"'IT8'1 the attitudes of reliFious superiors to this aspect of
sister formation.
The f"ollovtlng is

an outline

of" the information reccr.t ved through the question-

21 quest1or.:naires were returned without information

67 questiormaires were returned 'With informntion according to the
tollowine community membership I

9 :trail camnunities 'With
20 .tram communities with
18 from communities with
20 tram communities with

membership below 100
membership betwen lOO-SOO
membership between SOO-1000
membership above 1000

'1'eBtY!s ProEams

37 comrmmities, etr S5 per oant, have testing programs in the Postulaney. The number or progrl:lllS sponsored by these conr.nmities
varies direct1y with the size of the community.
8 communities, 2 in each membership category, enge.ge psychiatrists
or psycholoe1sts to amnWster the tests. In 2 instances, test
results are used for screening purposes. In all other instances,
they serve as directives tor guidance and counsellng.

Formally Structured Mental Health ProEWIlS

!2!: Sisters

8 commtmities, or 12 per cent, have formally structured mental
health pl"o~ams :ror sisters
These are organized in college courses"
tBllght b.r
College faculty member
Mistress of a tra1.n1ng department

6 of them for credit,

Sister TV lecturer
Sister psychiatric nurse
l'iental.. health content taught in these courses includes:

l'iental haaJ.th principles

mental. health education tor Sisters
$ Revarand :t1othersI 3 of whom are superiors of contomp1.ative communities, agree that there is NO need for mental health education for sisters. (Sisters of "contemplative" conmmnities difter
principally from sisters in It activen communities in the menner in
which they exercise their apostolic duties. Sisters of "contemplative" cOl~t1es inf'luencethe apostola:te chiefly -through
prayer and penance in community life. Their contacts 'l!4th the
lcdty are very restricted. Sisters of ftactive" cO!!1'!1Ul'.ities CCI1tribute to the ~ostola.te pr:lmar11y by their direct contact \d th
thefa1thful through s<Xd.al servioe and professional activities.)
Several superiors cplality tl:eir responses "dth these speoifications.

not ~
not as formally stru.cturec1 mantal health programs-are interested ra.ther in the integl"ation of the principles of l'rtental
health taught in OV\?~-all training of sisters
have not considered it
not now
not at. present
not possible at present
just be~ to discuss possibility of such training
Interest

~

hl

Prov1d1.m; J.1ental Health Education ~ Sisters

Superiors, or 61 per cent, expressed interest in providing lOOl1tal
health education tor sisters
The number of superiors interested in providing mental health
education for sisters is oonsiderably less than the number of
those realiz:tng the need of this help for sisters.

fORiCS Suggested !?l the

~iors

w:Lth the number of tinlSS

for Mental Health Instruction for Sisters
hey wrOmentioned}
.. ...

65

&totionaJ. MaturitY'
21 Practice of' Charity in Community Life
15 Psychological Disorders

101lature of Mental Health
1 Need for Recreation, Relaxation
1 Marriage and Family Life
1 Mystical Bod¥
1 Use of Psychological Tests
1 Use of Drugs, Sedatives, Tranquilizers
1. Problems of Menopause and Menstruation--Personal Hygiene
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Benefits of Mental Health Education for Sisten
(nth "the"""numbel= of t!iiies they liarS mmti'oned'

51

J:7tlotional !1aturit,.
21 Increased Charity in Cammmity Living
12 Appreciation of Religious Vocation
9 Lessening o£ neurotic Tendencies
tt Increased Vocations
3 GreaLer Tolerance of Mentally n1
Part Two,

",A

Philosophy of Conventual Living, an Ideal Concept," is a de-

tailed examination of tho status guo ot religious living in convents, which
also includes practical directives tor a functional philosophy of life for sisters.

Ihphasis is placed on the necessity for sisters to understand and to ac-

cept their human nature as they cooperat;e with g1"'ace to torm. :in themselves the
mature Christian personality, the goal in religious 11fe.

In Chapter III, "l1&-

ture Christian Personality, the Goal in Religious Life," this goal is considered under two aspects; namely, spiritual and personality maturity.
ties of the we1l-adjusted religious woman are graphically described.

'.rhe qua11-

Since

charity is the motivating force of all Christian life, it also is the central

thane of religious life.

Realizing that sisters are ltwnan beings, who do not

relinquish their hunan prerogatives when they follow a rel1e;ious vocation, the
excellence of charity as it should dominate conmlDlity living is deliberated in
considerable detail in Chapter IV, "The E:x:cellence of Charity in Communal Living."

The human needs of sisters, recreation, illness, social interaction in

community life, attitudes to the

VOliS,

silence, and the relation of the spir-

itual life with apostolic activities as they apply to Sisters, are some of the
itans considered..

Sisters who participate in the active apostolate are con-

fronted by special problems of modern apostolicity, such as the necessity of

111
adapting rules and customs to modern circumstances, work, professional e:f.':f'1cl-

encsr, interaction with the laity, and activ:1sm. These a:.re appraised in the
light of the current needs

ot sisters in Ohapter V, "Religious Women as MU1-

tant Apostles.·
In Part Three.. tllllits of Study in Mental Heal.th Education fer Reli&toua

Women," spec1t1c suggestions are made tor adequate 1mplententation o£ the studY'

tJn1ts. A d18CU88101'l of sister. as human

beings ls intended

to create more

underatancUng and acceptance of than as people, and as the learners in mental

health education. It ls anticipated, therefore, that the value of mental
health education for sisters w.Ul be anpli!ied. Alao, there are specitication8

tor organ1aa:tion and evaluation in mental health eda.oatian tor sisters as it i.
outlined in the study Units.

The Units

or

and suggestions

studT in Ketal. Health presented with oomplete bibliographies

tar

teaabiDg tor • •h l1D1t, and a t1nal exadnation. are pre-

sumed to ccata:tn the intarution in the pqeholosY of acljtlstmerlt necessary tor

sisters.

This content material can be taught to sisters as a separate body ot

knowledge, or can be incorporated into the regular instructions on rell.gious
life usua1l¥ gj.". in the formation depa'rtmcts.

tollold.ngt
I. :tn1;rodwrt1orlt Baal. Ooncepte

n. M'.ent.al. Hea1tb
m. Personality
IV. .Personal Adjustment
V. Selt.Qove:m.ment

VI. Personality Abnorma1.1tT

The study Units include the
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Allers.. Rudolf.
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London, 1943.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

•
A.ddress

•

• • • • • • • • •

•

• • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Professed Sisters • • •
NOTices • • • • • •

Sisters in Juniorate

Postulants •

•

Principal 1;ypes of Apostolic Activity Done by Conaunity

-- ---

•

• • • • •
• • • • • •

• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
- ...
No • • •
Do 70U haft a testing program tor the Postulants? Yes • • •

• • • •
--.---

----- ------

-- - -- -

Please l1st names of tests administeredJ

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • •
---_
.. _-- .... ------- ... -.-- ...
.. -- - ---- If' you
a formally structured mental health program
your conmunity,
Are test resul.ts used tor guidance or screening

purpos~?

-.-

in

haw

please answer the following questions.

To whom is the course taught?
Who teaches it?

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Is it taught tor credit? Yes
What un1i#s

• • •

•

or
•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • No • • •

stud¥ are included in tAle oourse?

•

•

• •

• • •
•

• •

• • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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What benefits does your Camnu:nity derive f'rom this program?

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Have you available material describing or evaluating your program?

Yes • • •

No...

OClll1entsl

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

-• ... •- • -•..

•

• •

•

•

-- - - - - - . - - -- - - - •

• •

•

~ ~

...... -- .. -

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
~

~

If' you do NOT have e. formally structured mental health program in your Colmnm.ity, do you feel. that there is a need for mental health education for religious
W01'IJel?
Yes...
'Bo...
Are you interested in initiat.1ng mental health education for the sisters in

your Oammunity?

Yes...

No...

What woul.d you suggest as practical discussion topics in a :mental. health
course tor religious women?

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• •
•

•

•

•

• •

•

• • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
What bene.t1ts do you think should accrue to a Religious Community and to the
sisters from a vital mental health program?

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

• • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

• •

naTe you made any other special efforts towards trail'\.1ng in mental. health for
yr.:ruJ!' community memb«rs?
(Lectures, 't-J'Orkshops, etc.)

Yes

•

••

No...

Comments:

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

TESTS ADI·aNISTF.R.ED TO roSTUI..AlrrS

n~

RELIGIOUS COHNUNITIES

Times
Mentioned
,

Tests Administered
ACK (American CotmcU of Education Psychologlcal Exam)

SCAT (School and College Ability Test)

• • •

•

• 13

• • • • • • • • • •

8

Coop. !nglish Test

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

8

Iowa Silent Reading

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

:3

STEP (Sequential Tests of Educational Progress)

• • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Religion Essentials Test - Loyola lJn.1vers:1ty
SRA Diagnostic Reading Teet

Seashore Music Test
study Habit Test

• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • •

General Freshman College Battery •
CEEB (College Entrance ham Board)

•

• • • • •

• • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • •

2

:3

3
1

1
1

1

• • • • • • •

1

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1

• • • • • • • • •

1

ScbraaneJ...Qrq High School-College Reading Test
Gates Reading Survey •

•

2

Math Placement Tests

• • • • • •

• • • • • • •

1

Teacher Inventory •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1

•

•

•

Essential High School Content Battery - A and M •
Cooperative Testing Service Exams

• • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • •
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testa Adndnistered

T1mes N..entianed

Cal.1tomia Read1.ng-Language-Science Test
Relig10n Placement

(Al'V8mO College)

• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •

•

MMPI (M1nneaota Mtlltlptuud.o Personal1ty Inventory)
Kuder !'reference Record

•

•

•

•

•

Gu:Utord-zimmea.oman Personal1ty Test

•

Ohio state Ps.Yehological Test - Form 21
Bernreuter Personality Inventory

•

•

•

•

California Person ali ty Test

•

• • • • • • •
Mooney Personality Check List • • • • • •
• • • • •
R.orachaeh • • • • • • • • • • • • •
:oraw-a-Person Test • • • • • • • • • •
Bell .Ad.justment I:n.vento17

Sentence Canplet10n test
Gordon Personal ProIDe

1

• • • • • • 12

• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •
•

1

•

•

• • • •

,
9

:3
• 2

• • • • • • • 2
• • • • • • • • 2
• • • • • • • •2
• • • • • • • 1
• • • • • • • 1

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
(Sister Elaine Saunders) • • • • • • • 1
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •1

M1nnesota CO'.mseling Inventory

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

1

Ca11tamia Interest Inventory - AA

1

Kuder Vocat1onal Scale

1

•

•

• • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
(Institute Ped., Montreal) • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Qa1ok-Scoring otis Inte111gence Test - Gamma Am

C&1.if'ornia Mental Maturity Test

•

•

•

•

•

1
1

7
• • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • 2

testa Adm1n1stered
Terman-McNflnar Mental Ability Test
Hmm~elson

In:tell1gence Test

Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test

• • • • • • • • • • •

•

1

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 1

• • • • • • • • • • • •

1

Presented as One Type of Eftluative Instrument in
~fentaJ.

Health InstructiCl'l

I. Give concise, but adequate responses to any five of the following:
A. Discuss the implications of mental health in the life of a religious

woman.
B. Show the relationship of human needs to personality development.
O. Define and e%pla1.n the meaning of personality.
D. Summarize the basic dU.'ferences between P83'Ohoses and neuroses.

E. Describe the characteristic behaT.lor traits of the psychopathic personality.
11'. outline the crttens by which a religious woman can evaluate her

state of mantal healtb.
II. Indicate ~ethar the f'ollotd.ng statements are TRUE or II'ALSE by writing
T or F on thEf blanks nrov1decb

-

-

.

A.

The use of psychological behavior mechanisms is not alwqs detrimental to normal. personality devel.01Dent.

B.

Perfectionism is a coveted virtue of religious women because it
is a preview of' "order is lieaven's first law. lt

c.

Adequate contact with reality is one of the signs of good men•. tal health.

D.

A ynung WOluan who has an IQ of 70 ordinal"ilyeazmot understand
the implications of religious vows, and shouJ.d not be admitted
to religious life.
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Aggression is a fom of behavioral response which aims to reduce
tension through demanding and overpowering reactions to life sit

E.

uations.

F.

_ _ Heredity has no 1nf'1uence

on personality

gro,;~"t,h

and devolopmmt.

G. _ _ Co.'I'!:lpe11sation mechanisms oan be healthy adjustment rel':.r.etions.
H.

Sill-esteem. is a core factor in rllantal health.

I.

People who are hypercritical usually are motiwted by nwlice.

J.

Human motivation is not

K.

Rewarding Mendships contribute to the mental health of sisters.

L.

Ol.1fford Beers founded the Mental H;vgiene Movement.

M. m_

It is impossible tor s1 stars who are mentally ill to really recover enough to assume re.sponsibill ty in professional l.JOrk.

N.

Neuroses is always a. prelude to psychoses.

o.

..

alw~s

conscious.

Regular examen of conscience can promote mental health.

III. Underline the word or phrase which best completes the statement.
A. Aggression 1s chlr30ter1zed by
a. resistance to d1scipline
b. loss ot will power
c. increased appetite
d. lack of interest in people
B. Psychotherapy is
a. a type of neuroses
b. a means of treating
psychologlcal1llness
c. the contribution or Clifford Bears
d. a psychological mechanis

C. The branch ot psychology which treats ot human motivation is
a.elin
ieal psychology
b. dynamic psychology
e. al:Ilormal psychology
d. exper1mental psychology
D. Schizophrenia 1s a psychogenetic
a. borderline IQ
c. neuroses
d. psychological meehanian
E. Low Intelligence Quotient 1s typical of persons who ore
healthy
b. psychopathiC
c. mentally defoctive

b.

~hosea

a. ment
d. neurot1o
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IV" }Iatch the i tams in ColUMl.'l B with those in Column A by placing the correct numbers fran. Column B on the blanks in Column A.

Column!

~lumn

_ _ Kretsohmer

.!!

1. Mental illness

_ _ Sheldon

2. liill to power

_ _, Psychotherapy

.3" Metal Hygiene Movement

_ _ Hippocrates

4" ld - ego -

_ _ Jung

S.

Adler
-__

6" Choleric-sangu1ne-phlegmatic-melanchol1c

superego

Aggression

~han.eurosu

_ _ PNud

8. Psychologtcal counseling

__

_ _ Beers

9. Pykrsic body type

," Mental. Detection

10. Psyehopathic personality
11. Introvert - extrovert
12. llbdallOl"ph - ectomorph - mesanorpb

13. Moron - blbecUe - idiot
V"

Complete the following statements:
A. Flw principles

ot mental

l~giene a.:t.'"e

1.
2.

~:

5.

B. Factors in personality growth and developnent are

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
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ADDITIONAL smGESTIONS FOR ESSAY 'l'YPE EXAHlNATION

I.

D18CU8S the factors which sign1f1cantly innuence personality growth

and development.

II.

Jmumerate and evaluate the qua.1if1catioDs a young

woman must have f'ar

effective living in religious life.

III.
IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

How is the mature religious woman distinguished trOfll the immature?
What are the guiding principles which direct a religious woman in preserving her mental health?

Discuss the importance of frustration tolerance for re11g1ous women.
Show that genuine emotionally controlled behavior in a religious woman
means more than exterior fidelity t.o rules and regulations.
What are the characteristics of aggression, and how might it be evident.
in t.he life of' a religious woman?

In general, how do the defense mechanisms compare with evasion and
compensation mechanisms? Give three exanples of each type as they
might be employed by religious women in canmun1ty living.

IX. How does character differ from t.emperament.?

x.

In what wtJ1'8 does the mental health of a religious teacher 1nnuence
har contacts in the classroom?

XI.

What qualities of group dynamics should be f01.U'ld in commtm1ty living
in convents?

m.

How does motivation relate to hwnan needs in the life of a religious
wman1
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IIII.

nv.
XV.

. XVI.

Prow that compa:uJat1on mechanisms can be healthy adjustment reactions.
How does the training of the will and the intellect atrect the mental.
health of' a religious woman?
Discuss the responsibUi ties of religious women to their companion sisters who are psychologically ill or emotiona.l1y' unstable •
Explain how a religious woman should relate a personal philosopiW of
l1.te to personality development and emotional control.

:tID. Comment on the importance of integrating the natural and the supernatural in religious life.
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